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ENERGY IN LATIN AMERICA: 
THE HISTORICAL RECORD AND FUTÜRB EERSPECTIVES 

Editor*s Note: Purpose and Scope of Paper 

This text was originally vritten as background material for a 
more broad-ranging study, the Economic and Social Development and 
External Relations of Latin America.1/ This study was submitted at 
the seventeenth session of the Economic. Commission for Latin America 
(Guatemala City, Guatemala, 25. April-5 May 1977)» 

The questions.addressed by.the present text are derived from 
three prior questions that guided, in large part, the study submitted 
at the Guatemala City session. These three prior questions were: 

First, from a socio-economic point of view, what have been the 
major developments in Latin America since the fifties? 

Second, what are their basic explanations? 
Third, what are the prospects for socio-economic development in 

Latin America over the rest of this century? 
The present text i s a revised and up-dated versión of the original 

background text. I ts overall purpose is to provide a brief description 
of the pattern of change in Latin America's energy industries in the 
post-war period and to provide some ideas that may be useful to energy 
planners in the región's oil-deficit countries as they confront the 
future price of world oil. 

The text deals with five key questions: first, what have been the 
major features of growth and change in Latin America*s energy industries 
in the post-war period; second, to what degree has the performance of 
those industries impeded socio-economic growth in the región during the 
past quarter century; third, what is the most probable level and 
composition of Latin America's energy requirements at the end of this 

1/ See CEPAL, The Economic and Social Development and External 
Relations of Latin America, E/CEPAL/1024, 15 March 1977. 

/century; fourth 
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century; fourth, what is the most likely track of world crude oil 
prices over the rest of this century and what pattern of volatility 
is inherent in these expected prices for world oil; and fifth, what 
are the policy options open to"Latin America's oil-deficit countries 
in the light of the expected price structure for internationally 
traded crude oil during the rest of this century? 

A note on dating is in order. The text was completed in 
November, 1977$ and between that ti'ftfe and its publication, changes of 
consequence have occurred in the world oil industry. The OPEC 
Meeting in Caracas in December ánd the súbsequent freeze in world 
emergence oil prices together with the energy legislation at the 
national level in the United Státes and the weaking of spot prices 
in the world oi l market are important cases in point. The reader 
can judge for himself the likély impact of these factors on the 
predictions of world oi l prices presénted in this text. 

/ENERGY IN 
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ENERGY IN LATIN AMERICA:. 
THE HISTORICA^ RECORD AND.FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

Objectives and Organization 

This study deals with the following five questions: 
First, what haye been the major features of growth and change 

in Latin America's energy industries since the early fifties? 
Second, to wha.t extent has the performance of the domestic 

cpmponent of Latin America's energy industries significantly restricted 
the process.of regional economic growth since the early fifties? 

Third, what is the expected pattern of Latin America's energy 
requirements during the rest of this century? 

Fourth, what are the immediate ..and longer-term prospects for 
the price of world oil? 

Fifth, what energy policies are open to the governments of 
Latin America's oil-deficit countries for confronting the expected 
price of world oil? 

These five questions constitute the foci of this study, which 
is divided into two Chapters, the first focussing on the first three 
questions, while the second focusses on the last two. 

Section I of Chapter 1 discusses the economic functions of the 
energy industries. Section I I places Latin America's changing energy 
profile in international perspective. The wealth of Latin America in 
energy resources is examined in Section I I I . The record of growth 
and change since the early fifties is discussed in Section IV as 
regards each of Latin America's four basic energy industries: oil, 
natural gas, coal, and electric power. Section V contains a brief 
analysis of the degree to which the performance of Latin America's 
energy industries may have impeded economic growth in the región 
in the post-war era. Finally, Section VI provides a forecast of total 
and component modern energy consumption in the year 2000 in Latin 
America and in its principal energy consuming countries together 

/with a 



with a forecast of the level of installed generating capacity for 
that year in the región and in' i ts major power markets. The section 
closes with a discussion of the basic implications of these forecasts. 

Chapter 2 focusses on the price of world oi l and its essential 
implications for energy planners in Latin America*s oil-deficit 
countries. Section I of this chapter identifies the changing structure 
of world oil prices in the post-war era and offers a basic explanation 
for that pattern óf change. Sections I I through IV examine the current 
structure and prospective changés in the world crude oil industry, on 
the one hand, and in the complex of energy policies in the industrialized, 
oil-importing countries on the other.: Section V presents a forecast 
of world crude oil prices for thé riext two decades. Section VI 
discusses the range of options opén tó policy-makers in Latin America's 
oil-deficit countries as they cónfront the expected price of world 
crude oil (as identified in Section V) and clóses with a discussion 
of the security of oil importe ift Latin Aaerica's oil-deficit countries. 

/Chapter l 
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- Chapter 1 

LATIN AMERICA'S ENERGY INDUSTRIES: THE HISTORICAL RECORD 

Section I: The functions of the energy industries 

In every nation the energy sector has at least one key economic 
function: to support socio-economic activity. In some countries, one or 
more of the energy industries may have a second function: to generate 
export earningsí In Venezuela,'for example, both functions are as 
obvious ás they áre'economically critical. 

Aside from these two fúáctions," the operation of the energy 
industries has a series of import&nt implications. They present major 
claims on a nation*s scarce1 investable funds and, - in Latin America, 
particularly on public sector funds.1 Additionally, they have, significant 
impacts on the patt.ern of central govefnment revenues and expenditures 
on cúrrent áccount, in both foréigh; exchánge and local currency. 
Although the energy iríÜustífies account for relatively minor fractions 
of national employinent -in Latin Affierican economies., they generate 
substantial ciainís' oh ĉ fertain categor'iés of the region's scarce 
resources of skilled and sem'i-skilled manpqwer. The energy industries 
obviously have wideflipread.. implications for the scale and pattern of 
environmental damage, both domestically and internatiohal'ly. The 
growth of nuclear power generation in Latin.America will posé 
particularly complex and important environmental problems to the 
societies of the región in this regard. The pricing of énérgy flows 
in the domestic economy has important implications for the efficiency 
with which economic resources are used, not only in the energy sector 
itself but :throughout the domestic and world economies as well. 
Clearly, then, the energy. industries are of prime political importance. 
The issue of their ownership and.t control provokes widespread debate and 
antagonisms not only in Latin America, but throughout the world. Changes 
in the price of electricity and refined oil products are subjects which 
political leaders, at both the national and sub-national levéis, may 
ignore only at their peril. 

/In discussing 
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In discussing the role of the energy industries, one must 
distinguish clearly at the outset between, on the one hand, energy 
flows as supporters of socio-economic activity in a strictly physical 
sense, and on the other the implications for economic efficiency and 

i1 • 
growth of the manner in which that support is extended. The first 
approach i s typically that of the physically-oriented engineering mind, 
while the second is economic in essence. 

An example will suffice to make clear the nature and importance 
of this simple distinction, which is thé source of much confusion in 
discussions of energy policy. Thus, an engineer might applaud policy-
makers in the energy field for thé fact that the increasing stock of 
automobiles, buses, trucks, and other transport media in his country 
has consistently been sérviced with readi'ly available supplies of 
low-priced motor gasoline and diesel oil, but this applause is 
irrelevant to the economist, who would ask to what extent the long-term 
market prices of motor gasoline and diesel oil in that country and 
the growing stock of transport vehicles made sense economically. 

The distinction between the physical support of the growth process 
provided by the energy industries and the implications for economic 
efficiency and growth of the manner of providing that support will be 
discussed subsequently in Section V. 

Section II; Latin America and the world epergy profile 
(a) General comparisons 

The level of Latin America's consumptión of the modern fuels 2/ 
increased by 6.,7 per cent per annum durisg 1950-1975 and on a per capita 
basis by 3.8 per cent per annum during this 25-year period. 

2/ The term "modern fuels" includes coal, oil,- natural gas and 
liquefied natural gas, hydroelectricity, and nuclear fuels. 
I t exeludes a wide variety of traditional energy sources, such as 
human and animal power, direct solar energy, winds, tides, 
geothermal energy, vegetable fuels and animal wastes. All growth 
rates présented in this study are compound annual growth rates. 

/As shown 



As shown in Exhibit 1, the rate of growth in Latin America's 
modern energy consumption during 1950-1975, in both absolute and 
per capita terms, exceeded the corresponding rates for the developed 
countries and the world as a whole. On the other hand, the average rate 
of growth of Latin America* s modern energy consumption during this 
period, in'both absolute and per capita terms, was less than the 
average rates recorded in the non-Latin American group of developing 
countries. r 

In absolute terms, modern energy consumption in Latin America in 
1975 (219 x 10^ t.p.e.) was less than one-third the level recorded in 
thát year in a l l thé other developing countries taken collectively 
(751 x 10^ t.p.e.).' This factrbasically reflects the far larger 
population of the látteí- gróup of countries (2.5 bill l ion) than the 
former (0.3 billion), howeveri Thus^ when population is taken into 
account, Latin America1 s'modern energy consumption (682 k.p.e. 
per capitá in 1975 was móí-e than doublethe comparable figure for the 
other developing countries (300 k.p.e. per capita), although s t i l l far 
below the level recorded'in thé developed countries (4,076 k.p.e. 
per capita). -'< • • \ 

tn terms of per capitamodern energy consumption perunit of 
por capitá total real oütput, many Latin American economies, in both 
1950 and 1975, fell betweefi the average levels recorded in the developed 
cóuntriesi ón the one há'nd, and in the impoverished group of developing 
countries, on the other. This relationship is shown diagramatically 
in Diagram 1 and Exhibit 2 for selected countries in 1972. 

With regard to changes in the level of energy-intensiveness of 
production, Latin America consumed about 2.1 kgs of coal equivalent 
¿nergy per unit of total real outpüt produced in 1965, which put it 
mid-way between the comparable rat-ios recorded, in that year, in the 
developed group of non-c'entrally-planned economies (2.4 kgs) and in 
the underderveloped group of non-centrally-planned economies (1.8 kgs).3/ 

J. Darmstadter et.al., Energy in the World Economy. (Baltimore: 
The Johns Hopkins Press, 1971), P- A kilogramme of coal 
equivalent energy is the amount of energy contained in a kilogramme 
of coal, which, in the present case, is defined as 6,992 kcals. 

/A preliminary 
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A preliminary estímate suggests that the level of Latin America's 
modern energy input per unit of real total output s t i l l l ies between 
the levels recorded in the; developed and. developing economies. 

Exhibit 3 presents data on the changing composition of modern 
energy consumption at the international level; With the exception of 
the Persian Gulf countries, Latin America has depended on liquid fuels 
(oi l and liquefied gas),to a greater extent, and for a 1onger  period, 
than any other major world región, and indeed longer than most 
individual countries or economic country groupings. The substitution 
o.f oi l and gas for coal was virtually complete in Latin America before 
this substitution process gained world-wide momentum in the fifties. 
In^short, Latin America's industrial development - a largely post-war 
phenomenon - has been based on oi l and, since 1950, increasingly on 
natural gas as well. In 1975» these two fuels supplied about four-
fifths of Latin America's modern energy requirements. Latin America's 
economic apparatus i s thus oiitstanding in the degree of i t s dependence 
on oi l and gas. 

The data in Exhibit ? show that Latin America accounts for 
relatively minor fractions of world-wide modern energy consumption 
(both total and component). This refleets the corresponding lack 
of.dominance of Latin Ajnerica in world pr.oduction.and, to a lesser 
extent, in world population. Latin America has, consistently accounted 
for relatively minor fractions of world modern energy production, 
about 7 per cent in 1950 and 6 per cent in 1975 (Exhibit J>). 

As. shown in Exhibit 3» Latin America is an important source of 
energy in world markets. The región has constantly been an importer 
of solid fuels, and i ts export role is based squarely on oi l . In 1975» 
the región consumed only three-fifths of the volume of modern energy 
that i t produced, a reflection largely of the fact that about one-half 
of i ts crude oil production was exported in that year. 

(b) Latin America's trade in modern energy sources 
Oil has been Latin America's leading export earner in the post-

war era, genéralíy accounting for between one-fifth (1950) and about 
/three-tenths 



three-tenths (1975) of total regional export earnings (Exhibit 4). 
Venezuela has consistently accounted for about nine-tenths of the 
region's annual oil exports, and oil has provided, in turn, more 
than nine-tenths of. that nation*s annual export earnings. Oil exports 
from Ecuador, Bolivia, and México have increased sharply in valué in 
recent years, but they/are s t i l l minor in regional*and world terms. 

, The scale and global pattern of Latin America's,imports and 
exports of energy sources has changed substantially during the past 
three decades. Until,the early fifties, Venezuela was the world's 
second largest crude oil producing región, surpassed only by the 
United States- . Since theiv, the regiones historically dominant position 
in the world crude oil market has given way to the Middle East and 
Africa. This displacement has occurred not only in the booming markets 
for crude oil in North Amexica and Western Europe, but also in the South 
American and Caribbean crude oil markets (Exhibit Latin America 
suppliers nevergained a foothold in the rapidly expanding crude oil 
markets of the Far East, largely becausf 9f the geographic advantage 
of Middle East suppliers there. 

Latin Amerj.ca's pe^rqleum exports afe; dpminated by crude oil, 
but th$ share of,. refined ¡ oil products total petroleum exports has 
been increasing over th^ past quarter century., In 1975 North America 
accounted for 86r:per cent of Latin America' s extra-regional exports 
of crude oil (Exhibit 6), while intra-regional crude-oil exports 
accounted for almost one-half of total Latin American crude. oil 
exports in.that year. A major market for Sotuh American crude oil 
is the Caribbean, where a number of large refineries transform it into 
refined oil products, mainly for export to the North American market. 
Latin America's exports of refined oil products consist basically of 
fuel oi l (Exhibit 7). This,product is exported principally to the 
United. States, where.refineries are heayily geared to the production 
of motor-gasoline,; uaing comparatively light crude oils, eo that it 
is necessary to import a significant part of the nation's increasing 
needs for heavier refined oil products, such as fuel oil. Many of the 

/region's oi l -
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región's oil-deficit countries export relatively small quantities 
.1 • ' : 

of refined oil products in highly competitive intra-regional and 
extra-regional circuits, the aim of this trade being to cióse the 
gap between domestic market requirements and domestic refinery output 
in these countries. 

Imports of energy sources into Latin America (Exhibit 8) consist 
of oil, coal, coke and minor volumes of natural gas and electricity. 
Extra-regional imports of crude oil, largely from the Middle East and 
to a lesser extent from Africa, have considerably altered the almost 
complete reliance on intra-regional sources of crude oil which 

i •  • 

characterized Latin America's oil import pattern in the early post-war 
era. As indicated in Exhibit 8, in 1975 the Middle East and Africa 
accounted for roughly 55 per cent and 20 per cent, respectively, of 
total crude oil imports by Latin American oií-importing countries, 
while crude oil from regional sources accounted for only one-séventh 
of these imports. , Additionally, the sharp increase ín domestic crude 
oil refining in Latin America since the early fifties has resulted in 
a strong decline in the volume of imported oil products. These imports 
are s t i l l secured largely through intrá-regional trade, although é. 
variety of special products, such as high-gíade lúbricañts and aviation 
fuels, are secured predominantly from the United States.' 

Although some Latin American countries have ampie resources of 
indigenous coal, it is comparatively costly to extract and transport 
and is of relatively low calorific valué. Henee, many Latin American 
countries have turned to imports of higher quality coals and cokes 
to satisfy the growing requireménts for these products, mainly by 
their metallurgical industries. The bulk of the región's coal and 
coke imports have come from the United States and, to a lesser extent', ' 
from Eastern Europe. Latin America's net imports of natural gas and 
electricity are quantitatively minor and represent the comparatively 
small trade in these fuels between México and the United States. 

/Section I I I : 
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Section I I I ; Latin America's modern energy 
resource base 

There is a variety. of conceptsregarding non-renewable and 
renewable energy resources. With respect to the non-renewable energy 
resources, the most commonly used (and abused) concept 'proven 
reserves'» This is a point estimate of the volume of a non-renewable 
energy resource contained within conservatively defined limits of 
known fields which is believed, with a high (and typically unspecified) 
degree of certainty, to be economically recoverable at prevailing 
prices and coste. 

An estimate of proven reservas should be interpreted in the 
context of i ts (unknown) error density íunction. To say, for example, 
that on 1 January 1977 the stock of proven reserves of crude oil in 
a country was x ífillion barréis really means something like the 
following: on that date, the eetimator of these reserves believed with 
a subjectivély genérated level of certitude of, say, 90 per cent that 
the true level of'proven Reserves of pil. there was, most probably, 
x bill ion barréis, so that the actual lev^lof.proven reserves there on 
that date would probably be contained within a subjectively generated 
limit range o-f , sayV (x • i-25 x) bil l ion barréis.4/. 

Proven reserves of oi l, or any other nonrrenewable energy 
resource, constitute a working inventory of that resource, which is 
the result of the past creation of known reserves from unknown resources 
on the one hand, followed by subsequent decisions to produce from these 
known ¡reserves. Because it i s costly to add to proven reserves, 
neither governments ñor privateoil companies add to them unrestrainedly 

k/ This interpretation is given to put statements of proven reserves 
in their proper conceptual focusi. This does not imply that 
estimates of proven reserves are built up in such a mathematically 
rigorous manner. Actually, the estimation of proven reserves i s 
partly an art, partly a science, and the published figures on 
proven oil reserves, although reflectipg much knowledge, also 
contain much guesswork, outright bias, and more than a l i t t le 
ignorance. 

/Some international 
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Some international oil companies, for example, might consider that a 
ratio of proven reserves of  oil to anticipated oil production which 
gave an expected l i f eo f , say, ten years an acceptable level of 
working inventory to cárry against the commercial, political, and 
other xisks that they expect to face. Proven reserves of oil, or any 
other non-renewable energy resource, naturally tend to increase as 
energy*'prices rise and as primary, second, and tertiary extraction 
technology improves. Obviously, proven reserves of oil, or any other 
non-renewable energy resource, are nót a valid gauge of a nation's 
wealth in that energy resource. 

Proven reserves of oil and natural gas in Latin America at the 
12 

end of 1976 have been estimated at 30 billion'barréis and at 90 x 10 
cubic feet respectively, ór at 5 per cent and4 per cent of the 
estimated volume of the worl'd's próven reserves of these energy 
resources at that time. As shown in Exhibit 9, the distribution of 
Latin America*s proven reserves of oil and gas is geographically 
disparate. In the case of oil, nine-tenths of these reserves are 
located in four Latin American countries: Venezuela (52 per cent), 
México (24 per cent), Argentina (8 per cent), and Ecuador (6 per cent), 
while as regards natural gas, five countries accounted' for 85 per cent 
of Latin America's proven reserves ¿t that time: Venezuela (45 per 
cent), Ecuador (13 per cent), Mexícó (13 per cent), Argentina (8 per 
cent) and Bólivia; (6 per cent). 

Latin America's proven reserves of crude oil at the end of 1976 
represented 18 times the level of crüde oil production in the región 
in that year; the comparable ratio in the case of natural gas was 28. 

"Expanded proven reserves" is another non-renewable energy 
resource concept. I t means the sum of the proven reserves at a given 
point in ti®e, plus the expected addition to these reserves generated 
by conceptually expanding the conservatively defined limits of known 
fieldsémployed in eptimating the level of proven reserves. Thus, 
the concept of v"expanded proven reserves" has meaning only in a 
probabilistic sense, insofar as i t relates changing stocks of oil 

/with changing 
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with changing levels of certainty aesociated with stateméñts ábout 
the extent of those stocks. The error density furictiori of expanded 
proven reserves is unknown as i t i's ín the case of proveri reserves. 

Grossling offers one estimate of the probable extent of expanded 
proven oil reserves: 

"...For most of the non-OPEC developing countries, I can raake 
the following gerieralization. Ah ádditional quañtity ¿oí oi l/ 
equal to proven reserves can be obtained with probability 0.8, 
and ánother equal additiorial qúantity with probability 0.5-
Henee the expected ... /volume/ ... of the expanded proven 
reserves designated here as Rg would be (l + 0.8 + 0.5) R̂  "** 
=/Proven Reserves7 ... = 2.3 R^'.J/ 
Excluding Latin American OPfeC members' proven reserves of crude oil 

at the end of 1976 wére about 13 bil l ion barréis. Thfe application of 
Grossling's factor would yieldan estimate, with a weighted average 
certitude of 77 per cent, that expanded proven reserves for this group 
of Latin American countries would fái l in the range of 30 bill ion 
barréis plus or minus 8 bi l l ion barréis Cusing an estimated 25 per cent 
error factor). I f Venezuela and Ecuador are inclúdéd, the resulting 
level of expandéd proven reserves for the región would be 68 billion 
barréis plus or minus 17 bil l ion barréis (úsing the same 25 per cent 
error factor).6/ I f secóndairy and tertiary recovery techniqués are 
considered, these estimares might easily be doubléd. 

ündiscovered reserves is anothe'r resource concepta This is the 
unknown stock of an economicalíy recoverable, non-renewable energy 
resource that is now lying beheath the surface in unknown places.. I t 

¿ / B.F. Grossling, Latin America's Petroleum Prospegts in the . 
Energy Crisis, Geolpgical Survey Bulletin 14Í1 of the United States 
Department of Interior, 1975» p« 16. Brácketed insertións are 
not in the original text. 

6/ This volume may be compared with Emery's estimate of South America's 
"Other identified resources" of oil of 7h bill ion barréis as cited 
by Grossling, op.cit., p. 35» See: K.O. Emery, Resources of 
fossil fuels, unpublished report to the U.S. National Research 
Council, 1973. 

/ i s from 
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is from these stocks that, historically, proven reserves have been 
created. The sum of undiscovered .energy resources plus expanded proven 
reserves constitutes a country's wealth in a particular non-renewable 
energy resource. This wealth in a given energy resource plus the 
volume of its cumulative production in the past defines the ultimate 
recoverable volume of that energy resource and the country's original 
endowment with economically exploitable volumes of that energy 
resource. 

Grossling places Latin America's ultimate recoverable reserves 
of oil at 490-1,225 bil l ion barréis and of natural gas at 2,450-6,370 
tr i l l ion cubic feet. I f we subtract the end-1976 regional cumulative 
production of each of these energy resources (estimated at about 
132 bill ion barréis and 82 tr i l l ion cubic feet, respectively), this 
gives anestimate of Latin America's reserves of economically exploitable 
oi l and gas s t i l l in the ground: between 358-1,093 bill ion barréis of 
oil and between 2,368-6,288 trillion cubic feet of natural gas. 
In the case of oil, this estimate represents 224-683 times the 
eBtimated level of regional oil production in 1976 and between 358-1,093 
times the estimated level of regional oil consumption in 1975« The 
estimated economically exploitable reserves.of natural gas represent 
between 740 and 1,965 years of regional production in 1976 and between 
1,691 and 4,491 years of regional consumption at the 1975 rate of 
annual consumption (i.e., 1.4 tr i l l ion cubic feet), 

Grossling's estimates of ultimate recoverable reserves in Latin 
America aré based on benchmark figures for oil and gas reserves per 
unit of prospective producing área. The figures he employed for 
Latin America were derived from analysis of data for three areas.J?/ 
Grossling»s estimates of Latin America's ultimate recoverable reserves 
of oil and gas have a downward bias, which he underscores in his 
statement that the estimates '!•.. do not inclujie any allowance for 
the occurrence of giant-size accumulations like the Middle East. 

7/ Cotarminous United States, the Soviet Union, and the Middle East. 

/These cannot 
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These cannot be excluded; moreover, I saspect that the Caribbean 
area and the Argentine continental shelf are two regions where they 
could occur".^/ 

Identified reserves is a concept that is often used in discussions 
of energy resources other than oil. I t i s a measure of the stock of 
an energy resource known to exist and capabl'e of being extracted 
profitably at given prices and costs. This terms is usually efflployed 
in discussions of non-fuel mineral resources. I t is comparable to 
the coiicept of expanded proven reserves used in discussion of oi l 
and gas reserves. The concept of identified reserves exeludes 
undiscovered recoverable reserves* 

The potential yield from Latin America's identified reserves 
of oi l shale, located largély in Brazil, hás been estimated at 
800 billion barréis, while the potential yield from Uhdiscovered oil 
shale reserves in the región is thought tó be óf the.order of 
41,200 bill ion barrels¿9/ Identified resources oí oi l in tar sands in 
the región, concentrated in Venezuela, aré thought to be of the order 
of 1,200 billion barréis, lío estimate beiñg ávailable for undiscovered 
stocks of this energy resource.10/-For purposés óf comparison, in 
1973 the Latin American ecosomies consuméd a total óf abóut 882 miliion 
barréis of oi l produets.-

Latin America1s stock-of identified coal resources has been 
reckoned at 20 -billion metric' tons and undiscovered coal resources at 
10 bill ion metrie tons.11/ By way of comparison, coal. consumption in 
Latin America in 1972 was about 16 million metric tons. 

8/ Grossling, -bj>,' cit., p. 30 
9/ Both estimates are taken from Grossling, op.cit., p.35, citing 

W.C. Culberston and J.K», Pitman Oil Shale, 1973, in D.A. Brobst 
and W.P. Pratt (eds.), "United States Mineral Resources", U.S. 
Geological Survey. Prof. Paper 820, p. 501. 

10/ Grossling, op.cit., p. 16. 
11/ Grossling, op.cit.,' p. 35» citing P. Averitt, "Coal", 1973» 

in op.cit., p. 140. 
/Identified uranium 
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Identified uraniuo reserves in Latin America have been estimated 
at 11.4 x 103 metric tons of U,0q.12/ NO estimate i s available for 
the stock of undiscovered uranium resources in the región. 

An estimate of Latin America's hydroelectricity potential 
requires a different definitional approach from that used in discussing 
non-renewable energy resources because the energy resource involved 
in this case i s renewable (i.e., falling water). The measuring concept 
employed i s the flow of hydroelectricity thát could be generated in 
the región i f a l l economically exploitable hydropower sites were 
developed and operated on the basís of average expected water run-off 
conditions. In 1966, CEPAL estimated that, for Latin America, this 

1 • 3 

volume of hydroelectricity was of the order of 2,835 x 10 GWh.13/ 
By way of comparison, the actual level of hydrogeneration in the 
región in 1975 was about 131 x 10^ GWh. 

Since the CEPAL estimate of hydroelectricity potential was made 
in 1965, world energy prices have, of course, sharply increased, 
rendering the estimate; clearly out-oif-date. The level of potential 
hydrogeneration in the región today i s probably much higher than that 
estimated by CEPAL in 1965, but i ts trüé extent i s simply not known 
today with anything eveh approaching acceptabíe precisión. 

The estimates presented above underscore the large scale and 
diversity of Latin America's wealth in modern energy resources. 
However, they obscure the widely disparate geographic distribütion 
of these resources among the more than two clozen countries that 
constitute Latin America. Moreover, they provide no insight into the 
long-term economic competitiveness of these individual energy 
resources, either intra-regionally or internationally, while 
the estimates are so rough empirically that they have l i t t le 
opérational usefuilness, especially as they ha.ve not been 

12/ Grossling op.cit., p. 46, citing P.K. Theabold, S.P. Schweinfurth, 
and D.C. Duncan, Energy Resources of the United States, U.S. 
Geological Survey Circular 650, 1972, p. 27 

13/ Economic Bulletin for Latin America, May 1967, PP- 56-63. 
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corrected for the eff^cts of the sharp increase in world energy 
prices since 1973- Finally, the various estimates of energy reserves 
and resources discuese.d above are regional aggregates, and while a 
regional focus is useful for some purposes, in questions of energy 
resources and policy the key; unit is typically the nation, not the 
región* and so discussions of the region's wealth in energy resources 
are often beside the point. This is the case in this study, which 
deals in Chapter I I with energy policy at the sub-regional level for 
the oil-deficit. countries. • 

•Section IV. Growth and change in Latin America*s 
energy industries since the fifties 

(a) Total energy 1 

Latin America's consumption of modern fuels and vegetable fuels 
increased by 5.3 per ceht per anhtim düring 1950-1975• As shown in 
Exhibit 10, vegetable ftiéls -were corisümedT ifa every Latin American 
country in both yearsy althbügh the region's overall dependence on 
this type of fuel declined sharply during this 25-year period: from 
kO per cent of total r'égional energy consumption in 1950 to 16 per cent 
in 1975- ' ' " 

Nevértheless, vegetable fuels s t i l l constituté a major source of 
energy supplies iri móst Latin American countries. In 1975, for example, 
they constitüted more than one-fifth of total energy supplies in seven 
Latin American económies and more than two-fifths of those supplies in 
another eight countries. 

The data in Exhibit 10 indicate that Latin America dréw on al l 
the modern fuels in satisfying its modern energy requirements in 
both 1950 and 1975»14/ Oil and' natural gas increased their share in 
the region's modern energy consumption from 74-per cent (i.e., 67 per 
cent and 7 per 6ent, respectively), in 1950 to 77 per cent (62 per cent 
and 15 per cent, respectively) in 1975» The share of coal declined 

14/ With the exception of nuclear fuels in 1950. 
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from 13 per cent to 5 per cent over this period, while that of 
hydropower was 14 per cent in 1950 and 18 per cent in 1975» Nuclear 
power was introduced into the región's energy base by Argentina 
in 1974, but the volume involvéd in that year was rainuscule vis-á-vís 
the volume of regional energy consumption. 

Latin America's overall pattern of feliance on a diversity of 
modern fuels is not typical of each individual Latin American country. 
In both 1950 and 1975» for example, only seven 15/ of the twenty-six 
countries shown in Exhibit 10 produced and consumed the four basic 
modern energy sources (coal, oil, natural gas, and hydropower), and 
it would be misleading to suggest that e^en these countries' modern 
energy structures were broadly based. In 1975» for example, 75 per 
cent of modern energy consumption in these seve.n countries carne from 
oil and gas alone. 

Of the remaiiiing nineteen countries listed in Exhibit 10, three 
(i.e., Bolivia, Ecuador and Trinidad and Tobago) produce oil and 
natural gas. Bolivia and Ecuador also produce hydropower, but vegetable 
fuels are important in bcith economies. In 1975» they supplied 43 per 
cent of Bolivia's total énergy requirements and 38 per cent of Ecuador's. 
In both Bolivia and Ecuador, oil is clearly the backbone of the energy 
system. It constituted 73 per cent of Bolivia's modern energy 
consumption in 1975 ánd 89 per cent of Ecuador's. :In meeting its 
modern energy requirements, the economy of Trinidad and Tobago is 
dependent on bil and gas in roughly equal proportions. Other modern 
fuels are not produced there, and vegetable fuels are comparatively 
minor in terms of Trinidad and Tobago's total energy requirements 
(i.e., 6 per centin 1975)* 

Few of the remaining sixteen countries listed in Exhibit 10 
produced any modern fuel on a significant scale in either 1950 or 1975, 
and al l of them were critically reliant on imported oil throughout this 
extended period. In foür countries - Bahamas, Barbados, Grenada and 

15/ Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, México, Perú and Venezuela. 
/Guyana - the 
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Guyana - the supply of-iirdigénous fuels in Í975 was limited exclusively 
to vegetable sources, so that the energy supplies in these four 
countries, ih 1975, carne entirely from vegetable fuels and from 
imported refined oil products. 

In twelve of these sixteen countries, modern energy production 
in 1975 was limited to one fueí.16/ ín Cuba, it was limited to minor 
volumes of crude oil and hydropower,17/ and, in the other eleven 
countries it was limited to hydropower. Moreover, in a i l twelve 
countries hydropower only supplied an average of 5 per cent of total 
energy requirements in 1975, the remaining 95 per cent being supplied 
from imported oil (59 per cent), vegetable fuels (35 per cent) and 
coal ( l per cent). Taken as a whole, these twelve Latin American 
countries relied on imported oil for roüghly nine-tenths of their 
modern energy requirements in 1975» 

(b) The oil industry ' 
( i) Introduction. , The oil industry consists of several segments: 

first, crude oil explor^ipia, developpenti and production; second, cr^de 
oil refining.; and, thi^d, oil marketing (including both the import and 
export of crude oil and refined products and the «Jomestic marketing 
of refined oil products)? These segments of the oil industry, and the 
transport links between them, make possible theultimate application 
of refined oil produqts in production. The pattern of growth and 
change in these three basic segments.of the region's oil industry in 
the post-war era is discussed below. 

16/ These countries are: Costa Rica, Cuba (which produces small 
volumes of oil and hydropower), El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, 
Honduras, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, the Dominican.. . 
Republic and Uruguay. 

17/ Crude oil production in 1975 in Cuba was roughly 3 per cent of the 
volume of refined oil product consumption in that year. Oil 
constituted 98 per cent of Cuba's modern energy base in 1975, 
while vegetable wastes supplied 35 ,per cent of Cuba's total energy 
consumption in that year (see Elxhibit 10). 

/ ( i i ) Indigenous 
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( i i ) Indjgenous oil production and domestic oil consumption. The 
eleven Latin American countries producing crude oil in 1975 were the 
same as those which produced it in 1950 (Exhibit 11). Oil supplies in 
the remaining fifteen countries in the región were entirely imported 
in both 1950 and 1975. 

Within this group of eleven crude oil producing countries, 
however, there have been substantial changes in the degree to which 
increasing requirements. for refined oil products in the domestic 
economy have permitted the export of indigenously produced oil 
(Exhibit 12). Venezuela, of course, has been, and will continué to be, 
a major crude oil exporter. Ecuador, following re.cent oi l discoveries, 
has moved quickly since 1972 to increase its oil exports. In 1950, 
Ecuador's crude oil production was around 50 per cent greater than 
the volume of its internal refined product requirements, but by 1975 
such production was 3»9 times the volume of refined oil products 
consumed domestically (Exhibit 12). 

México's crude oil surplus of the early fifties was erased by 
1973» only to be reestablished in 1975» Recent developments in the 
Mexican oil industry prómise a resumption of crude oil exports on a 
significant scale in the future.18/ Current plans are to develop an 
oil export capacity by 1982 of 1,188 thousand barréis per day, fifteen 
per cent of which will be iñ the form of refined products; present 
oil exports are about 200 thousand barréis per day, including about 
20 thousand barréis per day of motor gasoline.19/ 

Argentina was heavily dependent ón imported crude in the early 
fifties, but by 1975 it was producing a volume of crude oil more or less 

18/ In 1974, a major United States oil company estiraated that oi l 
reserves located in Chiapas-Tabasco could amount to 10-20 billion 
barréis. See; International Petroleum Encyclopedia, 1976 issue, 
p. 190. 

19/ See: "México Plans Push on Exports of Gas as well as Oil", 
Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, Juné 6, 1977, P« 5« 

/equal to 
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equal to its domestic consumption of refined oil products.20/ Here 
again, the recent discovery at Puérto Rojas, near Mendoza, is a 
promising sign for the future. Major efforts in oil exploration 
and development will surely be called for, however, i f Argentina is 
to remain free of reliance on imported oil in the future. 

Perú, a minor crude oil ¿xporter in 1950, supplied roughly 
three-fifths of its internal refined product requirements from 
indigenous crude oil in 1975- Self-sufficiency  in oi l supplies could 
be achieved and export status recovered with the cómpletion of the 
Concordia-Bayovar crude oil pipeline.21/ 

In Trinidad and Tobago, a major crude oií exporter in the región 
in the fifties, the ratio of crude oií production to domestic oil 
consumption declined from Í6.3 in 1950 to 8.5 in 1975« Crude oil 
production in Trinidad and Tobago increased only slowly during the 
sixties, averaging 1.9 per cent per annum, but since 1970 it has 
increased more rapidíy with tie development work centered in Trinidad 
and Tobago's eastem offshore areas. 

Colombia was a major Latin American1 crude oil exporter in the 
fifties and sixties, but its crude oil export position deteriorated 
sharply in the seventies. This Dccur^ed^largely as a result of the 
pressure of rising domestic requirements for réfinéd oil products in 
the face of more slowly rising doméBtic crude oil production, a 

1 »» 1 t . 
20/ The compárison is misleáding in thát Argentina's indigenous crude 

oil production in 1950 was lówer than might otherwise have been 
possible at that time since the private oil companies were reducing 
crude oil, output, a l l new oil exploration :and development activity 
having been reserved for YPF by law in 1935*. See: Gertrude G. 
Edwards, "The Frondizzi Contráete and Petroleum Self-Sufficiency 
in Argentina", R.F.M. Mikséll, et.al., Foreign Investments in the 
Petroleum and Minerals Industries, (Baltimore, Md., 1971), P» 161. 

21/ This pipeline is 557 miles in length. I t has a 200,000 b/d 
init ial capacity (with expansión capacity to 500,000 b/d). The 
pipeline crosses the Amazon jungle, the Andes, and Sechura desert, 
reaching Bayovar at the Pacific coast. It went operational in 
July, 1977. 

/phenomenon, in 
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phenomenon, in turn, largely explained by the comparatively low prices 
for crude oil and refined oil products set by the State. Recent 
changes in this policy could bring about a resurgenee of indigenous 
crude oil supplies in Colombia.22/ 

The reverse took place in this period in Bolivia. In 1950, 
indigenous crude oil supplied about two-thirds of Bolivia's domestic 
market for refined products, but in 1975 crude oi l production in 
Bolivia was 2.4 times the volume of refined oil products consumed 
domestically. YPFB's ambitious five-year oi l development programme 
promises a resurgence in Bolivia's p^rticipatión in the world oil 
market over the next decade.23/ 

The remaining three of the región's eleven crude oil producing 
countries produced substantially less than their volume of internal 
refined product consumption in both 1950 and 1975» Cuba's crude oil 
production was negligible in both years, the major change during the 
period being the shift in import reliance from the United States 
(and, to a lesser extent, Venezuela) to the Soviet Bloc.24/ Although 
crude oil production in Brazil and Chile, the two remaining crude oil 
producers in the región, has increased rapidly since 1950, both produce 
substantially less crude oil than the volume of their domestic demand 
for refined oil products.25/ In each country, however, local crude 
oi l production has increased signific^ntly since the early fifties, 

22/ ,,.See: "Petroleuin Intelligence Weekly", August 18, 1975, P- £0; 
International Petroleum Encyclopedja, (The Petroleum Publishing 
Company, Tulsa, 1975), P» 1°3-

23/ See: International Petroleum Encyclopedia, (The Petroleum 
Publishing Company, Tulsa, 1975), p. 178. 

24/ The Soviet Union has assumed the role of Cuba's major crude oil 
supplier in recent years, but to save transport costs the crude 
oil being landed in Cuba i s often the result of swaps of Soviet 
for non-Soviet bloc oil, and is, therefore, not necessárily Soviet 
bloc oi l in a physical sense. 

25/ This statement should not be construed as implying that self-
sufficieney in crude oil supplies is a priori an economically 
defensible or desirable goal. 
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and Brazil and Chile, by 1975» were supplying volumes^of indigenous 
crude oil that represented about oné-quartér (Brazil) and three-tenths 
(Chile) of their internal refined product consumption. Their strong 
emphasis on increasing indigenous o i l supplies and the development 
of newly found reserves 26/ could reduce the degree of dependence of 
both countries on imported oil in the relatively near future. 

The total consumption of refined oil products in the rémaining 
group of fifteen Latin American countries which do not produce crude 
oil (Exhibit 10), constituted less than 10 per cent of total regional 
consumption in both 1950 and 1975» Obviously, this reflects in.part 
the relatively minor proportions of regional production and population 
in these countries. The absenoe o f a crude oil producing industry in 
each of these fifteen countrieé constitutes a serious constraint on 
the options open to* their energy plánners in their design of energy 
policies to confroht the curreritly high priée of imported oil. 

Although Latin America as a Whole has consistently exported 
crude oil surplus to regional refined oil requirements, the picture 
changes subBtantially when the región*s oil-éurplus countries ate 
excluded from the regional, tota-ls* -Thus, in 195Q,. 3-9 tons of oil 
were produced in the región fdr each ton of refinéd products consumed, 
and by 1975 this ratio had deciined to 1.8. íf pnly the regiones 
oil-deficit countries are considered, however, the figures in Exhibit 12 
show that indigenous crude oil production in the región was only about, 
one-quarter of the level of refined product consumption.in bot¿ 1950 
and 1975. 

26/ In the case of Brazil, pne estimate, based on preliminary data, 
is that the Garoupa field discovered in 1974 in the Compós Basin, 
contains about 600 million barréis of oi l. This offshore field 
is located relatively cióse to the large concentratiOn of 
refineries in the States of Minas Gerais, Sao Paulo, and Rio de 
Janeiro. Planned production from Garoupa is set at 200,000 b/d 
in comparison with Brazil*s total crude oil production of about 
172 thousand b/d in 1974. 

/ ( i i i ) Exploration 
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( i i i ) Exploration and deveiopment.27/ Many more Latin American 
countries have explored for oil in their countries than those which 
have established a crude o i l production capability. Exhibit 13 
presents data on two decades of petroleum exploration activity in 
Latin America. Roughly 13 per cent of a l l wells drilled in the región 
during this period were exploratory wells, and 35 per cent of these 
exploratory wells were successful.28/ Examination of the data shows 
that the success rate was particularly high in many South American 
countries and in México, Trinidad and Tobago and Barbados. Exploration 
wells in the remaining countries of Central America and in the 
Caribbean were notably unsuccessful. 

Historically, the ratio of wells drilled per unit of potentially 
oil-bearing land in Latin America has been relatively low. The number 
of wells drilled per square mile Latin America (.02) is about 
2 per cent of the comparable ratio for the United States 41.17)» and 
i s roughly 13 per.cent of that for the Soviet Union.29/ Additionally, 

27/ In Latin America, the bulk of exploration-and deveiopment wells 
are drilled to find oil, not natural gas. Gas is found largely in 
association with oil iñ the región, and it is, therefore, a 
by-product of finding oil. Available statistics on exploration, 
deveiopment, and production expenditures in Latin America are not 
disaggregated for oi l and gas, and so', this subject will be 
discussed here jointly for both oi l and gas. 

28/ This is an extraordinarily high succesa ratio for exploratory 
wells, and it suggests that many outpost wells are being included 
in the total for exploratory wells (i.e., the total probably does 
not include only true wildcat wells). 

29/ Actually, there is a strong úpward bias in the United States 
ratio due to the 6timulation of well drill ing there as a result 
of the oil prorating system. The figures above were calCuláted 
from data presented in: B.F. Grossling, "Latin America's Petroleum 
Prospects in the Energy Crisis", Geológical Survey Bulletin 1411, 
(United States Government Printiüg Office, Washington, 1975), 
p. 27. 

/Latin America's 
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Latin America's drilling record has been relatively poor by 
international standards from the point of view of the volume of oi l 
and gas found per unit of landarea drilled. In short, much of Latin 
America's potential oil and gas-bearing areas remain unexplored, which 
suggests, in turn, that the bulk of Latin America's wealth in oil 
and gas reserves is s t i l l in the ground, waiting to be found. I t is 
quite possible that, in a matter of decades, Latin America may take 
its place once again as a leading source of world oil.30/ 

Exhibit 14 presents the pattern of expenditures on oil and gas 
exploration and development in Venezuela and the rest of Latin America 
since the late fifties* Exploration expenditures in Latin America 
excluding Venezuela peaked in 1959 and subsequently remained at 
relatively low levels during the sixties. The level (in current dollars) 
of exploration expenditures by this group of countries was the same 
in 1969 as it was in 1960, signifying a strong decline in the volume 
of real resources committed in support of oil and gas exploration 
activities in this group of countries during this period. Exploration 
expenditures by these countries continued to stagnate during 1970-1973» 
but they doubled to 150 million dollars in 1974 and remained at this 
level in 1975. 

A similar trend is evident in the pattern of expenditures by 
Latin America, excluding Venezuela, on oil and gas development and 
production. These expenditures increased steadily to a peak of 
485 million dollars in 1960, but thereafter they declined, falling 
to 360 million dollars by 1970. Since then, development and production 
expenditures by this group of countries have been increasing, and with 
particular vigour since 1973» 

The basic explanation for these diverse trends l ies in the 
changing structure (actual and expected) of world crude oil prices, 
on the one hand, and in the structure of the expected marginal costs of 
supplying indigenous crude oil in, this group of countries, on the 

30/ This subject is discussed more intensively in Chapter 2 
(Séction IV (iv)). 
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other. More specifically, world crude oil'prices during 1950-1957 
remained high relative to supply costs, not only iñ most of the leading 
oil exporting countries at that time, but in mány Latin American oi l -
deficit/oil-producing countries as well. This fact provided a 
stimulus to develop more crude oil reserves and to produce from them 
and/or to explore for cheaper oili. This incentive was reinforced 
because the structure of woüd oil prices at that time was being 
taken as a predictor of future oil pricés and because import substitution 
strategies were being pursued aggresively, as a matter of national 
policy, by oil-deficit countriés in Latin America. On the other hand, 
this tendency was restrained by the' fact; that decreases in the unit 
cost of intérnational oil transjport were reducing the expected landed 
cost of imported crude oil during this period. 

The price (in current dollars)1 of internationally traded crude 
oil peaked in 1958 and then declined until 1970. Since 1970, the 
trend in world oi l prices hás béen sharply upward, particularly since 
1973» The decline in exploration expenditures during the sixties 
in Latin America (excluding Venezuela) re'flectS'j inter alia, widespread 
decisions at that time against invéstmént in oil ánd gas exploration 
programmes in the face of what was probably the prevailing expectation 
at that timé that future landed prices of world oi l would be 
significantly lower than then currerit prices. Additionally, while 
continuing development and production expenditures did suppórt an -
increasing lével of crude oil output, the expectation of declining 
real prices for world oil evidently restrained many oil companies 
and governments in the región from undertaking not only exploration 
but also major oil development programmes. 

An upward revisión of iíhé level of actual (and expected) world 
crude oil prices in the sévehties is undoubtedly the major forcé behind 
the upsW'ing in the level of oil exploration, development, and production 
expenditures in Latin America excluding Venezuela during the present 
decade. 

"'••'"'' •1 • /Changes in 
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Changee in the pattern of expenditures in Venezuela on oil and 
gas exploration, development, and production must be examined 
separately from those of other Latin American countries. In 1943» 
the Venezuelan Government agreed to the extensión up to 1983 of the 
concessions of the foreign oil companies operating there, in return 
for increased taxes. In the early fifties, oil production increased 
sharply in Venezuela during a period of burgeoning world oil 
consumption, while Venezuela's proven reserves of crude oil increased 
only sluggishly (Exhibit 15)• Despite a sharp increase in the drilling 
of exploratory and development wells, Venezuela's reserve production 
ratio showed no appreciable change during 1950-1955• 

Departing from previous policy, the Venezuelan Government 
extended new concessions to foreign oil companies in 1956 and 1957, 
and investments in oil and gas exploration and development increased 
through 1958» Since then, new concessions have not been extended 
to foreign oil companies, ánd these companies have shifted their 
investment focus progressively to the Middle East and Africa. Crude 
oils from these regions have increasingly displaced Venezuelan crude 
oil, and this retarding effect was compounded by the United States 
crude oil import quota system that was imposed in 1959 on announced 
grounds of "national security". 

The data in Exhibit 14 underscore the sharp decline since 1958 
in the number of new wells commissioned in Venezuela, not only in 
exploration but in development and production as well. Given the 
declining volume of real resources committed to developing crude oil 
reserves, the result, once again, was that Venezuela*s reserve 
production ratio began to decline, falling to 11.2 in 1969 and 1970. 
Since then, however, the strong increase in real crude oil prices in 
the world market has been a windfall to Venezuela in terms of the 
extent of its proven crude oil reserves. Gains on this account, taken 
in conjunction with declining levels of crude oil production since 
1970, have been the major forces behind the strong increase in recent 
years in Venezuela's ¡reserve production ratio, which reached 21.5 

/ in 1975. 
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in Í975» Nevertheless, the long-term need to build üp crude oil 
reserves i s béing incréasingly stressed in Venezuela, and the stage 
seems set for striking lacreases in investment for this purpose>31/ 

Sisee- 1970* the increaeed price of world oil has been accompanied 
by reductions in the level of Venezuelan crude oil production (Exhibit 
15) and de facto incréáses iri Venezuela's ecónomically exploitable 
reserves of crude oil. Venezuela's exploration and deveiopment 
expenditures have increased since 1970, but exploration expenditures, 
although increasikg, s t i l l remaiii. at relatively low levels (Exhibit Ik). 
Crude oil reserve management in Venezuela in the recent past has been 
focused basically on the task óf drawing from proven and extended 
proven reserves, with l i t t le emphasis on the identification of new 
fields by wildcat drill ing. 

(iv) Oil refining^J Since the fifties, Latin America'has 
substituted domesticaliy refined for imported refined oil products on 
a major scale. In 1950, the región*s óíl-importing countries were 
héávily reliant oñ the interttationaí márket for their supplies of 
refined oil products (Exhibit 16). Since then, however, substitution 
has proceeded tó such a point thát, by 1970, imports of refined oil 
products were still"only abóut the same (i.e., 13 million cubic metres) 
as had been recorded twenty years earlier. Refined oil products 
imported into región today are basically the result of the need to 
rectífy relatively minor discrepancies between domestic market 
requirements for and refinery yields of individual refined oil products, 
together with the need for sorne specialty products which i t is more 
economic to import than to produce loeally. 

The basic factors promoting the expansión of local refining * 
capacity in "the Látin American countries since the fifties have been 
the increasing scale and diversity of the requirements for refined 
oil products in them and the strong declines in the cóst of transporting 

31/ Sée ̂  "Venezuelan oil sector runs into political problems", 
'--• Latin America Economic Report, 1 July^ 19.77, Yol. V, NQ 25? 
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oil internationally. These pressures have been operating on a world 
scale, the result being a massive shift from resource-oriented to 
market-oriented refineries in the post-war era. In Latin America, 
as elsewhere, the pressure to secure reductions in the transport costs 
of oil imports through local refining was reinforced by central 
governments favouring impórt substitution and projects designed to 
save foreign exchange. Other perceived advantages were probably at 
work as well, such as increasing the diversity of energy suppliers 
and the pursuit of prestige projects. As will be discussed subsequently, 
this shift to the domestic refining of imported crude oil rather than 
importing refined oil products was accompanied in Latin America by a 
tightening of control by central governments over the domestic refining 
industry and, more generally, over the domestic energy industries. 
Finally, as will also be discússed later, many of the quantitative 
increases in Latin America's crude oil refining capacity since the 
fifties have been export-orientéd, built to satisfy the growing 
market for refined products in Tíorth and South America and, to a 
lesser extent, in Western Éurope. 

The substitution of domestically refined for imported oil 
products has been accompanied by an increased regional reliance on 
imported rather than indigenous crude oil (Exhibit 17). In 1975» 
this dependence was total in many Central American and Caribbean 
economies as well as in Paraguay and Urugay, and in the same year 
imported crude oil was the major source of crude oil used in the 
refinery systems of Cuba (97 per cent), Brazil (76 per cent), Chile 
(66 per cent) and, to a lesser extent, Trinidad and Tobago (57 per cent) 
and Perú (38 per cent). In Argentina, however, imported oil represented 
only 10 per cent of refinery runs in 1975» The remaining crude oil 
producing countries in the región 32/ operated their refineries on 
indigenous crude oil in both 1950 and 1975* 

32/ Namely, Venezuela, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and México. 

/The expansión 
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The expansión in Latin America*s r&fining capacity since the 
fifties (Exhibít 18) has been accompanied ,by three other trends; 
first, an increase in the average- size of crude oi l refining units; 
second, the ihstallation of more catalytic cracking and reforming 
capacity;33/ and, third, an increase in the number of large-scale, 
export-oriénted refineries in the región, these being located in 
Venezuela añd "in the Caribbean. 

Between 1957 and 1976, installed refining capacity in Latin 
America increased from 2,644 to 7,690 thousand barréis per day (TBD), 
while the scale of the average oil refinery 34/ increased from 37 to 
85 TBD (Exhibit .19). Much of the increase in regional refinery capacity 
recordéd during this period was accounted for by the ihstallation of 
large-scale (i.e., more than. 100 TBD capacity) export-oriented refineries 
in the Caribbean and in Venezuela* A similar, concentration of 
increasirig refinery capacity in units of over 100 TBD was observed in 
South America éxcluding Venezuela. This shift to larger-scale refineries 
was seén in Argentina, Brazil and Colombia, and i t allowed each of 
these countries to increase their refining capacity between 1957 and 
1976 while reducing the number of refineries. In the remaining 
countries of South America, during the same period, one refinery was 
built iñ thé.31-50 TBD Tange .(in Ecuador); three were built in the 
51-100 TBD ;ránge (two in Chile and one in Perú); and there was an 
increasé in'both' the number and capacity of.small scale (i.e., lees than 
30 TBD) refineries, in the remaining small oi l markets of South America. 

33/ Catalytic cracking is the act of breaking down relatively large 
oil molecules into smaller and lower boiling molecüles. The more 
stable of these molecules aré then collected largely in the form 
of cracked gasoliné., the r,ema.ining reactive molecules polymerizing 
into tar ajad coke. Peforming refers to the cracking óf náphtha 
to yield more vólatile féactions of higher octanes. Reforming 
differs from catalytic cracking essentially in that a more volatile 
charge stock is used in reforming than in catalytic cracking, but 
each process has as i ts main purpose the production of more motor 
gasoline. 

34/ Average refining capacity i s total crüde oil refining capacity 
divided by the? number of refineries constituting that capacity. 
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In Central America, the new refineries installed during 1957-1976 
tended to be small in scale, reflecting the size of internal markets 
there. México, in contrast reduced the number of its refineries 
during 1957-1976 while increasing national refining capacity by 
316 TBD. This was achieved basically by the installation of three 
refineries, each with a capacity of more than 100 TBD. 

This increase in average refinery size in the región has been 
accompanied by an increase in reforming capacity and, in the non-oil-
exporting countries of the región, in catalytic cracking capacity as 
well .(Exhibit 18). . Thus, the growth in distillate refining capacity 
and in catalytic and reforming capacity in the región has been sufficient 
to reduce imports of gasoline from about 68,000 barréis per day in 
1950 to about 40,000 barréis per day be 1975, despite a five-fold 
expansión in the consumption of gásoline in these countries during 
this 25-year period. 

Refining operations in Latin America are of two basic types: 
first, there is thé typical country case of the refining system oriented 
to the domestic market; and second, there are the relatively large, 
export-oriented refinery systems which transform crude oil into fuel 
oil and other refined products for export, largely to the markets of 
North and South America and Western Europe. 

In Venezuela the export-oriented refineries óperate on indigenous 
crude oil, but in Trinidad and Tobago they are heavily dependent on 
imported crude oi l. In 1975, indigenous crude oil constituted only 
about one-half of Trinidad and Tobago*s total crudé requirements, the 
remaining crude oil requirements being supplied largely from the 
Middle East (65 per cent) and Indonesia (32 per cent).35/ 

The other export-oriented refineries located in the Caribbean 
run exclusively on imported crude' oil. In 1975, crude oil imports 
into Aruba and Curasao, for example, came largely from Venezuela 

35/ The United Nations, World Energy Supplies, 1971-1975, Series J, 
NQ 20, 1977, p. 76. 
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(70 per cent) and to a lesser extent from the Middle East (11 per 
cent), and North Africa (12 per cent). In Puerto Rico, the major 
suppliers of imported crude oil in 1975 were the Middle East (60 per 
«ent) aná Vp.nftwup.l» (35 per cent). Export refinery operations in 
the Bahamas were heavily dependent, in 1975, on crude oil imported 
from Africa (51 per cent) and from the Middle East (ko  per cent).36/ 

Map 1 shows the location in Latin America of petroleum fields, 
refineries, tanker-receiving ports, pipelines, rivers with river - and 
ocean .-• going traffic, and major concentratioi^s of population. The 
bulk of the refining capacity in Central and South America is located 
in or near large coastal cities. Basically, this spatial pattern of 
refinery location reflects two facts: first, the bulk of this capacity 
runs on imported.:crude oil; and second, the large coastal cities, where 
these refineries are located, also constitute the major domestic 
markets for refined oil products. 

Concentrations of population and industrial activity outside 
these major port cities are typically too small to merit the 
installation of crude oil pipelines from coastal crude oil receiving 
termináis to the. inland refineries that would have to be built to 
service these small inland markets. Generally, they are supplied by 
moving refined oil products from seaboard refineries by truck, train, 
and barge, while the other quantitatively minor coastal markets are 
supplied by moving refined products by sea from the large coastal 
refineries. Refined product pipelines do not abound in the región, 
and the relatively minor mileage of such pipelines is concentrated 
in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia and México» 

There. are, however, exceptions to the general spatial pattern 
of refinery. concentratipn in or nearby major coastal cities. The 
several thousand miles of crude oil trunk pipelines used for this 
purpose are located largely. in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, 
México and Venezuela, where there are relatively large markets for a 

¿6f Ibid, pp. 74-77 
/diversity of 
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diversity of refined oil products (e.g., México City). The bulk of 
the crude oil pipeline capacity in the región, however, has been 
installed to move crude oil from producing areas to the coast for 
direct export and/or local refining for the domestic and/or the 
export market. 

(v) Latin America*s international oil trade. In this section, 
a brief discussion is provided of two topics: first, the scale, 
country composition, and geographic destination of Latin America1s 
exports of crude oil and refined oil products; and second, the scale 
and geographic source of crude oil importe into Latin America's 
oil-deficit countries. 

The figures in Exhibit 20 underscore the continuing importance 
of Venezuela in regional exports of both crude and refined oil products. 
In 1950, Venezuela accounted for 90 per cent of crude oil exports and 
20 per cent of refined oil exports from Latin America. The comparable 
shares in 1975 were 77 per cent and 4-3 per cent, respectively. The 
increasing, percentage share of Venezuela in the export of refined 
products during this period was won largely at the expense of Aruba 
and Curasao, whose share in the región's refined product exports 
declined from 76 per cent in 1950 to per cent in 1975» Moreover, 
the share of refined oil products in the mix of Venezuela's total oil 
exports has increased from 13 per cent in 1950 to 29 per cent in 1975» 
In this regard, Venezuela, which is a relatively high-cost crude oil 
supplier (compared with many Middle Eastern and African countries), has 
been concentrating increasingly on the export of refined products 
(largely fuel oil) to the North American and Latin American markets 
in contrast with its earlier and relatively more pronounced 
specialization in the world crude oil market. 

The data in Exhibit 20 show the decline that took place in the 
fifties and sixties in crude oil exports from Colombia, Perú and México, 
while at the same time they underscore the rapid growth th^t has 
occurred in the seventies in the volume of such exports from Bolivia, 
Ecuador, and México. In 1975 these latter three countries, together 
with Venezuela, accounted for 90 per cent of Latin America's crude oil 
exports. 

/A similar 
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A similar patteim of country concentration i s evident in the 
case of Latin Americana -.exporte ~of refined, oil products. In 1975, 
three countries accounted for over nine-tenths of these exports: 
Aruba and Curasao (34 per cent), Venezuela (43 per cent), and Trinidad 
and Tobago (14 per cent).37/ 

Exhibit 21 presents data on the destination of Venezuela's 
exports of crude oi l and fuel oi l . The figures on the volume of 
crude oil exports underscore Venezuela's heavy reliance on sales to 
the export refinery ope^rations at Aruba and Curasao and to the 
United States and Cañada. In 1975 these three mgrkets accounted 
for seven-tenths of Venezuela's crude oil exports, while in combination 
with sales to Latin America and Western Europe they accounted for a l l 
but 7 per cent-oí Venezuela's total volume of crude exports. 

During the fifties and sixties, Venezuela's exports of crude 
oil to Aruba and Curasao stagnated. This was largely the result of 
a corresponding stagnation in refined product exports from Aruba and 
Curasao caused, in turn, by the worldwide shift to domestic refining 
operations that took place at that time. Incr&ased competition from 
other large-scale export-oriented refineries, including of course 
those in Venezuela itself, also cóntributed to this pattérn (Exhibit 
20). These forces, together with the depressing influence of the 
higher prices on- refined product consumption throughout the world 
sittce 1973, largely account for the fact that Venezuela's exports 
of crude oil to Aruba and Curasao in 1975 were only one-half the 
level recorded in 1950. 

The steadily declining costs of moving oil internationally 
have made Middle Eastern and African oils increasingly competitive . 
with Venezuelan oils in major world markets in the post-war era. 

37/ The figures in Exhibit 20 excludé exports of refined oil 
products from the Bahamas and Puerto Rico and to this extent 
overstate the domî ance of Venezuela, Aruba and Cura$ao, and 
Trinidad and Tobago in this export market. 
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Additionally, the imposition of mandatory oil import controle by 
the United States Government in 1959 was a major factor in eroding 
Venezuela's subsequent penetration of this market for crude oil and 
promoting Venezuela's strategic concentration on the export of fuel 
oil to that country. 

Fuel oil accounted for seven-tenths of Venezuela'? total 
exports of refined products in both 1950 and 1975- Exports of fuel 
oil from Venezuela are heavily concentrated in the United States 
market and, mo^e specifically, in the market for boiler fuels in 
the eastern United States. In 1974, for example, about seven-tenths 
of Venezuela's fuel oil exports went to this market, but the strong 
decline in fuel oil imports by the United States from Venezuela reduced 
this share to 53 per cent in 1975» 

Venezuela's Latin American and European fuel oil markets have 
been eroded since the fifties due to the expansión of domestic 
refining facilities in these markets (drawing largely on Middle 
Eastern and African crude oils) and the competition of other export 
refineries in or oriented towards the European market. New markets 
for Venezuelan fuel oi l have been created since the fifties ín Aruba 
and Curaíao, in Puerto Kico, and in the expanding ships* bunker market 
in Panama. Up to 1974, however, growth in fuel oi l salee to these 
three expanding markets had ooly just about offset Venezuelan's 
losses in its Latin American, European and other traditional fuel 
oil markets, with the result that net growth in Venezuela's fuel oil 
exports from the fifties to 1974 was largely due to growth in the 
volume of exports of this refined product to the United States. 
With the strong decline in fuel oil imports by a l l of Venezuela's 
key customers in 1975 (except Aruba and Curasao), the volume of 
fuel oil exports in that year was reduced to.what it had been about 
fifteen years earlier. For the most part, the strong decline in the 
volume of Venezuela's exports of fuel oils in 1975 was the result of 
the corresponding decline in United States fuel oil imports, compounded 
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by the relative displacement of Venezuelan fuel oils by those exported 
to the United States from refineries in t!he Caribbean islands, 
particularly from the Netherlands Añtilles and from the Amérada Hess 
refinery in the Virgin Islands.¿8/ 

The increased prices recéivéd for Venezuela1s exports of crude 
oil and refined oil products since 1973, however, have more than 
compensated for reduced sales voíumes since thát time. Thus, between 
1973-1975 the volume of Venezuéía's crude oil and refined product 
exports declined by 30 per cent ánd 4o per cent, respectively, but the 
valué of Venezuela's oi l exports increased from 4.5 bill ion dollars to 
9.9 bill ion dollars (Éxhibits 21 and 22). 

38/ The basic quantitative changes underlying the strong decline in 
Venezuela's exports of fuel oils to the United States market 
during 1974-1975 are summarized below (in millions of metric tons 
per year): ' • • . • • 

Apparent «pitad States reftaeiy 
United output 
States — — — — — — — — — 
oonsup- Distil- Rssld-
tion Total 
ef fuel 
oils 

United States imports of fuel oils 

lates uals Total Vene Virgin 
suela Islands 

Nether-
lands 
¿ntillea 

Bahaasas 
Trinidad 

and 
Tobago 

Alerto 
Rloo 

20 8 8 2* 
17 7 5 2* 
(3) (1) (3) m 

1974 281+ 
1975 262 
197̂ -75 (22) 

6l6 
637 
11 

135 
134 
(1) 

59 
68 

9 

102 
74 

(28) 

33 18* 
• 15 17* 
(18). (1) 

Souroe: United Natlons, World Energy Supplies. 1971-197S. Statistloal Papera, Series J, N° 20, 
pp. l4o-l4l, and United States Department of Commeree, Bureau of the Census, United States 
General Imports Sohedule A, Commodltles by Coúntiy (ST 135, Deoember, 1974), pp. 2-128 and 
pp. 2-Í3OJ aód Ihld (1975). PP. 2-124 and pp* 2-125. Statistios given in these two souroes 

. in barréis, were oonverted to metrio tons uslng a ooiwersion faotor of 1 barrel — 0.149 metrio 
tons. 
Por a'disousalcin of the disorlmin&toiy impaotof United States govemment programmes on 
Venezuela's fuel oil exports to the Uhlted States East Coast and the oompetitive advantage 
aooorded to r e f i n e r a in the Uhlted States and in the Uhlted States Virgin Islands during 1975» 
refer to: "Ifoited States Polloy Heviev íttght Sase Woes of Caribbean Beflners", Petroleum 

, Intelliaenoe Weaklv. Januaiy 12, 1976, p. 1; and "United States Flans to Ease Market Barriera 
to Imported Oil", op. olt., Pebruaiy 16, 1976, p. 1. 

• Estimated figure, taldng total exports of fuel oils given in World Energy Supplies as equal to 
fuel oil exporta to the, Uhlted States. 
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Crude oil imports by Latin American countries increased by about 
10 per cent per annum during 1955-1970 (Exhibit 23). During this 
period, almost every oil-déficit Latin American country sharply 
reduced its dependence on crude oil supplied from within the región, 
so that the share of regional supplies in Latin America's total crude 
011 imports declinéd from 69 per cent in 1955 to 42 per cent in 1970. 
Since 1970, the decline in intra-regionai dependence on crude imports 
has been particularly marked. By 1975, 85 per cent of the crude 
imported by Latin America's oil-deficit countries came from outside 
the región, mostly from the Middle East (51 per cent) and Africa 
(12 per cent). In 1975, reliance on regional crude oil supplies 
was only one per cent and 12 per cent in the case of Trinidad and 
Tobago and Uruguay, respectively, and in Brazil, Latin America's 
major crude oil impórter, the ratio was only 2 per cent in that year. 
The ratios were s t i l l relatively high in 1975 in the case of Chile 
(39 per cent) and Argentina (3^ per cent). 

(vi) • Latin America's consumption of refined oil products. The 
bulk of Latin America's consumption of refined oil products is 
accounted for by a few countries. Thus, eight of the twenty-four 
countries listed ih Exhibit 24 accounted for"nine-tenths of regional 
consumption of these products in 1975: Brazil (27 per cent), México 
(23 per cent), Argentina (15 per cent), Venezuela (7 per cent), 
Colombia and Cuba (5 per cent), Perú (4 per cent), and Chile (3 per-
cent),. Although the consumption of refined oil products in the 
remaining sixteen countries has grown rápidly since the fifties, 
they s t i l l constitute small oi l markets. On average, refined product 
consumption in this group of sixteen countries was roughly 18 thousand 
barréis per day in 1975, and in many of them the level of average 
daily oil consumption was substantially below even this relatively 
low figure. 

The growth rate of Latin America's consumption of refined oil 
products declined from 7*7 per cent during 1950-1960 to 5-8 per cent 
during 1960-1970. This decline was observed in 18 of the 24 countries 
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listed in Exhibit 25.?9/ The reásons for i t are diverse, but 
- generalizing for the región as a whole - the major forces at work 
were probably a concomitant decelerátion in the pace of growth in 
the relatively energy-intensive industries and in the mechanization . 
of work processes between the fifties and sixties, together with a 
speeding-up of the substitution of natural gas for fuel oi l. At the 
regional level, the forcés promoting the decelerátion in refined 
product consumption seem to have offset the effects of the acceleration 
in the rate of growth of tatin America's total real output and the 
more-or-less steady rate of growth in regional population during 
1950-1960/1960-1970.42/ 

. The average rate of growth of regional refined product consumption 
during 1970-1973 was 7-4 per cent (Exhibit 24), the increase in world 
oil prices in those years providing no significant brake on Latin 
America's oil consumption. During 1973-1974, the period of sharpest 
increase in world oil prices, however, a strong decelerátion 
occurred in t'hé growth rate of- refined product consumption in 
Latin America, so that growth in 1973-1974 was limited to 
4.1 per cent despite a 6.9 per cent increase in real regionál 
output 43/ (as against 6.8 per cent during 1970-1973 ).j¿2/ 

¿2/ In Brazil and Chile, these rates of growth were approximately equal 
for the période 1950-1960 and 1960-1970. In the remaining four 
countries, i.e.*, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Barbados and Trinidad 
and Tobago there was an acceleration in the growth rate of refined 
product consumption. These four countries are of only minor 
qüantitative importance in terms of defining trends in regional 
oi l consumption, however, and together they accounted for only 
about 2 per cent of the volume of regional oil product consumption 
in 1970. 

40/ The growth rate of regional total real output accelerated from 
5.1 per cent during 1950-1960 to 5*6 per cent annum during 1960-
1970. Regional population growth averaged 2.8 per cent in both 
periods. 

41/ CEPAL, , "La Economía Latinoamericana en 1976 ( I ) H , Notas sobre la 
economía y el désarróílo de América Latina, NQ 250, August, 1977, 
p. 1". ••>.•.• 

42/ CEPÁL, Statistical División. 
/During 1974-1975, 
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During 1974-1975, the slowing-down óf the growth rate for refined 
product consumption was further intensified: growth was limited to 
0.9 per Cent, despite an increase-in real regional output of 2.6 per 
cent during 1974-1975- Significantly, the absolute level of refined 
product consumption in the group of 18 oil-deficit countries noted 
in Exhibit 24 declined during 1974-1975, the growth rate in refined 
product consumption of this group of countries declining from 1.9 per 
cent (1973-1974) to -1.1 per cent (1974-1975). Four of the eighteen 
countries in this group had lower levels cff refined product consumption 
in 1975 than in 1970. 

To sum up, the figures in Exhibit 24 suggest that the sharply 
increased world oil prices in the seventies, and particularly since 
1973, eventually acted as a brake on. the^growth rate of the consumption 
of refined oil products in almost a l l Latin American countries, although 
country-by-country examination shows that the extent and timing of this 
braking effect varied widely among them. The braking effect was 
particularly pronounced during 1974-1975 in the region's oil-deficit 
countries. In many countries, of course, this effect was compounded, 
by a slo\íing of the growth rate of total re.al output, particularly 
during 1974-1975• a phenomenon which, in its turn, was casually linked, 
in part, to the incteaséd pricé of world oil in the first place. 

The changes recorded in the structure of consumption of refined 
oil products.-in Latin America during 1950-1974 are detailed in Exhibit 
25» Basically, there were two major kinds of change: 

First,^ since 1950 gasoline and diesel oil, the region's key 
transport (and stationary engine) fuels, have been displacing fuel oil, 
the region's prime boiler fuel. The combined share of gasoline and 
diesel oil in total refined product consumption increased from about 
two-fifths in 1950 to one-half in 1975. These two refined products 
accounted for 57 per cent (i.e., 31 per cent and 26 per cent, 
respectively) of the total increase in refined oil product consumption 
recorded in Latin America during 1950-1975. 
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By way of comparison, fuel oil's'share in the volujne of refined 
product consumption in the región déclined from 50 pér cent in 1950 
to 31 per cent by 1975* Taken as awhóle, the increasing share of 
gasoline and diesel oi l reflects the fact that the mechanization and 
growth of transportation activities was proceeding at higher rates 
during 1950-1975 than the growth of consumption of fuel oil, which 
was already widely in use as ¿arly as 1950 as a boilér fuel in 
industry and power plants. ít should be noted, however, that this 
pattern of change has taken place within the context of rapidly 
increasing volumes of consumption of fuel oil, gasoline, and'diesel 
oil since the fifties. 

Second, the share of these three leading oil.products in Latin 
America's total refined product consumption has declined since the 
fifties from 91 per cent in 1950 to 84 per cent in 1975- This 
broadening of the base of refined oil products consumed in energy 
applications in the región is due; to the growth in the use of 
liquefied petroleum gas, principaliy as a household fuel, from 1 per 
cent of total oil products consumed in the región in 1950 to 8 per cent 
in 1975* By way of contrast," kerosene, although increasing rapidly 
in terms of volumes consumed during this period, recorded the same 
market share (8 per cent) in oil product consumption in 1975 as it 
did in 1950. 

(vii) Ownership and control of Latin America's oil industries. 
Exhibit 26 presents data up to 1976 Ón the extent of.public ownership 
of various segments of the oil and gas industries in eleven Latin 
American countries. In 1975, the eleven countries listed in 
Exhibit 26 accounted for aboút 95.per cent of Latin America's oil 
production; 92 per cent ofcrudé oil exports; about one-hálf of both 
refined product exports and regional crude oil refining capacity; and 
93 per cent o'f the volume of refined oil products consumed in Latin 
America. 
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The figures in Exhibit 26 underscore the widespread, high, and 
generally increasing level of public ownership of Latin America's oil 
industry. When account i s taken of the fact that, throughout Latin 
America, central governments also play critical roles in the pricing, 
transport, importing and exporting of oi l and in the investment 
decisions of the oil industry, it is readily apparent that the Latin 
American oil and gas industries are tightly controlled by governments 
throughout the región, even though they may not be owned by the 
government in a specific country. 

Exhibit 27 presents more detailed data on the structure of 
refinery ownership in Latin America. The eight major integrated 
world oil companies accounted for about 64 per cent of Latin America's 
refining capacity in 1957, but only 21 per cent in 1976, this strong 
decline being due largely to the nationalization of the Venezuelan 
oil industry on 1 January 1976. 

In 1957, about nine-tenths of the ownership by the majors was 
concentrated in refining facilities in Venezuela, Aruba, Cura9ao and 
Trinidad and Tobago. In 1976, however, full foreign ownership by one 
or more of the eight majors was restricted to the export refineries 
at Trinidad and Tobago and at Aruba and Curasao, and to a few small, 
domestically-oriented refineries in Central America and the Caribbean. 
Partial ownership by one or more of the eight majors in 1976 was 
restricted to Argentina (32 per cent), Colombia (5 per cent), Ecuador 
(21 per cent), Él Salvador (82 per cent), and Puerto Rico (13 per cent). 

The nationalization of the Venezuelan oil industry in 1976 calis 
for comment at this point. Nationalization extended to a l l assets 
of the foreign oil companies in Venezuela, and compensation was 
calculated on the basis of the net book valué of each company's assets. 
Altogether, the foreign companies received 1.28 bill ion dollars for these 
assets.43/ A Venezuelan commission was set up, and arrangements were 
made between each foreign oil company and the counterpart Venezuelan 
company created to deal with such arrangements. Under official 
policy, direct participation by foreign oil companies in the Venezuelan 

43/ International Petroleum Encyclopedia, 1976, (The Petroleum 
Publishing Co., 1976), p. 194. 
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oil industry was rejected in favour of operating contracta, negotiated 
on a compahy-by-company basis. ünder this approach, the foreign oil 
company i s paid a fee in return for specified services such as 
produciilg and refining crude oil. Obvioüsly, however, the resulting 

. net acqúisition cost of Venezuelan oil t'o the companies must be 
sufficiently competitive to induce them to continué purchasing 
Venezuelan oil, since these companies also have access to oil 
elsewhere.44/ 
(c) Natural Gas 

In Latin America, indigenous production of natur&l gas is limited 
to ten countries (Exhibit 28), most óf the -reserves being located 
in four countries which in 1975 aCco'unted for 84 per cent of total 
regional gas supplies: Venezuela (4l per cent), México (24 per cent), 
Argentina (11 per cent) and Chile (8 per cent). 

In 1975, natural gas accounted for about two-fifths of the modern 
energy sources consumed in Venezuela and Trinidad and Tobago (Exhibit 
10), while it supplied major shares of modern energy consumption in 
México (25 per cent), Argentina (22 per cent), Colombia (12 per cent), 
and Chile (14 per cent). I t accounts for between 2 and 6 per cent of 
modern energy requirements in Bolivia, Ecuador, and Perú, whilé in 
Brazil natural gas fcfrms less than one per cent of the volume of modern 
energy sources consumed. 

44/ In January, 1976, Exxon reportedly received 24.5 ¿ per barrel from 
the Venezuelan government for "technical services" rendered in 
that month, which was higher than the 22 / margin widely reported 
in the case of many Middle East producing countries at that time. 
Exxon was paid a service fee of 15 ¿ per barrel of crude oil 
produced and another 15 / for each barrel refined, which for 
January, 1976, amounted to about 24.5 4 per barrel of crude oil 
production. For details, see "Petroleum Intelligence Weekly", 
Márch 1, 1976, p. 5. 
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The discovery of natural gas reserves in Latin America is a 
by-product of exploring for oil, since the two are usually found 
together and the objective of wildcat drilling in the región is 
typically to find oil, not gas. Few wildcat projects have been 
undertaken historically in the región in search of natural gas simply 
because the stock of proven gas reserves has usually been far more than 
that required to satisfy final energy markets. In the past, governments 
have preferred to invest scarce capital in the search for and deveiopment 
of oil deposits (or in other sectors of the economy) rather than in 
the deveiopment of the costly systems of gas transmission and 
distribution needed to release gas reserves for consumption. 

Latin America's natural gas distribution pipeline systemé are 
largely intra-national (Map l ) . These lines transport natural gas 
from the producing fields to the usually far-away processing facilities 
at urban coastal sites for ultimate delivery to domestic consumers. 
Latin America's international trade in natural gas i s limited to 
minor volumes of gas exports from Bolivia and Chile to Argentina 45/ 
and to small volumes of two-way exchanges of this fuel between México 
and the United States.46/ The pipelines supporting this trade are 
Shown on Map 1. 

The major pipeline project now planned in Latin America is the 
projected Bolivian-Brazilian gas transmission line.4?/ México's planned 

45/ In 1974, Bolivia éxported 1,546 billion cubic meters of natural 
gas to Argentina via the pipeline which extends from the fields 
near Santa Cruz and Chuquisaca to the Argentina border at Yacuiba 
and then down to major processing and consuming centres along 

. the Rio de la Plata. This 150 billion cfd, 330 mile pipeline 
went operational in 1972. Between July and December, 1976, Chile 
sold 357 million cubic meters of natural gas to Argentina. 

46/ In 1974, México exported 12 million cubic meters of natural gas to 
the United States, from which it imported 376 million cubic meters 
in return. México's exports are to the Brownsville, Texas area, 
while its imports, secured from the area of Laredo, Texas, are 
obtained via the pipeline to Nueva Rósala. 

47/ A pipeline project i s planned to carry gas from Bolivia's gas 
fields in the Santa Cruz area al l the way to Brazil's Sao Paulo 
industrial centre, some 1,200 miles distant. The project's cost 
is estimated at 3 bill ion dollars and it will supply Brazil with 
400 billion cfd of natural gas. 
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gas pipeline project is shown in Map 1¿ Interest has been shown in 
the economic feasibility. of shipping liqúefied gas from the southern" 
gas fields to central and northern centres of energy consumption in 
Chile, as a substitute for the imported oil on which these ¿entres are 
now heavily reliant. The high price of oil in world markets éould 
also increase interest in transporting natural gas from Peru's large 
fields, located east of the Andes, to Lima* In general, the sharp 
increase in the price of imported oil promises a Widespread review of 
the potential for exploiting Latin America's wealth in natural gas 
as well as in other energy sources such as coal and hydropower. 

As in the case of refined oil products, data' on the end-use 
applications of natural gas in Latin America are too fragmentary for 
substantive analysis. Exhibit 29 presents data on the volumes of gas 
produced and marketed in selected countries feince the mid-fifties. 
These figures underscore the low ratio of gas actually marketed to the 
volumes of gas produced. Much of the difference is explained by the 
use of gas to maintain reservoir préssures and thus stave off otherwise 
physically unavoidable increases in the unit- cost of brude oil 
production due to declines in well pressure over time. Sizeable 
volumes of natural gas produced in Latin America have also been flarea 
off, however, as.shown in Exhibit 29. The increased cost of wórld oil 
has increased pressure to .reduce these volumes of fláred gas in the 
future. 

Although supporting data are not available, the májor uses of thé 
natural gas marketed in the región áppeár to be as a boiler fuel in 
thermal power stations (particularly in Venezuela, México and Argentina) 
and as a feedstock for industrial chémicals (e.g., méthanol) and 
fertilizers. Relatively minor volumes are also marketed for household 
use for cooking and space heating. 

Exhibit 26 presents data on the extent of central government 
direct ownership of most of the domestic natural gas industries in 
Latin America. As in the case of the oil industries of these countries, 
ownership of Latin America's natural gas industries is concentrated 
heavily in the hanids of central governments. 
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(d) Coal 
Coal's share in Latin America's consumption of modern fuels 

declined from 13 per cent in 1950 to 5 per cent in 1975- In 1975, 
coal was produced in only seven Latin American countries, four of 
which accounted for more than nine-tenths of the región's coal 
production: México (39 per cent), Colombia (24 per cent), Brazil 
(20 per cent), and Chile (12 per cent). Argentina, Perú and Venezuela 
also produced coal in 1975, but on decidedly minor scales (Exhibit 30). 

Exhibit 30 shows the volumes of coal produced, imported, exported, 
and consumed in various Latin American countries in selected years since 
1950. During 1960-1975, three countries accounted for the bulk of 
increased coal production in the región: Brazil, Colombia, and México. 
In Colombia and México, local coals are suitable for producing coke 
for the steel and other metallurgical industries, and this, plus the 
stimulus to conserve oil in the seventies, is one of the reasons for 
the increased coal production in these two countries. This has enabled 
both Colombia and México to support increased volumes of metal production 
with relatively l i t t le marginal need to import higher -grades of coal or 
coke. 

By way of contrast, Brazil'6 indigenous coal is relatively poor 
in quality, and this has made necessary gréater reliance on imports 
of coking coal and coke for blending purposes in order to satisfy 
the technical requirements for coke in Brazil's expanding metáis 
industry. 

At the same time technical progress since the fifties in the 
región's steel industry has reduced the volume of coke required per 
unit of steel output. This progress has constituted a brake on the 
rate of growth of Latin America's requirements for indigenously supplied 
coking coal and for imported coals and coke as well. This downward 
pressure on the growth in coal requirements has been most important in 
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those countries where the steel industry has accounted historically 
for high fractions of total coa! sales.48/ 

Apart from steel, the other major market for indigenous coal in 
the región has been the electric power industry. Coal deliveries to 
this industry have provided a hedge :in some Latin American countries 
against big losses to oi l in traditional markets for local coal.49/ 

In Colombia, and.in some locations in México, where the quality 
of indigenous coal and i ts location to markets are relatively more 
favourable, the loss of markets for coal to oi l and gas has been 
moderate. Nevertheless, in almost every major coal-producing country 
in the región, coal's share in domestic energy consumption declined 
during 1950-1975.^ 

Generally speaking, in those Latin American countries which 
produce both coal and oil, oil has eroded coal's position most severely 
where the quality of indigenous coal has been relatively poor and 
where it is costly tó extract and then to transport to domestic 
consumere, as in the cases of; Argentina, Chile, and Venezuela» This 
comment áside, however, i t i6 obvious that competition from oil has : 
been the major forcé explaining the lack of dynamism in Latin America's 
coal industry in the post-war era. Despite the increased incentive in 
the seventies to replace oil ;with coal, coal's share in Latin America's 
modern energy consumption was lower in 1975 (i.e., 5-0 per cent) than 
i t was in 1970 (i.e., 5-3 per cent). -

48/ In 1972, these functions were as follovs: Argentina (44 per cent), 
Brazil (62 per cent), México (68 per cent), Chile (27 per cent), 
Colombia (18 per cent), Perú (58 per cent), and Venezuela (93 per 
cent). See: R. Suárez, "El Carbón Latinoamericano y sus perspec-
tivas", Annex I , pp. 2!?9~286t published in: Comision EconSmica para 
América Latina, América Latina y los Problemas Actuales de la 
Energía, published by the Fondo de' Cultura Economica, México, 1975• 

49/ •In 1972, the electric power- industry accounted for the following 
percentage share of coal deliveries: Argentina (19), Brazil (35), 
Chile (35), Colombia (13), and México (3). See: R. Suárez, El 
Carbón Latinoamericano y sus perspectivas, op.cit., Annex I , 
pp., 259-286. 

50/ The only coal consuming countries in the región which recorded an 
increase in this ratio during the period were México (from 6.6 per 
cent to 7»2 per cent) and Venezuela (from 0.5 per cent to 1.0 per 
cent). . , 
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Exhibit 31 presents one estimate, published in 1972, of the 
extent of measured and potential reserves of coal in Latin America 
and in other countries and country groupings. Also indicated is the 
volume of coal produced in these areas in 1975» These figures show 
the hugé size of the identified physical stocks of coal compared with 
coal consumption. As in the case of natural gas, the major problem 
in Latin America i s not to add to the stock of identified coal reserves 
but rather to develop and produce more coal from already identified 
stocks in response to the higher prices of world energy sources since 
1970. 

Foreign capital has never played an important role in Latin 
America's coal industry. Typically, the State has protected the 
indigenous coal industry from collapse under the pressure of competition 
from oil and imported coal. Detailed discussion of the protection 
of the region's indigenous coal industry in the post-war period, 
however, is blocked by lack of data, 
(e) Electric power 

( i ) Blectricity consumption. The electric power industry consists 
of three segments: generation, transmission, ahd distribution. Base 
load and peak power requirements are met by power stations drawing 
potentially ón a wide variéty of energy sources, including hydropower, 
refined oil products, natural gas, coal, vegetable fuels, and, more 
recently, nuclear materials. Electric energy is then transported 
in huge amounts and at very high voltages to locations nearer to 
consumers, often far from the site of generation, by way of transmission 
lines or interlinked grid networks. The power is then physically 
transformed and distributed to power consumers in the quantities and 
voltages required by each of them for the various productive 
applications. 

Since 1950, Latin America's consumption of electric power has 
doubled, on average, every eight years. The 8.8 per cent annual 
average growth rate of the region's output of electric energy since 
1950 puts electric power, together with oil refining, among Latin 
America* s leading growth industries during the past quarter century. 
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The categories of demand supporting this growth are readily 
identified by the potential uses for electric energy: heat, mechanical 
power, light, and chemical energy. Given the región's pattern of 
industrial growth in the post-war era, the data in Exhibit 32 suggest 
the relative iraportance of these ©ud-uses in specific national markets. 

Manufacturing and mining industries have accounted for about 
one-half of the growth in regional power consumption since 1950» 
Growth not only in the relatively electricity-intensive industries, 
but also in manufacturing output in general, together with the . 
progressive mechanization of work processes and the spread of electric 
lighting, have been the pivotal forces supporting increased electric 
power consumption in Latin America since World War I I . Much of the 
growth recorded by Latin America's secondary sector industries since 
the 1950s would simply not have been physically possible without 
access to increasing supplies.of electricity to sustain high intensity 
flows of mechanical work, on the one hand, and to support output gains 
in the electro-chemical and electro-metallurgical industries, on the 
other hand. 

Households and commercial establishments account for about another 
one-third of the growth. recorded in Latin America's power consumption 
sinoe I95O. In urban centres, electric lighting has become a c.ommonplace 
in home«, offices, and factories, which was not the case in the región 
in the l?40s. Indeed, the use of electric power as a source of heat 
may have been overstimulated from an economic point of view in some 
markets by the lqw. prices set for electricity at some times by public 
power authorities. Increases in real family income throughout Latin 
America since,World War I I have stimulated the growth.in the region's 
household power market.,, Volumetrically, this process has been most 
important in the large and more affluent countries of the región, such 
as Argentina, Brazil,. México and Venezuela. 

; In rural Latin America, the growth of electricity use has been 
decidedly less impressive tha$. in urban and suburban áreas. Public 
power authorities in Latin America did npt really focus seriously on 
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the development of rural markets until the 1960s. Prior to that time, 
the scarce capital that was available to these authorities was 
allocated, for the most part, to the devélopment of urban and suburban 
power markets, expansión in power flows in rural areas being supported 
by less dramatic additions to private and public sector electric 
generating and supply capacity. The data in Exhibit 33 indicate that 
the consumption of electricity is s t i l l a limited phenomenon in rural 
Latin America, where it i s used largely as a source of artificial 
lighting and as a power source for relatively low capacity electric 
motors. These motors are used in a multiplicity of ways on farms and 
in rural households and commercial establishments, and to a large extent 
they have been the means fey which capital has been substituted for the 
low-intensity power flows historically supplied by human and animal 
labour. 

I t should be underscóred, however, that the sectoral pattern of 
growth in the consumption of electric energy in specific Latin American 
countries, as shown in Exhibit 32', shows wide variation between 
countries. Additionally, the regional pattern is- heavily weighted, 
in a statistical sense, by a handful of countries such as Argentina, 
Brazil, México and Venezuela. Bearing this in mind, the data in 
Exhibit 32 show that in some Latin American countries the major sources 
of growth in the power market since 1950 have been households and 
commerce, not manufacturing and mining. 

The statistics provided in Exhibit 32 on the consumption of 
electric energy give no hint of the considerable gains achieved 
throughout Latin America in the post-war period in the quality of 
power service: i.e., the regularity with which power companies supply 
electricity in the volumes (i.e., kWh), forms (i.e., voltage, cycles), 
and at the times required by consumers willing and able to pay for it. 
The widespread and notable improvement in the quality of power service 
in the región since the 1950s is evidenced by the steady decline in 
the frequency of blackouts and brown-outs. I t i s also partially 
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reflected in the declining quantitative importante of power supplies 
produced by e6tablishments other than pówer companiés for their own 
use and often for sale on a small scale to otherS in their immediate 
area.51/ Improvements in the quality of the service rendered by 
electric power industries in the región should be recognized as one 
of their major accomplishments in the post-war era, quite apart from 
the impressive record of strictly physical output gains which they 
have also ach'ieved during this period. 

The declining quantitative importance of these self-suppliers 
warrants additional comment at this pdint. In 1950, they accounted 
for 23 per cent of the electric energy generated in Latin America, 
although this ratio varied widely among individual countries in the 
región (Exhibit 34). By 1975» however, they accounted for only 12 per 
cent of regional power generation, again with a wide pattern of 
country-by-country variation. Chief among the factors promoting the 
decline in the quantitative role of these self-suppliers has been the 
rapid growth in the intégrátion of power networks serviced by the 
large power. companiés, particularly those in the public sector, and 
also thé increased reliability1 of power supplies sold by these 
companiés. 

Rápid'though it has been, however, the growth in the consumption 
of electric energy in Latin América since 1950 has not been outstanding 
by international standards. World power consumption during 1950-1975 
expanded by 8.3 per cent per anrium, while in Latin America electric 
power consumption grew at 8.8 per cent per annum (Exhibit 35)- The 
consumption of electricity in the developed countries during 1950-1974 
increased at the somewhat slower rate of 8.1 per cent annually, but 
this slower growth proceeded from a 1950 level that was about thirty 
times the comparable Latin American level in that year., Thus, despite 
the high rate of growth in Latin America's power generation since the 
1950s, the región s t i l l remains fár behind the developed countries 

51/ Such small-scale power producers are labelled "self-suppliers". 
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in terms of electric power generated, absolutely and per capita, as 
well as in terms of power generated per unit of total real output. 
Exhibit 36 présents detailed information on these thrée aspects of 
electric power generation in twenty-seven Latin American countries 
in the post-war era. 

( i i ) Installed capacity, generation and efficiency. Exhibits 34 
and 37 present data on the post-war groWth pattern of Latin America's 
electric power generation and installed generating capacity. Both 
exhibits reveal the dominance of a handful of countries in the regional 
totals. In 1975, for example, five countries (i.e., Argentina, Brazil, 
Colombia, México and Venezuela) accounted for about four-fifths  of 
regional power generation and generating capacity. This pattern is, 
of course, what one woüld expect, given the heavy weight of these 
countries in Latin America's industrial output and population. 

The impressi've rate of expansión in Latin America's electric 
generating capacity since the 1950s was financially facilitated, to 
a significant extent, by the access óf many Latin American countries 
to long-term capital from a Variety of foreign institutions specializing, 
inter alia, in long-term power equipment and power project financing. 
The data presented in Exhibit 38 show that the cumulative flow of 
long-term power project financing from three such institutions during 
1946-1975 tot'alled 5.8 bil l ion dollars. The share of long-term loan 
financing from such institutions as these in the total finaneial 
requirements of a power project varies widely, depending on a variety 
of factors such as the type and scale of project and the host country 
and financial institutions involved. Historically, however, long-term 
debt financing by institutions such as the IBRD and IDB have probably 
accounted for between one-fifth and one-quarter of the total project 
valué of the power schemes receiving such support.52/ To this extent, 

52/ Between 1961 and 1974 the IDB granted 72 long-term loans for 
financing power projeets in Latin America. The aggregate valué 
of these loans was 1.6 bill ion dollars, or 28 per cent of the 
5.8 bill ion dollars total.-cost of the 72. projeets. 
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they have provided considerable support for the physical expansión of 
the región's electric power supply capacity in the post-war era. 

In addition to this direct financial suppiort, institutions such 
as the IBRD and IDB have also served as valuable conduits for the 
transfer of a broad range of technologies to Latin America's public 
power authorities. This has involved not_only the promotion of technical 
engineering-type knowledge, in which equipment-supplying companies 
play the dominant role, but also the promotion of many other kinds of 
knowledge of the power industry as well: power tariff policy, system 
control and planning, financial and economic project evaluation, 
personnel planning and training, contracting and cost control, debt 
management, and so on. Clearly, promotion of knowledge in these 
and related áreas of business and institutional management was also 
aided in these countries through other corporate, national and 
international channels, but the contributory role of institutions 
such as the IBRD and IDB to this increased stock of knowledge- has 
certainly been a notable one. 

The data in Exhibit J>k show that the sháre of hydropower in 
Latin America's generation of electric power haB-increased slowly 
over the past quarter century, from 51 per cent in 1950 to 57 per cent 
in 1975-

Countries depart widely, hqwever, from this regional pattern of 
hydropower generation. Thus for example, five of the twenty-seven 
countries listed in Exhibit 3k did not generate hydroelectricity in 
1975, while at the other extreme, in three Latin American countries 
hydropower accounted for more than four-fifths  of domestic power 
supplies in that year. Between these extremes, the country-by-country 
pattern of reliance on hydropower in 1975 varied markedly. 

I t might seem strange, at first sight, that a región so richly 
endowed in economically exploitable hydropower potential as Latin 
America has not achieved an. even higher degree of reliance on hydropower 
than that revealed by the data in Exhibit 3k. However, a number of 
practical considerations have combined to restrain the extent of this 
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reliance. Chief among these factors have been the following: the 
comparatively higher capital requirements for generation and 
transmission associated with hydro projects vis-á-vis thermal power 
projects; the comparatively high social opportunity cost of capital 
in Latin America, which gives rise to a more powerful bias against 

v the typically more capital-intensive hydropower option than against 
the (non-nuclear) thermal power option; the secular decline in the 
(real) price (CIF) of imported oil during much of the post-war 
period; the growing concentration of population and power markets in 
large coastal cities with easy access to locally refined and imported 
oil products; and the need to increase thermal generating capacity, 
in part, simply as insurance against the vagaries of future conditions 
of water availability. 

The 6low secular decline in the quantitative share of thermal 
stations in the regional generation of electric energy has been 
accompanied by increasing reliance on oil and, to a lesser degree, 
on natural gas as the thermal power industry's leading fuels (Exhibit 
39). Power plants fired by vegetable fuels have now lost their 
earlier quantitative significance. A milestone event in Latin America's 
power industry was the introduction of nuclear power in 1974.53/ 

The overall pattern of fuel-use in Latin America*s electric 
power industry may be summarized as follows. Within integrated 
power systems, hydropower and nuclear power, when available, are used 
to the máximum extent possible. Fuel oi l typically supplies the bulk 
of remaining base load generating requirements, but coal-fired plants 
are used for this purpose in some countries. Peaking power is 
widely supplied from relatively small and high cost diesel plants, 
although in some countries natural gas has been displacing diesel 
oil for this purpose. 

53/ In 1974 the 319 megawatt nuclear power plant of Atucha, Argentina 
went operational. 

/The pattern 
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The pattern of fuel-use in isolated power systems also varies 
widely. When the scale of power consumption is relatively large, 
power.requirements, are often met using fuel oil, although depending 
on the local pattern of resource endowment, hydropower or coal might 
be employed to meet power needs in these larger systems. The more 
typical case, however, is the small isolated power system, reliant 
on oíd, comparatively high-cost diesel plante or, in rare cases, on 
vegetable fuels. 

The application of technical change has promoted greater 
pfficiency in fuel-use in Latin America's thermaí power industry in 
the post-war era (Exhibit 4o). During 1960-1974, the average heat 
rate of Latin America's public sector thermal státions declined from 
3,700 to 3,200 kilocalories per kWh generated, or, on the average" by 
1.0 per cent per annum during this 14-year period. By way of comparison, 
however, the average heat rate of central power plants in the OECD 
countries in 1973 was about 2,500 kilocalories/kWh. 

A large part of these thermal efficiency gains are quantitatively 
. explained by progress in a few countries, such as Argentina and México, 
for example (Exhibit 40). These countries aré dominant in public séctor 
thermal power generation in the región, and they have also recorded 
significant improvements in thermal efficiency. 

Progress in the post-war period in the physical efficiency of 
fuel-use in Latin America's thermal power industry has been the result 
largely of meeting increasing volumes of power demand by substituting 
larger and thermally more efficient power plants for older vintage 
plants to serve integrated networks that themselves have been expanding 
through interconnexions. In Argentina and México, for example, the 
scale of market requirements has supported the introduction of thermal 
plants in the 300-350 MW range. Such plants have heat rates of the 
order of 2,000 kcals/kWh when operating at design capacity. The use 
of thermal power plants such as these to meet base load requirements 
has made i t possible in some Latin American countries to put thermally 
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less efficient plants into reserve or to scrap them, but the 
introduction of thermal power plants of this size has simply not been 
econoraically feasible in many Latin American countries, given the 
small scale of their power markets. In these countries, the relatively 
small size of the market has been a major impediment to realizing 
thermal efficiency gains in the thermal electric power industry. 

Thermal power generation in Latin America has increased at a 
more or less steady rate, averaging 8.2 per cent per annum during 
1950-1975- The rate of growth in thermal efficiency in the region's 
central thermal stations has been much slower, however, and it has 
shown strong deceleration in recent years. In the power industry 
of Chile and in the public power systems of other Latin American 
countries (e.g., Argentina, El Salvador, and Guatemala), average 
heat rates have actually increased during the 1970s (Exhibit 40). 
The more rapid rate of increase in thermal generation than in thermal 
efficiency gains has exerted upward pressure on fuel consumption in 
the region's thermal power industry, as i t has on the index of energy 
input per unit of real output at the national level. The relative 
rate of growth of these two variables will play an important role 
in determining the volume of oil and modern energy consumption in 
the future. 

The other major contribution to the decline in the heat rate 
of Latin American power systems was been the interconnexion of 
electrical systems, a phenomenon that has been stimulated by advances 
in transmission technology in the developed countries. In 1950, 
electric power could be transported economically up to a limit of 
about 450 kilometers, in contrast with today's range of about 2,000 
kilometers. This capability to transport electric energy economically 
over longer distances has made it possible not only to substitute 
hydropower for thermal power in Latin America, but also, given the 
pattern of system generating capacity, to substitute lower-cost for 
higher-cost power flows in the región's many thermal power systems 
as well. 

/At the 
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At the regional level, interconnexion of electric power systems 
across national frontiers is an area of considerable promise for 
thermal efficiency gains and for socio-economic progress in general 
in Latin America. So far, however, these gains remain largely 
uniappeá. The oiily i nt e r-nat i anal interconnexion schetnes now 
operational in the región are those providing for one-way power flows 
from Paraguay to Brazil and Argentina, plus three bthers providing 
for two-way exchanges of power on a comparatively small scale between 
Uruguay and Brazil; between Colombia and Venezuela; and between 
Ecuador and Colombia. There is aíso an interconnexion which enables 
México to import power, again on a relatively modest scale, from the 
United States. 

Technical progress in Latin America's power industry has also 
been laggard in the area of line loss reduction. Such reductions 
generate direct savings in fuel inputs intó thermal power systems, 
and they are a source of efficiency gains in the use of capital. In 
power systems that are short of spare generating capacity, line loss 
reductions also make i t possible to improve the quality of service 
to power consumers. 

The data in Exhibit 32 show that the ratio of transmission and 
distribuíion losses (including theft) to electric power consumed 
(i.e., the line loss ratio) has declined slowly in the región since 
the 1950s. This ratio was 15 per cent in 195¿, and by 1976 i t had 
declined to 12 per cent. 

In many Latin American power systems, line loss ratios are 
much higher than the regional average would suggest. In 1975» for 
example, particularly high ratios were recorded in El Salvador 
(31 per cent), the Dominican Republic (29 per cent), Costa Rica 
(25 per cent), and Haiti (25.per cent). On the other hand, they have 
been reduced to relatively low levels in Brazil (9.5 per cent) and 
Chile (9.1 per cent). By way of comparison, line loss ratios in the 
developed countries are around 10 per cent or so. Given the strong 
increase recorded in the cost of world energy supplies since 1973, 
the reduction of line losses now constitutes an even more promising 
area than in the past for cost-reducing investments in the power 
systems of many Latin American countries. 

/Changes in 
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Changes in plant factor ratios 54/ in Latin America's electric 
power industries in the post-war period warrant comment at this point. 
The average plant factor for Latin America's electric power industry 
has increased from 3,517 hours in 1950 to 3,774 hours in 1975* There 
is much dispersión about these average figures, however, In countries 
with relatively high levels of industrial demand for power and/or 
with comparatively well-integrated power networks (e.g., Brazil and 
Venezuela), plant factors tehd to be higher than in countries where 
the household component of power demand is dominant. On the one hand, 
a low plant factor may simply reflect an excess of installed generating 
capacity. On the other hand, a rate of growth in the consumption of 
electric energy that, over time, is outdistancing the rate of growth 
in generating capacity would put an upwárd pressure on the plant factor. 
Clearly, the diversity of factors impinging on a nation's plant factor 
suggest caution in interpreting changes in i t . 

Developed countries, with high levels of industrial power 
demand and comparatively well-integrated power networks, have plant 
factors usually well in excess of 4,000 hours»55/ The plant factors 
of power systems in many of the underdeveloped countries outside 
Latin America fall in the range of 1,500-2,000 hours, whereais those 
for Latin America are concentrated in the 3,000-4,000 hóur range. 
With due respect for the diversity of factors underlying this 
international pattern, a comparison of the plant factors and power 
markets of Latin America and the developed countries would suggest 
that there are three kinds of change that would promote desirable 
increases in Latin America's plant factors in the future: first, 
continued growth in the base load component of electric power 
consumption, especially by industrial power consumers; second, 
progressive integration of electric grid systems; and, third, 
improvements in the area of peak power management. 

54/ The plant factor ratio is the volume of electricity generated in 
a given power system divided by the installed in-service 
generating capacity. 

55/ In 1973, for example, the following plant factors were recorded: 
United States, 4,252 hours; Japan, 4,905; Cañada, 4,823; West 
Germany, 4,819; Soviet Union, 4,677; East Germany, 5,378; 
Poland, 4,755-
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A cooment is in order at this point on the degree of progress 
made in the area of cycle standardization in post-war Latin America. 
In the early post-war period, there was a pronounced absence of cycle 
standardization in many national power markets of the región (Exhibit 
41). In general, however, this did not constitute an inordinately 
pressing problem from the point of view of. system operation because, 
at that time, the degree of grid integration.was relatively primitivo. 
As the goal of grid integratiop became more widespread in the región, 
however, the lack of cycle standardization became a more serious 
problem. By and large, this problem has now been resolved. 

In Brazil, for example, up to the 1960s some service areas 
were supplied with power of 50 Hertz, others with ,60 Hertz. In 1964, 
however, 60 Hertz was established as the national standard, and by 
the early 1970s, Brazil had fully converted to this standard. 

In Venezuela, 60 Hertz was also adopted in the early 1960s as 
the national standard, and work.began on the task of cycle conversión, 
which was finally achieved in the early 1970s. 

Power supplies in México had long been generated using two 
cycles, and in 1-950, they were about equally split between 50 and 60 
Hertz. In the late 1960s, however, 60 Hertz was adopted as the 
national standard, and by the early 1970s cycle standardization 
in México was nearing completion. 

By 1975, the situation with respect to cycle standardization in 
continental Latin America was the following: Argentina, Bolivia, 
Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay generate on 50 Hertz, while the remaining 
countries in the región are in various stages of the process of cycle 
standardization, and when their. conversión programmes are completed 
they will be generating exclusively on 60 Hertz. Generalizing for 
the región as a whole, therefore, cycle standardization at the national 
level is now virtually.completed (Exhibit 4l). The fact that two 
cycles are in use in the región can constitute at times an obstacle to 
íntra-regiónal trade in electricity and especially to the joint 
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development of water resources for the production of hydroelectric 
power. Nevertheless, technical progress in the area of cycle 
standardization has contributed, in no small part, to increase 
efficiency in the use of fuels and capital in Latin America's electric 
power industry in the post-war era. 

* ( i i i ) Ownership. One of the most striking changes in Latin 
America*s power industry since the 1950s has been the rise of State 

„, ownership. Exhibit 42 shows that, in 1950, public power authorities 
in Latin America accounted for only 10 per cent of the power supplied 
by generating companiés (i.e., including self-suppliers). By 1975, 
this ratio had increased to 78 per cent. Ineffect, during 1950-1975, 
the State has changed its role in regional power generation from one 
óf a quantitatively minor supplier among established electric power 
companiés tó a virtual monopolist. 

A similar rise to dominance is evident in the distribution 
segment of the region's electric power industry (Exhibit 43). 
Generally speaking, the transmission segment of the electric power 
industry in Latin America has traditionally been a public sector 
undertaking, since historically private power companiés in the 
región have avoided investment in costly transmission facilities, 
concentrating their investments in the thermal generation segment 
of the industry. 

Fór the most part, the transition from private to public sector 
ownership was achieved through the purchase of assets by the State. 
The reasons underlying increased State ownership of the domestic power 
industry vary widely, of course, depending on the country involved, but 

* generally speaking, in most cases they probably involved one or more of 
the following considerations: First, the State could acquire the assets 
of domestic generating and distribution companiés on favourable terms. 
Second, the fact of a major foreign presence in the domestic generating 
segment of some power industries in the región probably provoked 
considerable popular pressure for State takeover. Third, in countries 
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where power prices were being kept below supply costs by the State, 
public ownership may have been chosen as a way to ensure iñcreasing 
power supplies witbout extending politically embarrasing subsidies 
to prívate.power producers. Finally, in some cases, the State may 
have been convinced, for one of a variety of réasons, that the 
attainment of i t s goals required a rate of expansión of the domestic 
power industry that was simply not consistent with prívate ownership 
of that industry. 

Section V - performance of the Latin American 
energy seétor since the 1950s 

The previous sections of this study have presented the essential 
features of growth and change in Latin America's energy industries. 
In this section, the emphasis shifts to the question of the overall 
performance of the región's energy sector in the post-war period. 

As noted earlier, in discussing the performance of the energy 
sector it is important to. distinguish between its performance in a 
strictly physical sense, on the one hand, and its performance from the 
point of view of economic efficiency and growth, on the other.56/ 

It is impossible to discuss the performance of a nation's energy 
sector until one specifies the objectives pursued in its operation. 
In Section I it was argued that in a l l countries the energy sector 
always has one basic function: >,feo support the process of socio-economic 
áctivity or - stated in a different and less precise way for present 
purposes - to support economic growth. In some countries, such as 
Venezuela, for example, the energy sector may have another related 
and basic function: to generate foreign exchange on a large scale. 
In this section, the performance of the.energy sector is discussed only 
with reference to the first of these two objectives, since that 
objective is shared by a l l Latin American countries, and it i s clearly 
of paramount importance to a l l of them. 

56/ See the discussion of this subject in Section I of Chapter 1. 
/From a 
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From a methodological point of view, a serious evaluation of the 
performance of the region's various energy industries since the 1950s 
from a strictly physically approach would suggest the evaluation of 
the following nuil hypothesiss the physical pattern of energy supplies 
from the región* s energy sector has never been a bottleneck to the 
physical growth of regional output on any significant scale since the 
war.57/ This nuil hypothesis was proposed and evaluated in an 
unpublished study, prepared by CEPAL*s División of Natural Resources 
and the Environment, entitled "Evaluación de la acción física del 
sector energético sobre el desarrollo económico latinoamericano en 
el periodo de post-guerra". In this section the basic methodology 
and conclusions of this report will be presented. 

The, study begins with the observation that it is obviously 
impossible to evalúate this hypothesis with precisión. The "región" 
consists of more than two dozen nations,. each with its own energy 
industry. The term "energy sector", depending on the country, could 
include such sub-sector industries as oil,. coal, natural gas, electric 
power, fuelwood, and so on. The, "oi l" industry itself covers a 
variéty of specific fuels, such as motor gasol,ine., fuel oil, jet fuel, 
diesel oil, etc. The "post-war period" covers more. :than a quarter of 
a century during which time, for the most part, the statistics on 
energy supplies and economic growth in the región,are woefully 
inadequate. When the difficulties posed by these considerations are 
recognized, it bécomes obvious that firstly, simplification is 
required in order to evalúate this hypothesis and secondly it can 
only be evaluated in a very rough way. 

57/ Excluded here, by definition, is the growth-reducing effect of 
the misallocation of fuel, capital and other resources stemming 
from distortions in the relative prices of these inputs of the 
electric power industry over time. In other words, the point 
of view is a strictly physical one, and it i s to this extent 
of limited usefulness analytically. At a later point, however, 
the growth-reducing effect of economically inefficient resource 
allocation in the region's power industry will be covered 
explicitly. 

/Following these 
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Following these óbservatións, the field of inquiry was restricted 
by energy industry and by country. With respect to the limitation by 
energy industries, analysis was limited to electric power and oil, and 
in the case of the oil industry, the field was limited to the following 
refined oil products: motor gasolirie, kerosene, fuel oil, and diesel 
oil. These restrictions were based on the observation that electric 
power and oil are the most critical energy industries of the región 
in terms of the scalé of resources involved and their role in supporting 
process of economic growth. 

With 'respect to "the restriction by country, the study limited 
the evaluation of the supply of electric power and refined oil products 
to the following seven countries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
México, Péru and Venezuela. In both 1950 and 197 ,̂ these countries 
accounted for about nine-tenths of both total'regional output and 
commercial energy consumption in Latin America, and they also account 
for the bulk of electric power and oil consumed in Latin America. 

The study proposed a variety of specific criteria for evaluating 
the adequecy of thé physical supply of electric power and refined oil 
products in thesé seven countries.58/ Following the discussion of these 
criteria, they were applied with the purpose of generating specific 
informatión for eváluating the nuil hypothesis. The results of this 
exeróise were the following: first with regard to the electric power 
industry, it was concluded that power supplies did constitute a physical 
bottlenéck to economic growth in the región from 1950 up'to roughly 
the mid-1960s. On thé other hand, the study also concluded that this 
threat to economic growth was not of a particularly large order óf 
magnitude, and since then the study found that there have not been any 
compelling grounds for arguing that power supplies have constituted a 
significant physical bottlenéck to economic growth in the región.$9/ 

: 5o/ See: "Evaluación de la acción del sector energético sobre el 
desarrollo económico Latinoamericano en el período póst-guerra", 

. an .unpublished paper, prepared by the División of Natural Resources 
and the Environmentof the Economic Commission for Latin America, 

; * Santiago, Chile. These criteria are presented., discussed, and 
evaluated in detail for electric power in Section I I I (1: A,B, 
and C) and for refined oil products in Section IV ( l : A,B, and C). 

¿9/ Ibid, I I I (2 A and 2 B). / S e c o n d í w i t h 
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Second, with respect to the supply of refined oi l products, i t 
was concluded that there was no compelling case for arguing that the 
physical supply of refined oil products has significantly restricted 
the proces6 of regional economic growth since the 1950s. True, there 
have been cases where disruption of physical supplies of refined oi l 
products did constitute an obstacle to production and consumption in 
specific countries at specific times, but these instances were of 
relatively short duration. At the regional level, they were aberrations, 
both spatially and temporally»60/ 

Returning to the nuil hypothesis specified previously, then, the 
overall conclusión of the study was that i t should not be rejected. The 
major qualification involved here was the electric power industry up 
to the mid-1960s. Evén here, however, the problems of physical supply 
posed by this industry during that"time cannot be judged as grave in 
terms of the threat to regional economic growth. Within this context, 
i t i s concluded that, from a strictly physical point of view, the 
energy sector has not constituted a significant bottleneck to regional 
economic growth since the 1950s. 

The previous ahalysis focused on the issue of the physical support 
rendered by the energy sector to the process of physical growth of 
output. The economic efficiency characterizing that pattern of support 
is a different and more important issue, however. For example, it 
raight be observed that electric power supplies have consistently been 
available in a given country during a certain period of time and that, 
in a strictly physical sense, power supplies did not constitute a 
significant bottleneck to physical growth in that country during that 
period, but i f i t were also observed that these supplies were provided 
to consumers at prices far below cost, then i t would have to be concluded 
that, from the point of view of economic efficiency, criticism would 
certainly be appropriate. I f this condition of economic inefficiency in 
resource use in the elctric power industry did exist, then it would also 
have to be concluded that economic growth was throttled as well, on the 
assumption that these inefficiently allocated resources could have been 
employed profitably elsewhere. 

60/  Ibid, IV (2 A and 2 B). 
/Given that 
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Given that the energy sector has, in very general terms, î et i ts 
basic objective of physicíilly supporting growth in the región since 
the 195OS, what can be said about the degree of economic efficiency 
with which this support was provided during that period? 

Obviously, this question cannot be answered with any degree of 
precisión. From a methodological point of view, it is even more 
difficult to approach than the question of physical support. I t is, 
nevertheless, a question of prime importance. 

No attempt is made in this brief study to answer this question 
in a rigorous manner. I t is a question which, i f taken seriously, 
would require a degree of study that is simply beyond the limits of 
the resources available for present purposes. Therefore, rather than 
undertaking a serious investigation of the.implications of the 
performance of the región's energy sector sinc.e the 1950s from the 
point of view of economic efficiency and, hen,ce, economic growth, this 
section will cióse with two general observations bearing on, this 
subject. 

First of a l l , as indicated in Section IV pf this study, the prices 
of many energy flows in Latin America have been controlled by tjie State 
throughout the post-war period. Generally speaking, these prices have 
not been set with respect to the opportunity cost of using those energy 
resources between domestic ajad foreign markets in Latin America in 
that period. In the electric power industry, the pirices of electricity 
have often been set by public powei: authorities far below the costs of 
supplying i t . This was the case especially in the earlier part of 
the post-war era. The same comment is relevant in the case of many 
refined oil products, for example. From an economic point of view, 
inefficiency in the use of fuels and other resources would undoubtedly 
be associated with the fact, and over time the magnitude of los.ses due 
to this would be substantial. This being the case, there undoubtedly . 
would have been a cost in economic growth, since badly allocated 
capital (and other) resources could have. been applied elsewhere in 
the economy. 

/Second, in 
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Second. in all probability the quality of economic analyses 
supporting the introduction of many energy projects in the región has 
often been. inadequate, particularly in the earlier portion of the 
post-war period. To the extent that this was the case, it certainly 
would suggest economic inefficiency in the pattern of physical support 
given by the energy sector to the process of regional economic growth 
in the post-war period, and the scale of this inefficiency would 
surely be impressive. 

Section VI - Latin America*s modern energy consumption . 
in the year 2000 

Exhibit 44 presents forecasts for the year 2000.- of total 
regional modern energy consumption by type of modern fuel and selected 
fuel-consuming countries and coal consumption in the region's iron 
and steel industry, while Exhibit 45 shows total installed generating 
capacity in Latin America by type of fuel employed, in selected 
countries. 

In this section, discussion is restricted to the most important 
quantitative features of the forecasts, which are the following: 

1. As shown in Exhibit 44, in the year 2000 petroleum and, 
to a lesser extent, natural gas wil l s t i l l be the backbone 
of Latin America's energy system. Petroleum*s share in the 
region's commercial energy consumption i s expected to decline 
from 61 per cent in 1975 to 46 per cent in 2000, while the 
share of natural gas i s forecast to be the same as in 1975 
( i .e. , 15 per cent). 

2. The figures in Exhibit 44 show that the shares of hydropower 
and coal in regional energy consumption are expected to be 
about 18 per cent and 8 per cent respectively in the year 
2000. 

3. Nuclear power i s expected to penetrate rapidly into Latin 
America's energy base during the next quarter of a century. 

/Increasing from 
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Increasing from insignificant levels in 1975, nuclear 
power should constitute about four-fifths  of thermal power 
generation and about two-fifths of total power generation in 
Latin America by the year 2000. Nuclear generation facilities 
in the year 2000 will be concentrated in Argentina, Brazil 
and México. Minor levels of nuclear generating capacity are 
forecast for Chile, Cuba, Perú and Uruguay. 

4. The share of fuels consumed in Latin Americaüs electric power 
industry in total regional energy consumption is expected to 
be about 21 per cent in the year 2000, or more or less the 
currently prevailing level. One of the critical assumptions 
undérlying this expectation is that the average heat rate 
in Latin America's thermal power plants will decline to 
2,500 kcals/kWh by the year 2000 from the 1975 level of 
3,219 kcals/kWh. T¿i6 implies an average compound rate of 
decline in the average thermal heat rate in the región of 
about 1.0 per cent per annum during 1975-2000.61/ Shóuld 
this assumption prove overly optiifcistic, then thé level of 
fuel consumption in the region's electric power'industry 
would have to be adjusted upward as would, of eourse, the 
forecast volume of regional energy consumption as well. 

5. The elasticity of modern energy consumption with respect 
to total real output in Latin America i s expected to decline 
from 1.3 during 1950-1974 to 0.9 during 1974-2000. 

These forecasts are, of course, no more defensible than the 
assumptions and methodology used in generating them.• Even taking into 
account the wide margin of error which is undoubtedly contained in 
them, however, one conclusión seems beyónd doubt: oil will continué 
to be the key energy resource used to support Latin America's economic 
growth during the rest of this century. This conclusión is the entry 
point for Chapter 2, which focuses squarely on the price of 
interrfatiohally traded crude oil over the next quarter century and on 
the formulation of energy policies in Latin America's oil-deficit 
countries. 
61/ See, Section IV (e, i i ) of this study for a discussion of the 

record of change in the heat rate of the region's thermal 
electric power industry. /Chapter 2 
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Chapter 2 

THE PRICE OF WORLD OIL: PROSPECTS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR ENERGY 
PLANNERS IN LATIN AMERICA»S OIL-DEFICIT COUNTIRES 

w Introduction 

Chapter I described the quantitative record of growth and change 
in Latin America's modern energy industries: oil, gas, coal, and 
electric power. The performance of the region's energy sector was 
discussed in the context of i ts main function: that of supporting 
socio-economic activity. A forecast was made of commercial energy 
consumption in Latin America and in its principal energy markets in 
the year 2000. 

Chapter 2 considers two broad topics: future prices for world 
crude oil and energy policy in Latin American oil-deficit countries. 

Section I of Chapter 2 identifies and explains the pattern of 
world crude oil prices in the post-war era. ' I t considers the relative 
importance of three factors in explaining changes in world crude bil 
prices during this period: the pressure of increasing demand on the 
supply cost of world crude oil, the organization of the world oil 
industry, and energy policies in the industrialized, oil-deficit 
countries. 

Section I I provides an analysis of the structure of today's 
world crude oil market from the point of view of its relevance for 
price formation. 

»> Section I I I provides a summary of the current pattern of energy 
policies in the industrialized, oil-importing countries. 

Section IV focuses on price forecasting. I t opens with a rough 
estimate of the máximum level of the long-run marginal cost of 
supplying world oil over the next two decades. This cost constitutes 
the floor below which the price of world oil over the next two decades 
may not fall without jeopardizing its supply. * An estimate is then 
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made of the mínimum long-run incremental cost of supply of synthetic 
oi l. After this, there is a discussion of the most likely developments 
in the world crude oil producing industryi on the one hand, and in 
the energy policies of the industrialized, oil-importing countries, 
on the other. These materials constitute the background material for 
the price forecast, which is then presented. 

Section V develops some ideas that might be helpful in the 
future to designers of energy policies in Latin America's oil-deficit 
countries, given the forecast of world oi l prices. The discussion is 
conducted on the geographically abstract level of the región's oi l -
deficit countries. 

This discussion of energy policy i s conducted along two lines: 
the first considers the formuíation of policies that have a direct 
impact on the demand for energy in oil-deficit economies, while the 
second co^icentrates on the formuíation of policies designed to reduce 
the unit supply cost of energy consumed in these economies.; In each 
line of discussion, a distinction is made between those policy options 
that require international agreement for their realization árid those 
which do not. 

Chapter 2 concludes with a brief discussion of the problem of the 
security of imported oil supplies for Latin America's'oil-deficit 
countries. 

Section I : The récord of world oi l prices in 
the post-war era 

(i) Introduction 
This chapter presents a survey of world crude oil price formation 

during the post-war period. I t does not dwell on the dynamics óf this 
process for i ts own sake. Instead, the objective is to provide 
information that will be useful'in identifying factors that will be 
critical,in. shaping world crude oil prices in the future. A khowledge 
of these fa,ctors as they operated in the past i s a nécessairy condítion 
for a reasoned position about them in the future. Continúing ignorance 
guarantees predictive error. 

/ ( i i ) World 
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( i i ) World crude oil prices: 1945̂ -1977 

(a) 1945-1949 

At the end of the Second World War, seven large, vertically 
integrated companies 62/ dominated the world oil industry (Exhibit 46). 
From then until 1948, internationally traded crude oil, regardless 
of the site of i ts production, was priced on the basis of its (actual 
or equivaíent) acquisition cost (FOB., Texas Gulf) in the United 
States plus insurance añd freight to the importer's port. 

Most of crude oil entering internacional trade in the early 
post-war years was exported from Venezuela and, to a lesser extent, 
from the United States. Almost al l of this trade was accounted for 
by transfers between the producing and refining affiliates of the 
major international oil companies and by éxchanges of crude oi l and 
refined products between them. In the early post-war period, most oil 
exports were in the form of crude oil, but a considerable part of 
internationally traded oil consisted of refineó oil products.63/ World 
refining capacity was overwhelmingly owned by the major international 
oil companies. 

Crude oil prices posted at the United States Gulf Coast increased 
from the end of World War I I to 1948 (Exhibit 47). The reasons for 
these increases réinain conjectural, but they did not involve añy 
accompanying increase in the prospective, long-run incremental co6ts 
of world óil under the pressure of increasing demand: the hugefields 
in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia were just being brought into world supply 

62/ Exxon, Mobil, Shell, Socal, Texaco, Gulf,- British Petroleum. 
Compagnie Frangaise des Pétroles ie often -included in the group 
of eight major international oil companies. 

63/ In 1950, for example, world imports of crude oil and refined oil 
products were 145 and 94 millión tons of coal equivaíent. 
J. Dármstadter, et.al., Energy in the World Economy, published 
for Resources for the Future by the J. Hopkins Press, (Baltimore, 
Md.: 1971) p. 303. 
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at prospectively lower incremental coets 64/ than those required to 
develop and produce more oil in many fields in Venezuela and the 
United States. Had this not been the case, the Middle East fields 
would not have been developed by the international oi l companiés 
which had producing rights in both hemispheres. 

The explanation of the increases in posted prices during 1945-
1948 is to be found in the exercise of market power 65/ by the major 
oi l companiés with the tacit acquiescence of many governments of 
industrialized countries seeking to protect their coal, oi l, and gas 
industries and, in some cases, their vested interests in the world 
oi l industry as well. With the price of world oi l far above its 
incremental supply cost and the major oil companiés firmly in control 
of world oi l production, marketing and refining, any downward movement 
in world oil prices could only result from price-cutting on oil sales 
by the major oil companiés themselves - a temptation which they 
resisted Until 1948. Not only did they resist that temptation, but 
they maintáined their unity a6 higher prices were posted for world 
oil during 1945-1948. The governments of the industrialized countries, 
and most importantly at that time the United States, gave passive 
assent to those price increases. 

The first arms-length sale of Middle Eastern crude oil occurred 
in 1948 and at a discount.66/ In that year, Eastern Hemisphere pricing 
was introduced, so that prices of crude oil from the United States 

64/ Adelman estimates that, in the early fifties, the cost of 
developing more crude oil in the Persian Gulf was about 0.39 
dollars per barrel. See: M. Adelman, The World Petroleum Market, 
published for Resources for the Future by the Johns Hopkins Press, 
(Baltimore, Md.: 1972), p. 145. By way of comparison, during 
1950-1952, the posted price of Saudi Arabian light crude oil was 
1.71 dollars per barrel, FOB., Ras Tanura (Exhibit 47). More 
oil reserves could have been developed in the Persian Gulf at 
that time on a large scale and rapidly. 

65/ By this term is meant the ability to control the supply of crude 
oil destined for sale in the world oil market and, henee, the 
ability to effect its price in that market. 

66/ Adelman, op.cit., p. 134. 
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Gulf were equalized in London with Middle Eastern oil supplies. In 
1949/ the formal link between United States Gulf /Caribbean and Persian 
Gulf prices was cut. - A buyer of Western or Eastern Hemisphere oil 
paid the FOB priqe posted at either the United States Gulf or at 
the Pérsian Gulf, as the case might be, at the date of contract. As 
a résult, oil supplies were available on an FOB basis at the 
United States Gulf/Caribbean and at the Persian Gulf, and independent 
buyers were free to choose between them on the.ir competitive merits. 
With the price watershed for world oil pegged init ial ly at London, 
Middle Eastern oil penetrated rapidly into European and Asian markets. 
Latin America remained largely dependent at that early date on Western 
Hemishpére supplies. *• ' 

The price of Persian Gulf crude oil declined during 1948 and 
1949, while' the posted prices of United States and Caribbean crude 
oils stayed constant (Exhibit 47). These declines were probably the 
result óf two forces: firat,' the pressure éxerted on the major oi l 
companies by the Mutual Security:Administration for reduced prices 
on oil supplies beihg moved intó Western Europe under the Marshall 
Plan,67/ arid second, spontaneous price-cutting by the major oi l 
companies. This latter'deveiopment was, in turn, a partial, but far 
from total, adjustment to the lower supply costs of Persian Gulf 
crude oils. 

The decline in the relative prices of Persian Gulf and United 
States/Caribbean crude oi l during 1948-1949 and the accompanying drop 
in internacional freight rates moved the point of parity between these 
supplies from London to New York City by late 1949.68/ Even at that 
early date, the United States market was clearly at the point of 
massive penetration by Middle Eas.tern oil. 

67/ For a discussion of this subject, seeIbid., pp. 138-139-

68/ Ibid., p. 140. 
/To sum 
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To sum up, then, crude oil prices1 during the late forties show 
a disparate pattern. They increased during 1945-1948, but then, during 
1948 and 1949, Persian Gulf prices declined while United States/ 
Caribbean crude oil prices remained constant. In néither case did 
the impact of increasing world oil demand on the supply costs of world 
oi l constitute an explanation, although the decline in world oil prices 
during 1948-1949 can be explained partially in terms of a slow, 
competitive adjustment to the expectation of sharply reduced incremental 
costs of Middle Eastern oil compared with Venezuelan and United States 
supplies. 

One reason for the price reductions on Persian Gulf crude oil 
sales in 1948-1949 was the outbreak of competition between the major 
oi l companies, which they had resisted earlier. The other reason 
was the pressüre for lower prices succéssfully exerted by the Mutual 
Security Administration. There is no evidence of strong pressüre by 
oil-importing industrialized countries at the time for lower world 
oi l prices. They apparently calculated that their interests lay 
elsewhere: in the protection of their domestic coal, oil, and gas 
industries and, in some cáses, in the protection of their stake in the 
world oil industry. This was particularly the case with respect to 
the Unitéd States, which at that time was by far the main forcé in 
world energy markets. 

(b) 1950-1957 
The price of world crüde oil was frozen during 1950-1952. It 

then increased, in an uneven manner, from 1953 until the end of the 
Suez Crisis in 1957 (Exhibit 47). Major price increases for world 
oil were posted in 1953 and 1957» Worldwide inflatión and declining 
international freight rates offset some of the increased money cost 
of world oil between 1949-1957, but on an FOB basis the price in 
current dollars of internationally traded crude oil increased by about 
25 per cent during 1953-1957, while worldwide inflatión was of the 
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order of 11 per cent.69/ Iñ real terms, therefore, the increase in 
the price of world oil av'eraged about 3-3 per cent per annum during 
1953-1957. 

i 
Añ:explanation of.these developments in world crude oil prices 

can initial ly be found in a study of the oil market of the United 
States. By late 19^9 it Was clear that, i f not impeded, Middle Eastern 
cí-ude oils would quickly penetróte the United States market on a 
major scale, since their lów incremental cost made them more competitive 
than the crude oils produced in many fields in the United States and 
in the Caribbean. The oil prorationing system 70/ in the United,States 
allocated production rights to wells in more or less inverse proportion 
to their supply costs, and this system eneouraged imports by assigning 
preferential production rights to crude oi ls in the United States that 
were more costly than Persian Gulf crude oils,1 (i.e., to stripper wells). 
Refiners in the United States (and elsewhere) were eager to import 
cheaper Middle Eastern supplies, and, the* major oil companiés with 
producing interests in the Persian Gulf. stóod to profit immensely 
by the export of these crude oils tó the large United States market.?!/ 
69/ The index of world consumer prices (197P=100) increased from 

51.9 in 1953 to 57-4, in 1957 or by 10.6 per cerit. International 
Financial Státistics, The International Monetary Fund, Washington, 

' D.C., May, 1976. 
70/ Prorationing is. a system of collective control exercised by 

regulatory agencies in the United States ovér crude oil production 
there with the objective, inter alia, of price maintenance. See 
W.F. Lovejoy and P.T. Homan, Economic Aspects of Oil Conservation 
Regulation, published for Resources for the Future by the Johns 
Hopkins Press (Baltimore, 1967); and S.L. Me Donald, Petroleum 
Conservation in the United States, An Economic Analysiis, published 
for Resources for the Future by the Johns Hopkins Press 
(Baltimore, 1971). 

71/ On this last point, see the calculations presented in Adelman, 
op.cit., p. 14-9. 
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The threat of Middle Eastern oil to United States domestic 
interests was recognized at an early date. The eighty-first Congress 
conducted three investigations on the potential harm of increased oil 
imports into the United States. The Federal Trade Commis6ion launched 
a study of the international oil cartel, and the Small Business 
Committee of the House of Representatives undertook a study of the 
extent of the potential damage of oil imports to United States oi l -
producing interests. The message for the oil companies of these 
investigations and studies was clear: "... i f they did not keep 
imports down to a very low figure, legislative action would be taken".?2/ 

The message was understood: price cutting on Middle Eastern 
crude oils stopped during 1950-1952, and crude oi l imports'to the 
United States East coast froze during 1950-1951.73/ 

Then in 1951» with planned imports of crude oil into the United 
States on the increase once again, the Texas Railroad Commission 74/ 
exerted its influence, and imports of crude oil into East Coast 
refineries slowed down during 1952-1953» Shortly afterwards, however, 
oil imports from the Middle East began to increase rapidly once again, 
and a special United States Cabinet committee was formed in July 1954 
to study the question of oil imports. 

The President was empowered to restrict oi l imports into the 
United States in 1955» Voluntary restraint by United States oil 
companies on oil imports was called for in 1957, but this approach 

72/ Ibid., p. 150. 
73/ Imports of crude oil to the United States East Coast increased 

as follows, in TBD (years in parenthesis): 467 (1950.):» 469 (1951)» 
524 (1952), 552 (1953), 601 (195*0, 678 (1955), 718 (1956): 
Ibid., p. 151 

74/ The Texas Railroad Commission is an institution that plays a 
critical role in determining the rate and geographic pattern of 
crude oil production in the State of Texas. Because of the 
importance of Texas in the United States oi l industry, the 
Commission, therefore, exercises a powerful influence on the 
pattern of price and output in the United States oi l industry 
as a whole. 
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was ineffective in halting the growth in such imports. The oil 
prorationing system s t i l l remained in jeopardy in 1958 because of 
the threat of imported oil, espe.cially from the Middle East, by both 
the major oil companies and by independent, refiners.75/ , 

With this background in mind, the fundamental reasons for the 
freeze (1950-1952) and subsequent. increases (1953-1957) in the price 
of internationally traded crude oil can be identified. The strong 
pressures exerted within the legislative, executive, and some agency 
componente of the United States government to restrict oi l imports 
into the country limited the inclination of the major oil companies 
to cut the prices of Middle Eastern oi l as a means of penetrating 
the United States market. I f they had tried ,to enter this market on 
a large scale they would certainly have been expelled. Similar 
pressures were being exerted-in European countries and in Japan 76/ 
to protect their domestio energy industries from imported oi l. 

:These pressures appear to have induced the major oi l companies 
to initiate and then sustain the freeze in world oil prices during 
1950-1952. When they«were reasonably sure that oi l imports into the 
United .States would not reach disrup.tive propor.tions, United States 
producers maintained their solidarity.as the price for United States 
crude oil was ihcreased in 1953» Aocepting the de facto closure of 
the United States oil market to imported oil on an increasing large 
scale, the prices of Middle Eastern and Caribbean crude oi ls were 
increased in 1953, following the United States lead. 

In a competitive market for internationally traded crude oil, 
the temporary slow-down in the rhythm of the United States' imports 
of world oil in the early fifties (i.e., a deceleración in the rate 
of rightward shift in the demand curve for internátiottally traded 
crude oil) would imply a deceleration in the rate of increase in the 

75/ Imports of oil from Cañada provided a similar threat to the 
United States prorationing system at this time. See Adelman, 
op.cit.t p. 154 for a discussion of this threat. 

76/ For a discussion of the Japanese case, see J.W. Mullen, Energy 
in the Japanese Economy (1876-1964), an unpublished doctoral 
thesis, New York University, 1972. 
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price for i t in equilibrium, assuming no eignificant change in the 
positively sloped world crude oil supply function. But it was 
precisely the competitive condition that was lacking at that time. 
Price did not increase from a lower to a higher equilibrium level 
as an erroneous use of the competitive model would have predicted. Ñor 
did price move downward toward new equilibrium levels along now 
decelerated rates of rightward shifts in the demand curve for 
internationally traded crude oil. In fact, price increased in 1953 
from a level that was far above the equilibrium level to begin with. 
In short, the competitive model, while useful for gauging the direction 
and degree of pressüre on price at that time and now (i.e., downward 
and intense), was an irrelevancy in a predictive sense. The price 
increase that did occur in 1953 was made possiblé, on the one hand, 
by the major companies' control over world crude oil production, 
marketing, and refining operations and, on the other hand, by the 
passive reactions of the major oil-importing governments to the 
increased price of world oi l . 

With the disruption of oil flows at the time of the Suez Crisis 
(1956-1957), world oil supplies became tight. Nevertheless, in 1957 
the Texas Railroad Commission refused to grant higher oil production 
allowables to compénsate for stagnating supplies of Middle Eastern oil 
in world markets during the crisis.77/ 

77/ As the data below show, increased exports of crude oil and fuel 
oi l from Venezuela (in million barrels/year) during the Suez 
Crisis (1956 and 1957) provided some neasure of relief in the 
world oil market from the stagnation in Middle Eastern and United 
States oil sup'plies (in million metric tons/year): 
Middle East exports 
to world: 1955 19Sj§. ±221 ¿258 

Crude oil 
Refined oil 

(energy) products 

136.9 143-3 143.4 174.6 

23.1 26.2 28.3 28.8 
United States crude 
oil production 335.7 353.7 353.6 331.0 

(cont.) 
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The price of United States crude oil was increased again in 
1957 and, as in, 1953» the prices of Middle Eastern and Caribbean 
crude oils followed it upward. Neither the price freeze of 1950-• 
1952 ñor the upward trend in world crude oil prices to 1957 would 
have occurred under competitive market ponditione. Under competition, 
world oil prices, which were far above incremental supply costs, 
woüld have moved down to reflect the lower expected incremental 
costs of supplying oil from the, immense, . low-cost fields in the 
Persian Gulf. 

To sum up, two basic.forces underlie the trends in world oil 
prices during 1950-1957: first, theeuccess of the threats and actions 
taken in the. United States, Western Europe and Japan to block the 
import pf cheaper oil so.as to protept their indigenous oil, coal, 
and gas industries, and eecomj, the restriction of world oil supplies, 
which was made possibl^ by the conpentrated and ^ntegrated structure 
of the world oil industry at that time» The strongly increasing 
demand for world oil during 1953^1957 ílid not imply higher prices 
for i t at that time because,, at the margin, Middle Eastern oi ls 
could be supplied on a major scale at only a fraction of the long-run 
incremental supply costs of the other oils moving in international 
trade during that period. Under conditions of free competition, 

22/  (concl.) 1956 19§7 - 1958 
Venezuela: 

Exports of crude oi l: 
To the world 314.8 393.7 495.6 456.2 
To the United States 140.4 163.3 196.4 163,9 
Exports of fuel oi l: 
To the world 94.8 112.4 115.2 130.1 
To the United States 52.8 59.0 73.1 84.9 

Sources: "Industria Petrolera Venezolana", Ministerio de Minas e 
Hidrocarburos, División de Economía Petrolera, Caracas, 
December 1965, p. 14 and p. n r Data on Middle Eastern 
oil exporte taken from: World Energy Supplies; 1950-
1974, United Nations, 1976, Statietical Papers, Séfxe6 I , 
NQ 19, p. 269 and p. 309. Data on United States crude 
oil:taken from Ibid. t p. 2Ó1. 
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these cheaper Middle Eastern crude oils would have displaced the 
higher priced crude oils moving in international trade, putting the 
whole price structure for world oil under strong downward pressure. 
The fact that this did not happen bears witness to the strong block to 
cómpetition that existed in the world oil market during 1953-1957» 

With the United States market effectively sealed off, suppliers 
of Middle Eastern and Caribbean crude oils followed the United States 
lead in raising crude oil prices in 1953 and 1957- One strategic 
alternativo for the international oil companiés at that time was to 
cut prices on sales in leading markets outside the United States 
(i.e., in Western Europe and in Japan). However, the major oil 
companiés recognized that any price cuts made by one óf them in these 
markets would be matched by other companiés, and so they al l opted for 
and secured higher prices on their international oil sales. This 
development is indicative of the" relative lack of competition in the 
world crude oil market at that time, a situátion rooted in the control 
of world crude oil production, marketing and refining by the major 
oil companiés and fortified by the protectionist energy policies of 
the governments of many industrialized countries at that time, 

(c) 1958-1970 
The upward pressure bn world crude oil prices during the Suez 

Crisis continued into early 1958. Thereafter, the market price of 
internationally traded crude oil declined up to the end of 1970. 
Exhibit 48 shows the development of posted prices, market prices (in 
current dollars), tax paid costs, and govérnment revenue per barrel on 
sales of Saudi Arabian light crude oil (34QAPI) during 1955-1974. 
This was the crude oil which, by the sixties, had become the world's 
point of reference for international pricing purposes. 

The market price of Saudi Arabian light crude oil declined by 
3.1 per cent a year between 1958-1970, while worldwide inflation 
averaged about 4.4 per cent a year.78/ The real price of this kéy crude 

78/ During 1958-1970, the world consumer price index increased from 
60.0 in 1958 to 100.0 in 1970, or by 66.7 per cent. See: 
International Financial Statiatics, International Monetary Fund, 
Washington, D.C., May 1976. 
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oil declined from 4.89 to 2.02 dollars of 1975 per barrel during 
this period (Exhibit 58, Column 3)-

The Suez Crisis of 1956-1957 did not elimínate the threat of 
imported crude oil to the United States oil prorationing system. It 
merely put off the day of reckoning. Under the pressure of rising 
oil imports, the United States market was insulated de .jure from the 
world market in 1959 by the imposition of mándatory oil import quotas. 
Moreover, the international price leadership role exércised by United 
States producers of crude oil in 1953 and again in 1957 was nót 
repeated after the United States market was legally sealed off from 
competition with imported crude oil in 1959- The market price of Saudi 
Arabian light crude bil started falling in 1958, while the posted prices 
for United States (Texas Gulf) crude oil remaihed constant. Sealed 
off legaliy from competition with world bii, the market price of 
United States crude oils increased during the sixties while the price 
of internationally traded crude oil declined.79/ The linkage between 
the United States and world crude oil markets was to remain broken 
until the seventies. 

The declining price of internationally traded crude oil during 
1958-1970 was a slow adjustment, in an increasinígly competitive world 
crude oil market, to the lower incremental costs of Persian Gulf and 
African oil supplies. This decline reflected thé lobsening control óf 
the 

major oil companies over world crude oil production, refining and 
marketing, but at the same time the relative slowness of this decliné 
showed how high this level of control continued to be. 

In 1959 the market price of Saudi Arabian light crude oil, 
FOB Ras Tanura, was about 1.70 dollars per barrel (Exhibit 48). The 
incremental supply costs of this crude oil weré probably less than 
0.40 dollars per barrel at that time.80/ This gap between the price and 

79/ For example, the average posted wellhead price for United'States' 
crude oi ls increased from 2.90 dollars per barrel in 1959 to r\ 
3.18 dollars per barrel in 1970, while the estimated market price 
of Saudi Arabian light crude oil (34SAPI) declined from 1.70 
dollars to 1.26 dollars per barrel (FOB, Ras Tanura). 

80/ Ibid., p. 145. 
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the cost of supplying crude oil for the world market drew a variety 
of entrants into the world crude oil producing business: State and 
quasi-State oil entities; consortia of domestic business interests, 
such as the Japanese group which struck oil in the Middle East; and 
a large number of international oil companies of widely varying siaes 

1 and degreés of integration which were independent of the major oil 
companies. Host governments granted concessions to these new entrants 
for the development of areas that, in many cases, had been returned 
to them by the majors. 

The price-cost gap in world oil also induced some host governments 
to sell on their own account crude oil obtained through their interests 
in the producing business located in their countries, although the 
host governments continued to market the bulk of their oi l through 
the networks of the major companies. The gap also encouraged the 
Soviet Union to step up i ts role as a competitive seller in the world 
oil market in the fifties and during the sixties. 

The development of new oil supplies in the late fifties and 
during the sixties was not limited to the Persian Gulf. Large-scale, 
competitive world oil supplies were also developed in Africa (e.g., 
Libya, Algeria, and .Nigeria). Many of these new sources of world 
oil were developed with the participación of relatively small 
international oil companies, as was the case in Libya, for example. 
In that country, these smaller. companies developed oil supplies 
rapidly and on a large scale, and they brought this oil to market in 
a competitive fashion by cutting prices. 

The entry of many relatively small crude oi l producers into the 
world oil market in response to the price-cost gap was paralleled by 
the growth in the number of large independent refiners. This later 
development was part of the worldwide shift from resource to market-
oriented refineries, and i ts speed was enhanced by the rapid growth in 
the consumption of refined oil products during the fifties and sixties. 

! The growth in the number of large independent refineries, on the one 
hand, and the increase in the number of independent sellers of 
international crude oil, on the other, increased the competitive 
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margin of the world crude oil market* Adelman estimates that sales 
of crude oil in the arms-length component of this market increased 
from 6.9 per cent in 1950 to 17.6 per cent by 1957 and 20.7 per cent 
by 1968.81/ He also estimates that the share of the eight major 
international oil companiés in world refinery runs (excluding those 
in the United States and in the centrally planned economies) declined 
from 67.4 per cent in 1957 to 61.6 per cent in 1966.82/ Jacoby 
estimates that during 1953-1972 more than 300 priváte and 50 State-
controlled companiés either made their entrance into the international 
oil business or significantly increased their operations in i t . He 
also notes that between 1953-1972 a minimüm of fifty new integrated 
international oil companiés enteredthe world oil business.83/ 

The entry of newcomers into the world crude oil producing 
business and the growth in the number of independent refiners and 
integrated international.oil companiés increased the supply of world 
oil and put its price under pressure in markets outside the United 
States.84/ Price-cutting by new entrants;. ricocheted back on the 
international oil companiés, compelling them to lower their prices 
where, otherwise, they might not have done so, or .at least not ,as 
rapidly.85/ The scale of the price.cost gap put the major companiés 

81/ Ibid., p. 90. 
82/ Ibid.. p. 95-
83/ N.H. Jacoby, Multinacional Oil, (New York: The Macmillan 

Publishing Co., 1974), p. 294. 
84/ In Latin America, the role of Brazil and Argentina in bringing 

down world crude oil prices was especially important. They were 
able to do this because of the large volume of contacts for 
imported crude oil that they could offer to sellers of world oil. 

85/ A large, established oil company is understandably more reluctant 
to cut prices than a newcomer. When the former cuts price, i t 
does so over the whole range of its sales base, while the 
newcomer's sales base is, by definition, smaller and his 
incremental sales, in the case of world crude oil, can be quite 
large. Henee, the newcomer often has less of a financial 
inhibition against price-cutting than the large, established 
company. This was the case of the small i'ndependents in Libya, 
who added rapidly to their export sales by price-cutting. 
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uhder pressure to shave prices even without the stimulus provided by 
the independent companies. The attraction for the major companies to 
eut prices had long been present, and they hád not always resisted 
it in the past. 

The reduced price of international oil posed a threat to 
indigenous coal, crude oil, and natural gas industries. From a 
political point of view, the threat posed by imported oil to domestic 
coal was especially worrying to oil-importing governments because 
of the large number of workers and businesses with vested interests 
in protecting this industry. At the same time, various industrialized 
countries with international oil and gas producing interests looked 
forward to balance of payments benefits from higher prices for. 
international oil and gas. The mix and intensity of these various 
interests differed widely among the oil-deficit industrialized countries, 
but one conclusión seems clear: not.all of them welcomed the-declining 
price of world oi l . This lack of enthusiasm was also noticeable in 
some countries which, as well as having domestic energy industries 
to protect, had made suhstantial energy investments abroad and sought 
to protect those investments through propping up the price- of world oil. 

By and large, the governments of the oil-deficit countries opted 
for the protection of their local energy industries (and foreign 
energy investments). Protection of local energy industries was extended 
by using a variety of instruments, in varying degrees of intensity 
depending on the country and the time: price controla, tariffs, 
subsidies, quotas, direct purchases for resale, and the establishment 
of captive markets for local fúels. The áim was to prop up tke price 
of fuel oil in domestic markets to levels higher than would prevail 
under competition and, by so doing, to protect coal and other local 
energy industries (and international interests, as the case might be). 

I f govórnments wanted the price of fuel oil to follows the lead 
„ of indigenous coal, the international oi i companies could be relied 

upon to co-operate to the extent possible, given the degree of their 
declining control over the siüpply of world oil and also the extent 

/of their 
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of their day-to-day ability to maintain ranks and restrain price 
cutting. Oñe major difficulty here was the competitive action of 
independent sellers of wórld crude oil, independent domestic refiners, 
and various buyers of fuel oil (manufacturéis, power companies, fuel 
oi l wholesalers, etc.) in the oil-importing countries. I f the 
governments of the oil-deficit. countries did not restrain competition 
between these buyers and éellers of fuel oil and coal in the domestic 
energy market, the major international oil companies had no choice, 
realistically, but to follow the downward trend in oil prices that 
was bound to emerge from competitive trading. 

The pressüre on governments'to intervene was intensified at that 
time by the fact that the incrementar supply costs of coal were on the 
increase in many oil-importing countries while world oil prices were 
under sharp downward pressüre. The strong increases in refinery runs 
in the oil-deficit countries were rapidly: increasing the physicaí 
supply of fuel oil as a joint product of the refining process, which 
was heavily geared to gasoline production, thus putting the price 
of fuel oil, in turn, under strong downward pressüre. The rapidly 
increasing supply of fuel ^oil eventually led to declines in its 
price relative to cóál, and a l l over the world.indigenous coal 
industries in oil-déficit countries progressively lost ground to oil 
(Exhibit 49). * 

By way of summary, then, during 1958-1970 the real price of inter-
nationally traded crude oi l declined by about 7-1 per cent per annum 
compounded (Exhibit 58,' Column 3). The link between United States and 
world crude oil prices was formally broken in 1959 and remained so until 
the seventies. Moreovér, during the sixties the growth in the arms-
length component of the world crude oi l producing industry and the 
increasing importance of independent sellers and buyers (especially in 
Western Europe and Japan) eroded the control of the major companies over 
the supply of world oi l and widened the competitive margin of the inter-
national crude oi l market. However, the grip of the major companies, 
though slackening, wa6 s t i l l significant, and this continuing control 
explains, in part,the maintenance of a sizeable price-cost gap in world oi l 

/during this 
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during this period. The "proteotive energy policies of many governments 
of industrializedoil-importing"countries supported this situation. 
Nevertbeless'i the real price of world oil did decline during 1958-1970, 
and this fáct nhist be judged as a competitively induced adjustment to 
the lower levels of iong-run incremental costs of supplying world oi l 
from the Persian Gulf and Africa. By way of comparisón, this process 
óf adjustment was briéfly observable in 1948-1949, but it had remained 
blocked from 1950 to early 1958- ~ < -

(d) 1971-1977 
The dównward trend in the price of world oi l, in evidence since 

1958, stopped in 1970 and Was then reversed. The explanation of thia 
reversal does not lie in any fundamental change in the.pattern of the 
long-rün incremental supply costs of world oil as measured, at a máximum, 
by the levelized cost per barrel of developing more reserves in existing 
fields,; producifag from them, and thén transporting that crude oil to 
seaboard loading facilities. Thesuppliesnéededtomeet much of the 
world's oil demand úp to the end of 1985^6*6 available .in the major 
prodücing countries óf the Persian Gulf- in the early seventies at a 
cost in 1968 prices of'no more than 0.10-0.20 dollars/barrel.86/ By 
comparison, the market price" of Saudi Arabian light crude oil in 1970 
was on the order of 1.26 dollars per barrel, FOB ... Ras Tanura, ór 
about 1.Ó9 dollars per barrel in prices of 1968* 

In I97O, as throughout the entire post-war period, more oil-could 
be produced for world markets than was in demand at current prices. 
In short, in the seventies, as iri the fifties and sixties, the i 
explanation of the evolution of world oil prices is to be found, not 
in the competitive interaction of world oil supply and demand,. but in 
the structure of the world oil industry, on the one hand, and the 
cómplex of energy policies of the industrialized countries, on the 
other. 

86/ Adelman, op.cit., p. 76. 

/ In 1970, 
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In 1970, a munber of factors. placed the OPEC governments in a 
strong position to extract higher unit revenue on exports of oil 
produced in their countries.. As shown in Exhibit 50» crude oil 
production for and,proven reserves available to the world oil market 
remained heavily concentrated in OPEC member countries and in four 

* Persian Gulf OPEC countries in particular, whereas the benefits of 
the market power arising from this concentration were s t i l l largely 

, being reaped by the international oil companiés. The forces of 
nationalism and profit-seeking, however, were continuously working 
to increase unity among OPEC member countries to shift the benefits 
of this power from the companiés to them. By 1970, with prices at 
low and prospectively lower levels, i t was probably clear to a l l 
host oil countries that the most viable route to higher income on oil 
export account. for them was to wrest control of the supply of world 
oil from the international.majors, who themselves were clearly losing 
that control due to increasing competition in the world oil market. 

In May 1970, the Trans-Arabian pipeline 87/ was closed and the 
Trans-Israeli pipeline was not used to help offset the resulting 
shortage of world oi l . ,The United States demand for imported oil was 

• ' ' s - í 
rising sharply in response to several factors: increased economic 
activity, domestic shortages of natural gas and low sulphur oils, 
the prospect of halting United States crude oil-production» and the 
sluggish expansión in nuclear power capacity. Oil imports into 
Western Europe and Japan were also increasing rapidly due to the 

* revival of economic activity in these markets and their almost complete 
reliance at the margin on imported oil from OPEC sources to satisfy 
domestic energy requirements. 
87/ . The Trans-Arabian Pipeline (tapline) came into service in 1950. A 

crude oil pipeline 1,200 miles in length, it was constructed to 
transport crude oil from Saudi Arabia to the Mediterranean at 
Sidon, Lebanon, for subsequent transshipment to Europe. I t was 
closed in May, 1970 after an accident, and Syria blocked i t s 
reopening. Lack of access to i ts 500,000 barréis per day crude oil 
carrying capacity increased the demand, especially in European 
markets, for Libyan crude oil, and to that extent strengthened 
Libya's bargaining power at that time vis-a-vis the oil companiés 
and the oil-importing countries over the división of economic rent 
in crude oil production tbere. 

/The soaring 
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The soaríng demand for world ciil, in the face of the then 
prevaiiing tanker shortage, drove up oil tanker rates sharply, 
increasing the profits of the óil companies', especially on oil exporte 
from North Africa to West European markets. Shortly after the closure 
of the Trans-Arabian pipeline, the Libyán Government began cutting 
back production quotas of the oil companies operating there in support 
of i ts demand for higher revenues per barrel. The Libyan cutbacks 
in production allowables, coming on top of thé closure of Tapline, 
burgeoning world oil demand, and the entry óí the United States ais a 
potentially large-scale importer of world Oil, pút Libya in a good 
position tactically to strike for more reveüue per barrel exported. 
Libya's strategy was successfuí, and its succees induced a leap-
frogging of demands fór increased revenüé per barrel by the membér 
governments of OFEC. Company-hóst goverhment negotiations ensued, 
with béhind-the-scenes participation of the oil-importing indüetrialiaed 
countries. 

The Teherán agreemént of February 1971, and the agreements 
suppíementa! to it , were hailed by the góveirnmeñts of the oil-importing 
industrial countries ás usheiring in a five-year period of prédictable 
and acceptable increasesin the price of wOrldoil.88/ 

88/ The Teherán agreemént carne into forcé on 15 Fabruary 1971.lt 
was an accord between the oil companies and the governments of 
Irán, Iráq, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Ábu Dhabi, and Qatar. I t 
covered crude oi l .exports from the Persian Gulf only, but 
associated agreements ceune into forcé on 20 March 1971, covering 
exports from North Africa, Nigeria, and East Mediterránean ports. 
These agreements resulted in an increase inposted prices of 
about 21 per cent over the level on January 1975 and an increase 
in Consolidated tax rates from 50 per cent to 55 per cent. An 
inflatión adjustment of 2.5 per cent a year was also included. 
The Teherán and assopiated agreements were viewed by mány 
governments of oil-i^portiñg countries ,as a finál settlement and 

, the basis tó be used "for calculating the companies' increasing 
tax l iabi l i t ies to host governments t° the end of 1975 and also 
for assessing the trend in world oi l pricee up to the end of 
1975. 

/The apparently 
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íhe ápparently widespread belief in this próphecy, combined 
with the considerablé véstéd interests in moderátely higher oi l price 
in the case of some industrialized countries, explaíóé the widespread 
support for the Teherán agreement amóng the governments of many 
industrialized oil-deficit countries»' 

When the Teherán and "rélated agíéements took effect, the price 
of world oil Was increased to cóvér the higher level of tax-paid cost, 
plus some profit for the oil companies* The governments of the OPEC 
countries had elearly triumphéd, and gainedan increase in revenue 
received per barrel of oi l exported from their countries. The 
governments of the industrialized, oil-importing countries believed 
that these increased payments were acceptable, and applauded their 
own statesman-like rolé in engineering the agreements. The oil 
companies increased prices, with a premium. And- the consumer, as 
usual, was the loser. 

The financiál details of the Teherán agreements were expressed 
in United States dollars. The deváluation of the dollar in August 1971 
añd then again in February 1973 led to a series of new agreements on 
world oi l - the Geneva (and supplemental) agreements - which identified 
the basis for compénsatiñg host governments for international currency 
realignments. These agréements provided for an 8.5 per cent increase 
in posted price6 in January 1972 and then for a 6 per cent increase in 
April 1973* Subsequent negotiations led to the revisión of the index 
used for compénsatiñg host governments for devaluations. The Geneva I I 
agreement of Juné 1973 próvided a new basis for compensating host 
governments for devaluations. This agreement supported an increase in 
posted prices of about 12 per cent over the level prevailing on 
1 January 1973» with remisión, up or down, to be made subsequently on 
a monthly basis. 

The pattern of world oil prices and government revenues per 
barrel between 1970 (i.e., prior to the Teherán agreement) and October 
1973 shows that although the h06t countries increased their total 

/receipts per 
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receipts per barrel substantially during this' per iod;, oil company 
margins increased even moré rapidly. Taking Saudi Arábian light crude 
oil as an example, between 1970 (average) and 1 Octobér 1973, hast 
government receipts increased by about 0.85 dollars per barrel, while 
company margin (i.e., price FOB lees tax-paid cost per barrel) 
increased by about 0;89 dollars per barrel. On 1 October 1973» the 
level of company margin on this crude oi l, at 1.12 dollars (3.00 dollars 
-1.88 dollars) per bárrél, was at an all-time high,aswas its 
market price of 3.00 dollársí per barrel, compáréd With 1.26 dollars 
per bartel in 1970 (Exhibit 48). 

The fact that the company margin per barrel increased more 
than the government revenúe per barrel between 1970 and 1 October 1973 
was largely due to the strong growth in the demand for world oi l 
during this period and to the ability of the óil companiés to pass 
on to consumers the increased payments they had to make to host 
governments,5 plus a margin for themselves. However, the strongly 
nationalistic and profit-oinded host goverhménts cóuld hardly fai l 
to be bffended by the factthat the companiés' margin had increased 
more than theirs. ; , 

The record of- corapany-governmént hegotiations from 1970 to 
October 1973 shows a cléar lack: of oppositioh on the part of thé 
governments of industrialized» oil-importing countries to the 
prospect and subsequént fact bf increases in thé price óf world oi l . 
Highly placed public o f f ic iá l s in these countries were, in fact, 
welcoming higher oi l prices on a variéty of grounds. In effect, 
sellérs were being applauded for raising their prices, and thé división 
of economic rent between the companiés, the host governments, and the 
importing countries was implicitly being hailed as equitáble, an 
implicit position hardly shared by the host oi l governments^ One 
can search in vaiñ for any referénce by á high public official in the 
oil-importing industrialized countries at that time tó the simple 
economic^fact that the long-rtin incremental cost of ; éupplying oil from 
the Persian Gulf was only about 5 per cent of i ts price in early October 
1973 (using Saudi Arabian light crude oil for measurement purposee). 

/These obeervations 
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These observations were not lost on the member governments of-
OPEC, who clearly desired a tra^fer,f;rom;ther cofflpánies to then^elves 
óf a larger share of the economic .rer̂ t .generated in thé world crude 
oil industry. 89/ In September 1973 the foirrth Egyptian-Isrueli war 
broke out, and rexpectatipn.s about the price a&d taxrpaid cost of 
world crude oil bjscame chaptic. The governments of six Persian Gulf 
countries met in. Kuwait in 0cto,ber, ¡I97-3v'9Q/ :aajd¡-uging Saudi Arabian 
light crude oil as a yardstick, they fixed the tax-paid cost of this 
crude oil at 3.15 dollars p<?r. barrel pn l6 October compared with the 
level of 1.88 dollars whicht had, been, set. ofx-,1 October 1973» "The market 
price of Saudi Arabia^ light .. increased,-.,from. 3*00 dollars to 3¿65 dollars 
per barrel, with th$ oi l comp^y margi$ declining to ábout O.50'dóllars 
per barrel from its 1 Qctofce.r  ,191£3:;le¡Yel offl.12 dollars per barrel 
(Exhibit; 48). , r t - ' 

In December 1973 the,governments oí,/the same six Persian Gulf* 
countries made a truly shattering announcement.- Effective 1 Jaftuary 
1974, the posted price and .goŷ irflpent. ,take su Saudi Arabian light 
crude. oil was to be .fixed. at 1 1 - d a l l a r ® and, ?. 00 dollars per baír'el, 

89/ For example,. in August 1973• the estimated compány margin; ̂>n the 1 salV̂ oif Sáüd'i A rabian light crude oil was, about. 0.94 dollars 
y per, barrel (versas 0.23 dollars-^er'bárréi' 'iñ' 1970"), while the 
governjnent take per barrel in August, 1973 was about 1.76 dollars 

^ per barréi (versus"Ó.S8 dcllars per barrel in 1970).See Exhibit 48. 
90/ This meéting was convened, without the companies, after the 

breakdown of compañy-country negotiátiohs in Vienna on the issue 
of the adjustment of world.oil prices to,take into account 
worldwide inflation. The participating Persian Gulf countries 
(i.e., Irán, Saudi.-Arabia* Kuwait; Abu'Ühabi, Qatar and Iraq) 
unilaterally abrogated all standing..agreements w.ith .the oil 
•companies on such éssential matters as price and government 
revenue per baírel and substituted instead the provisions of the 
Kuwait meeting. So much for.the predictions of many sénior 
statésmen in the industrialized countries that the Teherán . 
agreement would úshér in a five-year period of limited and 
predictable increases in the price of world oii,̂  

- . . ; , • ••>• /respectiyely. Officials 
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respectively. Officials in the industEializ^d-countriés protested, 
but no significant'action was taken. T£.e .new level of prices and 
government take per barrel was introduje ed in Saudx; Arabia in January 
1 9 a n d iwasrthén generalized to the world market. The government of 
Saudi Arabia, had cl'e'árly led to way in a massive shift of economic 
rent to the hoet'-bóüntries from the oil companies, importing governments 
and their citizétís. ' 

In addi.tiíOtt rto rthesé Changes, two other developments were taking 
place during the' early éevénties that had em important impact on the 
level of goverhtrient réventie per barril and.on the market price of 
world cruder oil i' first, deVélopments bearin^ ¡on the share of host 
governments in doméstically produced cru<Je o i l^ i .e . , their participation 
oil rights), and second,' developments bearing on the price that the 
companies would pay for acquiring this participation o i l ' ( i .e. , the 
buy-back price). • " 

In 1952 an aécbird had been reached in ./the Middle East-under which 
host governments had'thé1rightto take,,in the form of crude oil, up 
to 12.5 per cent of thé volume of the companies' net crude oil 
production, or alternatively, they could take a sum. per barrel equal 
to 12.5.-per? cent' the iével'of• posted prices* 91/' WÍth:posted prices 
abo vé market prices t host governments genepally^soM. their participation 
oil (above the • volume requirecl in their domestic már'kets) to the 
companies, tohicti in turn sold, it. through their networks. 

The first big breakthraUgK in the área of participation came in 
October 1972* when a provisional understanding was reached between Saudi 
Arabia, Qatar, Abu Dhabi, Kuwait and Iraq and the oil companies. The 
agreement provided that, effective 1 January 1973, the countries could 
acquire 25 per cent participation, with the optipn to increase this 
share,. in annual incremente, to 51 per cent by 1982. 

¿1/ Prior, to this agreement, many host governments had the right to 
oil at cóst foí- "thé purpose of satisfying their domestic márket 
requirements. There were, however, a variéty of specific country-
government agreements in this area. For a brief discussion of the 

. history-.of 'these provisions, see "End of an Era" and "Implications 
of Nationalization" in "The Petroleum Economist, January 1975 and 
April 1975, respectively. 

/The Kuwaiti 



Thé Kuwait i. National. Aiásembiy:id'id ribt ratify this understanding, 
and the Government of Kuwait ánd tlíé companies began negotiations once 
a.gain ón' participátioft/ They séttiéd étí €& -per >cént. ! 

By October 1974, 60 per cent páíticip'atión was the standard in 
the Persian Gulf, and the buy-back ¿ríce 'wás set at 93 per<cent of ; 
the posted price. Thus, the cost tb'thé oií; company of acqtiiring 

•'•.'..; . I •: : • - •• + - . , . - . .. 
participation oil in the casé Óf  Satidi Aráfcián 'light crude oil at 
that time was 10.84 dollárs (i';"é., 93 per cent of ll¿65 dollars). 
With Saudi Arabia*s oil-relátéd ittébme taxxn October 1974 fixed 
at 65.75. per cent of posteé price',ÍesÍ5í the- ¿úm of both royalty (at 
l6.$7 per cent of pósting) and production bosls (then about 0̂ 17 
dollars per barrel) , the tax-páid'cost tó the 'Companies of Sáúdi 
Arabian equity crude oil in October 1974" Was'$.38 dollars per barrel 
(Exhibit 51). : ' "'•'" " • • 

The equity/participatxoñ' oil split in the case óf Saudi Arabia 
in October 1974 was 40:53.75, the rWrrtá'ining 6*25'per cent being reserved 
for direct salé by the Saudi Árábian Gové'̂ nmentv TÜüs, the w&igtíted 
.average cost per barrel to the oiÍ-¿'róducing company of acqüiring 
Saudi Arabian crude oil xn October 1974 was '9.^ Tdfóllars (Exhibit 51). 
The average government take per bárreí was the súm óf taxés (6.27 
dollars) plus royalt'ies (1.94 dollars) per barrel on équity oil plus 
the Government'8 reveñue per barrel on participation oil, net of 
production costs (lO.83-O.i7 dollars), or after weighting' fór thé 
two categories of crude oil, 9.62 dollars per barréis (Exhibit 51)* 

Additional changes in thé finariciál parameters of Saudi Arabian 
. • . . • .. 

oil.were introduced in November "1974 and then again in January 1975 
(Exhibit 51)»92/ Thei resúlt was that in Jahuary 1975 the weighted 
92/ The posted price'was. reduced. from 11»65 dollars per barrel as of 

1 October 1974 to 11.25 dollars per barrel on 1 November 1974 
continuing to 1 January 1975. Income tax rates were increased 
from 65.7'per  cfcnt> (October) 85 per cent. (November 1974). 
Royalty rates were increased from 16.67 (October) to 20 per cent 
(November 197.4);.\ Buy-back percentage was increased from 93 per 
cent in October to 94.85 in November, and was then decreased to 
93 per cent in January 1975• 

/average tax-
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average tax-paid cost of Saudi Arab^ag. liglit crude oil to the companiés 
was 10.23 dollars per barbel compared with 9.79 dollars in October 
1974, and the government•s weighted.^verage take was 10.07 dollars 
per barrel compared with 9»62 dollars in/October 1974 (Exhioit 51)» 

In fíeptember Í975, the QPE.C Ministers .agreed tó- introduce a new 
price structure for fworld oil based .on ¡parity with "Saudi Arabia light 
crude oil selling. in the open, market, at 11?.51 dollars per barrel, 
FOB Ras Tanura. Significantly,,.np reference was made in the OPEC 
Ministers' convening communlpation to posted prib'esV^buy-back prices, 
tax ánd royalty rates, or the üke.. However, in the light óf-: the 
previously prevailing financia! parameters (Etfhibit 51), and production 
costs for Saudi Arabian light estimated at 0.29 dollars per barrel in 
early 1975, government take on equity oil was effectively raised fróm 
9.76 dollars to 10.65 dpllars per barrel and company tax-paid cost 
on equity oil was increased from 9.93 -dollars tó- 10.94 dollars per 
"barrel in September 1975- Since.the buy-back price was increased from 
10.46 dollars to 11.51 dollars ,per barrel,, the, weighted average tax-
paid cost to the company of ac,q^iring: both equity and. participation 
crude oil in Saúdi Arabia increased from dollars to 11.27' dollars 
per barrel, leaving the company with .a weighted avérage margin of 
0.24 dollaif1 per barrel on crude oil sales at 10*51 dollars per bárrel 
(versus a Ó.23 doliar margin in January, 1975)• Member governments 
of OPEC were left to adjust their financial parameters as they chose 
to bring their crude oils into financial parity> with Saudi Arabian 
light crude oil. 

In May 1976, at Bali, the OPEC Ministers agreéd tó freeze thé 
structure of prices and government revenue per barrel to the etid of 
1976. The next meeting of OPEC Ministers took place in Qatar in 
December 1976. At that meeting, Saudi Arabia andthe United Arab 
Emirates 93/ refused to endorsé a proposai to increase the price of 
world oil by 10 per cent on 1 January 1977 and then by an additional 

93/ The United Arab Emirates include Ábu Dhabi, Duhai and Sharjah. 

/5 per 
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5 per cent on 1 July 19,7?. On ,1 January 197,7 ;.?3audi Arabia and the . 
United Arab Emirates raised their prices,by 3-5 per,cent, dependlng on 
the crude oil, and declare.d their intention o.f holding.the se new 
prices constant during 1977. SimuLtaneausly,.^the.oth^r OPEC member 
countries raised their prices by 9-11 per ce ît, depending on. the crude 
oil, and declared their intention of raising. prices, by ahpther 5 per 
cent in July 1977,.94/ . . . , ,.t+(t „ : „r 

These disparate decisions introduced a spread in official prices. 
beyond that explicable by the sum.of quality, credit and transport 
differentials. In January 1977,, ther official price qf Iranian light 
crude oil (34q API) was increased by 10.^ per. cent tq 12,81, dollarsu, 
(FOB Kharg Isl?md), .a full. 0.72 dLqllars above, the comparable price 
for Saudi Arabian light ?(3>Q API.) of, .12,09. dollajrs FOB Ras Tanura; 
this compares with a 12 cent per. barrel diff^rence in official pric.es 
between these two crude oil,s in October 1975;? , ,wh,en Saudî  Arabia and. 
Irán were reportedly bpth givin.g jSQ daye c,r,edit. to tjiird-par^y. buyers . 
of their 34® API ppude oi l . Saudi Arabincreased production rapidly 
and4 substantially, breaking the .dpmand. c;rudei.pils in many countries 
that had raise$ prices in.the, range ?f 10 per,, cept. ,. . . , t, 

This anomalous price struc ture , was correct ed at the OPEC meet.ing 
held in Stockholm in July 1977» Following this meeting, Saudi Arabia 
and the United Arab Emirates announced that they would raise prices by 
5 per cent, effective l^July 1977, while other OPEC member countries 
agreed to freeze their prices for the remainder.of 1977, Thé official 

. - , . .i' . • » i ,. • • • 
price of Saudi Arabian light crude oil was raised to 12.,70 dollars per 
barrel. At this price, the weighted average cost to the oil company 
of equity and participation crude oil would. be about 12.44, dollars per 
barrel (Exhibit 51)• With Saudi Arabian light crude oil selling at 

94/ The:official price of Indonesiah Conta (34q API) and Wali (34/372 
.APD crude oil were increased by 6.0 per cent and'8.3 per cent, 

respectively. All other OPEC country crude>oils-in this second 
group of countries were increased by percentages ranging between 
9*2 per',pent ;an,d 12.2 per cent. For full price details see 
Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, 14 March 1977, Supplement. 

/the official 
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the official price of 12.70 dollars per barrel, the weighted average 
company margin "would be p.x26-. dollars per barrpi, and the weighted 
average government take w^ld be about ;12.04>;dollars per barrel. The. 
12.70 dollars price candi; the ,12.04. .dollars government take per barrel 
o¿ 1 July 1977 stand intvividvcontrast with 1^26fdollars and 0.96 
dollárs per barrel» respectively, which are the ..comparable data for 
1971» the year of the Teherán agreement (Exhibit 48). As noted earlier, 
thié agréement*was widely hefcalded at the time^in developed countries 
as a harbinger'of relativa,stability in,, world fpr»de oil prices and., 
tax-paid company costa* - / • ' • . .:: ; j. 

r Tó kum up, then,-.between the .Teherán Agrément- in 1971 and July 
1977- the offlc'ial sales priee;.o£f Saudi Arabian,light.• c^ude, oil ; « ^ 
purchaée'd by third'paTtíésí ih: th£ vorld-j jparket ipcrpaged.-b^r 855 pfr 
cent, from about 1.33 dollars to 12..-70; .dollars 3>er.- barrel. . During * 
this same period, -worldwide; inflation: increased. royghly,;78 pe<r, 
cent,95/ so that the real price- of -world crude. ̂ i l , probably increased, 
by about' 538 per t;ent. duxing this period. Obvipusly, no comparable 
change occurred inthe .pattern ,of physical sc.arpity; of world crude .oil, 
and huge volumes of crude ¡ oil can s t i l l be, .econqrriti.Qally, developed and 

.brought tó loading ports in >the.Middle,,East ..at.,co§ts-pf^the order of 
0".4'0"dollars p$r. barrel .in the ,ca?.e ;of Sau^i Arabian light: a striking 
contrast with the official.market price of 12.70-dollars per, barrel ^ 
for-this key crude oil -in-July 1977. 

•'One need not be an Adam Smith to rgalize that in the: seventies 
(ás preyiously)^ prices in the world crude oj.1 market are not. being 
détermihed by the competitivo interactio^ of.supply and demand. - The 
price of world crude oil i s being fixed by a .producers' cartel, which 

95/ This is the approximate percentage increase in the worldwide 
c.onsumer price index between (average) 1971 and (average) 1976, 
adding an estimated 11.3 per cent arihual rate- of ' increase in the 

. wofcld cónsumer price level during :January-July 1977* Historical 
price data were taken from International Financial Statistics 
of the International Monetary FÜnd-, January and December 1976 
and July 1977 issues. Í ' 'K ' '" í ' f 

' • - - , •• tx.  ' '•" ••• 
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has very successfully. maintainéd it^by réstricting the süpply of 
world crude oil to levels;compatiblé'with'the éstablished price. 
However, this . success in maintainin¿'ijricé fár ablové'cost* has also 
been due, in large part, to the lack of agressive policies in the 
industrialized countries to bring down the price pf-W&rld crude oil. 
For the most part ,- thesei courttrieá'haVe been paséiveíy adjusting to 
the pricee they have.- been facdfcg'-ifor world oili They have not, to 
date, taken actápn explicitlyrdeteigned tc¡ bréak :the price structure 
of world crude-oil. -.•..-.• • r " •'•"••' " 

Thus, the .structure, of the; woríd- oil lnd:Txstry-and 'the oil-related 
policies of the; ¡industrialized countri'és aré" theJ fcéy coñsiderations 
involved in an explapation.of'wbrld erudé oil prices in the seventiés. 
However, the structure of the world oil industry has undergone profound 
changes. since the Teherán ~agr ée me nt¿ Some prbdúcing góvernménts are 
now the full ,qwnertEí.,pf, tb^ir ícrudê  óil prpdticing industry. Others 
have participación agreements :;with *tlie májór cómpaáies and, within' 
this group, .some. cougtKieei ¡are. :-ia- .táje •prooé'¿s!-,«f --t'ákiag'ovei*' ful! 
equity ownership: o,f, the¡- doimestiic .crude* oil¡ producing industry. 

Taken as,-group;, -the- produQÉng^ natidiís :tfdw Btipül'kte the price 
of internat.ipnally.. traded rfjrudíer- -and its 'áequ£si'tióh c'ost to the 
producing. comp^ies.: Oütput-is. tiren adjusted tole veis that are 
consistent. with target market prices. No rigid qüota syst'em éxists 
within OPEC to regúlate crude oil output in support of desiaréd" 
prices.96/,The system is añ informal one.'' Howevér, for all its 
informality, and despite all the fórces-toorking in the market to " 
disrupt it4 that system has so far wórked excellently for the OPEC 
member countries. .The 'bulk of the-'economic rent generated in the world 
oil industry is now collected by the oil-importing governments in the 
form of their tax receipts on oil flows within their economies and by 

96/ The¡ need fpr such a-system has been-discusséd sevéral 'times át 
OPEC conferences. . .. .,; .; ?, -.• • • : 

/the oil-
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the oil-exporting countriesv.'Hie share t,of the oil companies in this 
economic rent has declined substantially in.both. absolute and relative 
terms during the seventies, much of i t hav^ng passed to the host 
countries. " ' 

(e) Summkry - ' • . ... 
World crude oil prices.: in thg.-póst-war period have not been 

determined by the competitive- interactian of supply and demand. The 
basic reasons for the 'increase in world crude. oil prices during 
1945-1948 a^e not to be found in the pressure of risiág demárid ón •* 
incremental supply bóst but rather,,iij the exercise of market pdwer 
by the internationál: major companies,;jon ,t,he .one hand, and the 
protectionist energy policies 'pursuedi(in many industrialized countries, 
on the other. " ** .','..• 

World crude oil pric'esdeclined-du,ri^g 1948-1949, but re'maíned 
far above incréméntal supply .posts» - Even so,, competition was at work 
in the world crude oil market at that time.. ,The prices of world oil 
increased during l950-195,7- The reasons for. this increase are to be 
found, once agáin, :ih the protectipnist policies of the industrialized 
countries toward's i;héir doweetic ejiergy* industries (and, in some cases, 
towards their foreign energy interests,),. ,tog§ther with the exercise 
of market power by the major-companies, a forcé deriving its strength 
from the concentrated control and.integrated structure of the world 
oil industry¿ . 

World oil prices declined during 1958-1970 because of the 
increasing competition that developed in-the world oil industry 
during that periodo The decline in the price of world oil during 
1958-1970, as in 1948-1949, was a partial adjustment to the reality of 
the immense reserves-óf relatively low-cost oil in the Middle East 
and Africa. ' 

Since 1970, the price of internationally traded crude oil7'hás 
increased sharply. That increase has been the result, not of the 
competitive interactión of the demand for and the incremental supply 
cost of world oi l , but of the actions taken by a highly successful 

/group of 
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group ofhosV gbVérEiiieñts, súppórted by their marketing arrangements 
with the majóí éil cbmi>ÉLniéé and at the 6ame time unopposed tjy any 
policy actioh'i'ñ thé deVéloped countries hav.ing as ,its.j>rir ipal 
,objective-the sharp and rápid reduction of world ci,l prices.. The 
ab.ility óf these host góVéínments to mairitain prices fa.r aboye long-run 
supply costs lies fundamentally in their ti^ht ppntrol over the supply 
.pf. crude* oil ent"ei*ing intérnatiottal commerce. .. ... 

This suí-Vey óf'the change s in the price of world oil since the 
Second World" War leads to two fundamental conclusions that are -of prime 
importance ih á'forécáétittg cóñtext: first, that the competitive 
interplay of démand and súpply does not expíain the pattern of change 
in the price ótf world oil sxnce the Second World War; and se.cónd, that 
two factors have been :bf priáé importance historipally in, explaining 
changes an world'c'rúdeoil prices: the structure of the world oil 
market, and the oil-'rélated policies of the majór industrialized 
countries* :Théy key^to' forecaéting world oil prices lies in an 
analysis of: thb; fútüre opijration of these two factors. .. . . 

Section II: The present. structUré Óf the'world crude 
oil producing industry ! 

"v. •... líThe préoóding "éeótioá concluiáed that the structure of the world 
pr̂ ude oil producing !intfiístry has been. a major factor in explaining 
•changes; in= world crudé oil prices in the post-war era. In ;this. section, 
pore detailed considetairion is given to this structure as i,t exi^ts 
tpcjay* Thi6 is a necessaíy'preiúde to the forecasting of wpfld.pil 
prices for therést of this century. , ..'. 

The 13 member naíions of ÓPEC account for all but a minor 
fraction of the volume of crude oil moving in international trade. 
Crudé oilr produbtion i'n these nations takes place under a variety 
of'pbuntry-;Company relati<ínships. The structure óf these relationships 
and the probable drif't in them over time are vital to an understanding 
of the expected price of world oil. This section defines the principal 
features óf the present structure of the world crude oil business, 
while section IV (iv) considers possible changes in this structure 
over time. 

/Full State 
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. Full State ownership of onshore operations has beén realized, 
either in fact or in principie, in Savídi Arabiaj Irán, Kuwait*" Qatar, 
Algeria and Iraq. .Additionally, Venezuela nationalized its erude oil 
producing industry in .January Í976. Inl976, these seven cduntries 
accounted ,for, youghly seven-tenths of the tótál crude oil production 
t̂nd, producti<?n capapity of the 13 member countries of OPEC (Exhibits 52 

and 53). / ' 
-,S,audi Arabia is the largest crude oil píroducing country in' OPEC, 

" • ' ... .rfl • - • .. ' • . • 
accounting; for about three-tenths of OPEC crude production and capacity. 
Saudi. Arabia has £een negotiating with the companies for full takeover 
of the domestic crude oil producing industry, "and annoúncement P'fthe 

' • '. ''•-•C I.-"-',- - • ; -
takeover agre.ement is expected shortly.97/ At 'présent, however, the 
four major.oil companies participating in ÁRÁMCÚ áre still acquiring 
their crude oi,l at a weighted average price "which is about Ó; 26 dollars 
per barrel below.the official price át Which third parties buy Saudi 
Arabian light oi l in the open market 

(Exhibit 51). ; -
Although Saudi. Arabia does seíl some oí its oilofftáke ta third 

parties, the Government continúes to sell the bulk of its participation 
oil back to .th '̂-.5.p»paMe's- at the: buy-back,.price, thu,s insulating itself 
from direct competition with buyérsV .. . i ..i.; 

Thus, although nationalization is expected, the major companies 
operating in, Saudi Arabia at present still háve ác¿ess to cheaper 
>(;equity) oil than is available to third parties in the' open'market, 
givi-ng these compartes, to that extent,' an advantage in their competitive 
.refining and marketing operations. On thé other liáñd, by marketing the 
bulk of its participation crude oil thróugh compariy networke, Saudi 
Arabia reduces the degree to which it woüld otherwise confront ' . 
third-par/ty buyers of its crude oil on a truly competitive basis. ;97/ These companies are: Exxon, Mobil, Texaco and Socal.' In'1'973, 

the government of Saudi* Arabia acquired a 60 per cent interest in 
' ARAMCO's production operations apdassets, the remaining 40 per 

• , cent equity interest being divided ainong Exxon, Socal and Texaco 
. (30 per cent each) and Mobil (10 per cent). 

/Eaph 0f ; 



Each of thé"' major companiés1operating in Saudi Arabia is 
reluctant to cut the price bf thé crude oil, that it secures there. 
As notedearliéi', the tax-paid1 cost to the? company of buy-back oil 
is 12.70 doilars pVr bá'rrel, and Tthis is álso the official price for 
third parties purchaéing Satidi Arabianülight prude oil. Thus, if a 
major company does cut "fhé pricé'óf'Saudi-Arabian light to third 
parties, i t is" reducíng its wéi'ghteii avetaget. margin of 0.26 dollars. 
Moreover, a discóunt by oñé májor- company is bound to be matched by 
another with its oWn equity oil to ¿sell to. third parties, so that 
the additional revenue of-a major company which is the first to cut 
its prices wouiii T<|uickly di'sappear 'o¡r be rreversed. In any case, Saudi 
Arabia would proéably act bé'feré this happened in order to support 
its 12.70 ddílárs officiaí priee for.its .ligh.t crude oil, which is 
now the pívót' ó't  the world; crüde 6iljprice structure. Since Saudi 
Arabia fixes thé ráW'of AEAMÍO product ion, 98/ i t feas, the power to 
punish the companiés ándr ótfoer oil-príoducing countries financially 
if they engage iñ price: cütting.^ • ,x:J . " 

The strtfctúr&ubf thfe: cóuhtrywcompany, relationship now prevailing 
in Saudi Arabia is roughly *<íómparabl« to those exiejting in Nigeria 
(55 per cent State participation)f Ecuador .(25 .per cent),99/ and 
Abu Dhabi (60 per cent); In each Of ¡these .countries, the foreign 
producing companiés secui-e 'their equity crude oil.,belpw the price 
that third parties must pay for it- in the. open. . m^rlfet. . Government 
revenue per barrel, company margin, and official price in each country 
are tied to rough parity with the OPEC benchmark crude oil, Saudi 
Arabian light.. In each case, the State sells the bulk of i ts 

98/ Saudi £rabiá set a 10.0 million barrel per day production 
ceiling fpr ARAMCO'in 1977. See: "Saudis Slash Flow of Light 
Crude for""Technical' Reasons", Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, 
Vol. XVI,^NQ 33, 15 August 1977, p. 1. 

99/ \CEPÉ.heÍd a '¿5'per cent interestin.the crude oil production 
consortium ih'Ecuádor¿': Howéver, the government; has d'écided to 

.., acqui,rje. Gulf Oil 's 37.5 per cent interest, and this will increase 
CE£E'S' interest to 62.5 per cent, with Texaco holding the 
remaining 37.5 per cent equity interest. See: "Ecuador moves 
toward further oil takeover", Petroleum Economist, October 
1976, p. 380. 

participation oil 
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participation oil back to the -companies.at the. o^ficjal price, thus, 
once again, remóvirig it tó-'that-exteat :froBfl,armp-rlength competition 
with third-party buyérs in theríopén market. .Although there are some 
State sales in the open tearket, the bulk of the crude oil produced 
in these Coüntriés réáóhés' the ¡¡market; thrpû pi t£e networks of the 
major companies. lOÓ/- Thé -companies :-a£e he.sit̂ nt t,p cut prices on 
the sale of crude bi'l fcecuretí in these countriê ...for the same reasons 
as noted ábove in the casé' óf SaudiArabia..>v¡ .. -,.r 

In. Libya, Indonesia ̂ ndí^abon^i foreign^comp^ies still have 
ownership positions in the crude oil;.producing í$dus,try. In Libya, 
thé: State has a majority e<|uity pósitipn^in.eaoh.pf - the majorr prpducing 
companies with fbreifg'á'intérésts títere* 3 isr. the full .owner of . 
the National Oil Compány, whic<h'¡ in> 19-75. acr̂ ojinted, for about one-fifth 
of-Libya* s total crüde oil production."/ :Th¡e. ̂ at^ cpntroís the crude 
oil output rates of the companies. It ^eHa ffltich^.pf its, crude oil 
directly. on the open market at - ttee "officdal -price, which „is tied to 
Saudi Arabian ligít crüde óil,; takMg raocpunt vpf the. valué of 
differentials for such factors as point -pf shipment,. w^x and sulphur 
content, specific gravity, etc. :>Eibya has recently bepn placing 
special émphasis on direct sales 6f/its crude oil, cutting the volume 
of crude oil sold to ihost ©f̂  thé fore.ign- producing companies under 
• '• • < ¿ f.  .. • ' ' ' ' f.'ií • ¡; buyback árrangements.iOl/ Thése companies still acquire their equity 
oil at a cheaper price than that prevaiiing in the open market, however, 
even though they also have to purcháse government participation crude 
oil. The weighted average tax-paid cost of crude oil to the companies 
in Libya is tied to thé' comparable cost of b.enchroark crude". 

100/ In Nigeria, for example, i t was p^pectedin early 1976 that about 
60 per cent of,-the volume of the Government's 55 per cent 
participation o i l share would be sold back" to the companies 

"producing there, t the. res't being sold by "the State to outside 
buyers, bpth major companies and third partieé. See.: ^Nigeria 

' * LinesjiUp Customers for Host of I t s State Crude", Petroleum 
Iateiligence Weekly, 6 Fébruary 1976', - p. ' 

101/ "Libya Pressing to Boost* Production and DireCt Sales",' Petroleum 
" Intelligéncé Weekly, Vol. XVI, N9 16, 18 April 1977,-P- 5. 
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In .Indonesia.,,. Jbhe -Atate oil company,- Pertamina, holds production-
sha^ing contracts with about -50 £or;eign companies. These contracta 
usually provee, that. .the fpreiga. company, cap, recpyer its- ir restment 
from the. initial kO  per cent of crude oil .production and that the 
remaining, 6O per. c,ent„ <is split between <thj3:vgovernmen.t and the company, 
the share. _vax¡ying ,in appor4ftfic.a:. yith <th£.6®0 cific contract.102/ The 
government sets the prise for. it¿^-crude oil. «ales with reference to 
the price of QPJSCbenc.hmark.,:crude., .The Atate controls the price 
and rate of .indigenpus crude, pil; production.: ' : 

• In Qab.on, oaj^r, -co.?̂ >ani.ea,-.-8ur<>, Elf and Shell. Instead 
of the usual part.ic.ipati.onr arrangement, the¡ Gabon Government hplds a 
25 per cent equity interest. in ¡the domestic,: operations of these 
cpmpanies. .Goyernw^pt-take is ípomposed ther,$fore,. of income.'tax, 
royalty and di,yide;nd£.The foreign c.pmpanies market Gabon crude oil 
at prices linked to,.Saudi Arabian light. / Supply costs. are relatively 
high in Gabô i, . which .accounts fpr. o îly: a minor part of total OPEC 
output (Exhibit. 52) . Jn June.1.975, OPEC. sp^cialists concluded; that 
Elf 's Mandji^crude oil waf-, l'underpriced cpmpared with other African • , 
crudesn

rand warranted Va f̂Upward prjcé adjustgieflt'•'« 103/ , . . . r. • 
fn./the remaining. member,. countries of OPEC (I;raq:j Irán, Kuwait, 

Vene^ugla, Algeria, and Qatar.) the, State i s now the solé owner, of-,the 
crude oil.producing industry, and foreign.oil companies no longer.have 
equity crude oil rights. . - r 

-102/ Government-take had traditionally been about 60-70 per cent. 
However, production-sharing arrangements with the companies.are 
now changing drástically. Eécently, the thrée largest prodúction-
sharing companies in Indonesia ¿greed to an 85:15 per cent, 
government-company split of oílf.productioñ after a period of 
seven years, and the government is threatening th^t, i f another 
group of companies does not accept its proposed 14-year limit 
recovery period, it will take over their opérations.' See:. 

. í'Iádonesia gétting higher take it wants from; foreign producers", 
Petroleum Intelligence Weekly-,. 9 August 1976.,! p.. í.; 

103/ t!Sahon adjustment will follpv recent Nigerian. price cuts", 
Petroleum Intelligence Weekly22 Septetíiber 1975' Government-take 
in Gabpn also,includes earnings on domestic investments undertaken 
jointíy by the producing companies and the Government. 

/The Iraq 
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Thé Ii-aq National OiÍ 'Coiíiíany (lNOC) is the exclusive marketer 
óf indigenoús crude oi l . The majbr compániés purchasé Iraqi crude oi l 
oh a commercial baéis along with thé ot&ér companies.1 In t*.¿e past, 
some OPEC metnber cóuntries hávé charged INOC with cutting prices to 
levels below paríí$ with Saudi Arabiah l ight. One trade source 
reports thát th'is charge Waé diécussé<i; át OPEC's Bali Conference in 
May 1976, and thát a "gentleirtén* s ágreémentw was reached, behind the 
scenes, on the price of íráq'e Baérfih ^ruÜe' o i l . I o V 

In Irán, the 1973 cbuh'tíy^cómpaitty'kgjfeement is s t i l l under 
negotiatión. The Staté's Iiranian íiátibíial Oil Có. (INOC) selle 
large volumée of dómé'eíicálly produced criiíie b i í tóf'ihe major companies, 
reportedly at market'¿¿icé léSs a 0.22 dollárs per:barrel nominal 
discount at a timé wheñ'the compan'iés'! márgin on S'audr Arabian light 
was ábóut 0.22 dollárs peí»1 barrel. ib'5/; UnHl 'fairly récéntly, INOC 
used to sel i the bulk óf ' i t s brúde ói l to t W conso'rt'ium companies. 
In the f irst quartér of i'976, for eiampÍé,';lNOC','éicportéd at a rater' 
óf 495,00o barréis per day while' the eight 'ébmpanies of the Iranian 
consortiúm exportéd at : ;á rate"óf"3'.'7 «billion oárréls per &ray. 106/ 
However, INOC-is' móvxng fast l i tó thirdi^arty Wárkets, competing '-0 

direciiy with! the fcohsortium b'ontplíliies fór1 their11 cültomeré, *:using 
nót only convéntional cómmerciál inst ruínente of competition but Mrter 
trade as well.107/ Thus, by June 1976 ÍÑOC was exporting at á rate1 of 
1,047,000 bárrele per day while the consortium companies were expoi-ting 
at a rate of 3,912,000 barréis per day. • •- -

104/ ;"Iraq hikee i ts pricee above floor set by'Gulf States'!, Petroleum 
Intelligence Weekly, 28 June 1976., p. 1..; 

10^/ Thé eight largést integrated oi l companies opérate ás producers in 
Irán. These compa.nies are: Texaco, Socala Shell, Mobil, Exxon, 

. Compagnie Franyaise des Pétroles, British Pétróleum and Gulf. 
106/ "Irán aims to hold high level of d.ir.̂ ct crude sales'!, Petroleum 

InteHigence Weekly-, 26 July 1976, p. 3. • . 
107/ See: "Irán Now Huhgry For Barter. Deató to Move ItsVC'rudee", 

Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, Vo.1.. XVI, NQ 3, 17 «January 1977, 
p. 3; and "Irán Sets- Deal .to Supply- £5 per cent of Brazil»é Oil 
Imports*\ Petroleum Intelligénce' Weekly,' Vó'l.-'X.VI," Ng"26, 27 June 
1977:, pw.l. • : . •• .. • . . v,-'>(V •.-.;«.;. 
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Nationalization of? the crude. oi l producing industry in Kuwait ... ' ' " '" r :";'r .r 
was effected in March: 197o..  A.five-year crude oil supply contract r 

provided for the Sale of 500 ,,000 barréis per day by the; KuWait Oil 
Company to Gulf, and a five-year agreement was under négotiation by 
which KOC yould sel£-'450,000, barréis, per day to Britísh Petroleum. 108/ 
On these purchasésV each company,wpuld receive an after-tax discount 
of 0.15 dollars per barrel off, the KOC's official sélling price 
(comparéd with: the then.prevailing weighted average ¿bmpany margin of 
0.24 dollars oií Saudi Arabian light). With total 'éi'ude oil production 

. •.iT.1". ,1's'llC .'•" r.:t; .-„-( 
in Kuwait runrüiig at about;:2.2_.m^lion barréis per day (1976 rate),,, 
these agreementá would lea ve, KOCwith more than íiálf of i ts output 
to be sóid. Tóctate-, KQC has (b.een s,elling primariiy to thé major-f 
companie's,: bü't thére: i s strong. pressure to ent'er' third-párty: marketrS .. 
on a significant scale. . í.i • ¡ 

Natioriáliz&tionof onshore,crude oil production in Qataf  was , • ,. 
achieved in 1976, followedby nationalization of offshore"assets'and 
operations in 1977»'%  The,- companiés that previoüsly produced -equity , 
oil in Qatar have signed.a.^íye-year agreement with thé Government . 
under which they ;tfill¿;purphase onshore crude oil at a rate of 130,000 
barréis per day (Qatar.'s. then ..current onshore production rate was 
220,000 barréis pe*;day).109/ The.,companiés wiíí receive án-after-tax 
fee 0^ 0.15 dollars per: barrel on production and á m'ánafeéfcent service 
payment of 0.25-0.26 dollars per barrel,. presumably to cover out-of, 
pocket company costs per barrel for their services there.' Tfcus, the-
companiés wiil be receiving their crude oil in Qatar at a discount 
off-the State's official selling-price, and-they will bé moving a 
large; propor-tion âfi Qatar's crude oil outpüt thrbugh their pbrporate 

: 108/ The' agreement4 with Gulf and British Petroleum réportedly provide 
for oyerlift.ing beyond these base volume,s. See: .nKuwsait-Gulf , 

í v ,,Oil pact on sales cbuld set post^takéover treiíd",, Petroleum 
: Intelligénce Wéekly, .29 March l'976,"pp. 49-50; and' "OPEC: Maintains 

Price Ffreeze'V Petroleum-Ecbnomist, Júly 1976, p. 247. . ^ 
109/ "More terms emerge'about onshore. Qatar'takeover,:', Petroleum"' 

r,•Intelligence Weekly, 4 October 1976, pp. 7-8. Total crude oil 
prodüction in Qatar in 1975 was about 439,000 barréis per day. 
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channels. However, the; Government is now a direct seller on a 
substantial scale of its own crude oil. As in the case of other 
States with nationalized oil industries, there is a strong ressure on 
Qatar to sell in third-party markets. 

In Venezuela, -the. foreign companies producing there lost their 
access to equity oil when the crude oil producing industry was 
nationalized i n January 1976. However, many' of these companies remain 
as producers iji Venezuela», operating undéi: cbntract, and they are 
compensated by the Sígate oil company for the costs they incür for 
work performed» The producing compániés áre'acquiring crúde oil from 
the State at a disgount off the officialprice.110/'Thé bulk of 
Venezuelan crude oil is s t i l l márketed through thé network of the 
major companies,111/ but Venezuela is aggresively promoting direct 
sales outlets. . , : r 

Crude oil production: and salee in Algeria are completely in 
State hands. The State oil-company» Sonatrách, sells to al l parties 
in the open market. State sales pricés áré fixed b'y adding to the 
official price of Saudi.Arabiah light a premiúm'd'erivéd from a formal 
system for valuing.,differentials¿' This1 systéin is uséd by Algeria to 
monitor the market. prices ;of i.the majbí ĉrude oil moving in international 
trade. Algeria has at times openly criticized other OPÉC meñíber States 
for underpricing their crude .oil; i t has ál'so been criticized by some 
OPEC countries for doing precisely this itself .'112/ 

, ...... 
110/ In January 1976, contracta with the former producing companies 

covered 1.5 million barréis per day, out of- total crude oil 
production in Venezuela of 2.3 million barréis per day. See: 
"Venezuela solves its init ial takeover problems", Petroleum 
Intelligence Weekly, 16 Fébruary 1973? . P- 3* 

111/ "Venezuela solves its initial takeover próblems", Petroleum 
Intelligence Weekly, 16 Fébruary 1976,- p. 3; and "OPÉC maintains 

.Price Freeze", Petroleum Economist, July 1976¿ p. -247. 
112/ "Algeria b'arter deaks fade from sight, but sales s t i l l lag"; and 

"Algeria gets sore with Libya, Nigeria over price cuts%. 
Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, 14 July 1975^ P P ' v ; . 
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From the point of view of price formation,. theessential features 
of the world crude oil industry are the fpllowing: 

First, the bulk of the oil moving in international ..„t: adp i.s 
produced in the 13 OPEC member countries. . Saudi Arabia .and Irán 
alone account for slightly lesa than one-half of crude oil production 
in these countries (Exhibit 51)* An idle crude oil production 
capacity of about 3 million barréis per dayv together with immense 
reserves of low-cost oil,. give Saudi Arabia, a .position of preefliinent 
importance in OPEC and consequently a great ,d,eal of influence oyer 
the level of world crude oil prices t̂oday (E^hi^it 53)• 

Second, the market price of world crude ,oil is far higher than 
its long-rün incremental supply cost. In the case of Saudi Arabian 
light crude oil, for example., t̂ he official,price is 12.70 dollars 
per barrel, FOB Ras Tan.ura, while the long-term supply cost is 
probably no more than 0.40 dollars of 1975 per barrel (Exhibit 56). 

Third, this price-cpst gap has been. sustainedby adjusting the 
supply of crude oil from OPEC member countries to levels that are 
consistent with the mandat̂ d official price of; Saudi.,Arabian light. 

Fourth, this price-cost gap.tyas two l?ai?jlp implications: first, 
it will, inter alia, stimulate the productioii pf more; prude oil for . 
the world market over time; and second, fpr many sellers it 
represents a powerful financia! incentive to cut prices. The incentive 
is particularly powerful for the relat,ively smaller, co.rporatlons in 
the crude oil supply industry, but there is not doubt that the . 
incentive to cut prices to increase profits is powe.rful for a l l 
sellers in the industry. 

i ' 
Fifth, tempered though i t has been so far, there is a degree of 

competition between host governments, on the one hand, and the companies, 
on the other, and this competition is centered on price. Companies 
acquiring crude oil in the world market, try to minimize their purchase 
costs, given the constraints under which they operate. Third-party 
buyeris, without equity oil or service fee arragements with countries, 
seek the lowest price, which means, in their case, the largest 
discount off the official State price. To this end, they pit country 

/against country, 
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against' country» company against company, and compaiiy against country. 
Oil compañías with eqiiity and participation oil arrangements abroad 
séék! the lowest pricec(i«e.» ^gi^hted average tax-paid ¿osf for their 
overali crude oil. supplies, and they play country against country for 
this purpose.- Companies which opérate under service feé arrangements 
with countri-es try to, acquire their crude oil at leást cost, which, 
meáns with t'he ¡higherst rfee, or .the highest iiet discount off the ..•--. 
official Staté pricew ' ' 1 

""' ' This potentially very competitivo procese is gréatlymoderated 
by several factors such as the companies' legalofítake ccwiraitments, 
their desire for supplier di.yersificatibn, theiii féa;r' of reprisals 
from major host /goyerniaent ..suppliers, ánd the degireie of solidarity 
"among OPEC member c,ountries (and others) in'ré'fíáiniñg from competing 
tíith eaeh other over the lev$l that each íixeé fór:company dfftake 
cost or service:'fees per harrel. To date, tlié doúntriee háve been 
highly^'subcessfUl in: limiting, the. degree of ¿ompe'titionr bétween : 
themselvés, and the ma jor .p,il. companies have not'* been ággressive-:in 
jplaying Off the^countries pursy.it of lower áb'qüisition coete for 
their crude oi l. . ... „ . • • J - u 

Sixthr there ie.evidence of competition between hoét-fgovernmente 
«- • i ,. . 

in their eale of crude oil in the open market, ált'hdugh once , again 
the degree of t-hie,competition is significantly moderated.-There i s 
no scárcity'of allegations by OPEC member countries that bther?, ¡member 
countries have been discounting their crude oil pricee, and 6uqh 
reporte frequently involve. the countries with hationalivzed oil 
industries, where the companies have neither equíty oil rights ñor 
búy-back obligations but,where.the companies db have the international 
marketing outlets for crude oil that the countries lack. 

Seventh, i t is. 4.mpossible to devise a watertight system by which 
:t'he valué of each OPEC crude oil can be linked to al!l the others in a 
rigid way over time. Differences in the valUe of crude oils arise 
frótó a vá r ie ty r fac tor s : changes in the demánd'for refined products 

' u / in final 
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in final markets over time around the world; changes in transport 
cps^; differencea betweenc ¿Hidé oils "in their sulphur.and wax content, 
viscosity,. and iriherent yiéíds; changés 'in interest rates, >nd so on. 

• ¡ There are many»;ways in which"Éo's't;J governments can secretly 
discount their crude oilÜ¿ Criide oil can be sold on a CIF basis, 
with the,.discount being é&tendéd secrétly on the insuranceand freight 
componente jialthough the crude oil itself is biiled at, the official 
price; credít: terms cári W'maiiipulated' t'ó achieve a hidden discpunt, 
the. jseller fiJcing lowér^tháh-toarket rate of interest to the buyer 
and .stretching.'out'-thé í!payment* period;' intermediary companiés, can be 
used for the actual extensión oí á' secret discount, the host government 
selling to thé intermédiary at'the official"átate price; barter trade 
can be emplpyed ,for :thé jjürpóse of discóuntiág secretly; and so on. 

OPEC member countries arélkééniy awaré of the need. to limit.price 
competition in .their direct sai es as well as in their sales of crude 
oil to the companaíe»; Thé prótrfected ctiscússions within OPEC on rithe 
Algerian, system fori-valuing :differentiais;  is testimony to the .,; 

seriousness with. whdettf OPEC-'mem'ber-' tíbünt&ies "víéw' this treat. To date, 
OPEC. pember;; government®! hate^^eén quite ¡successiful in limiting the . 
extent • ofuprice? cuttlng, - the'"- pr&'oí r being tfte" relatively small .variations 
reported:in;the: market betWéén the bfficiai Státe prices of crude oils 
relative to their approximate individual parity with the price of 
Saudi Arabian light. , ; 

Eigth, the major companiés s t i l l see-úre their crude oil from host 
governments at lower prices than those which third parties pay in the 
open market. Therefore, to this extent, they have a potential. 
cbmpetitive.advantage over dther companiés in their highly competitive 
downstream;refining and marketing operátions. Also, by movî g much 
of their*crude oil throughthe cháñnels bf the major companiés (for 
resale to third parties and for their own corporate use), the host 

¿countries face'less competition in their direct crude oil sales than 
would otherwise be the-casé ( i . e . , i f they themseives sold that oil ,. . 
to al l comers). This structural featuré of the world crude oil market 
acts as a strong damper on the downward pressure on world crude oil 
prices. 

/Ninth, the 
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Ninth, the maintenance of the current price-cost gap in world 
oil sales depends fundametttailjr on. the abü'ity of the OPEC member 
countries to implément a system .for adjue^ing the total volume of 
crude oil exports from ÓPEC countries to lévels consistent with the 
established price ánd, at the same time, for ailocating production 
among OPEC member'countries. The system how used to regúlate crude 
oi l output i«-thé ággregate and in each country is not a highly 
structured oné. When prices deviate exceééxvely from the price of 
OPEC ' s benchmark crude oil (Saudi Arabian light), the rate of crude 
oil production isadjusted accordingly, With Saudi Arabia usually 
leading the1 way. Although every OPEC mémbeí now controls ,the rate 
of crude oil production in its country, tlxére is no system within 
OPEC for controlifng total member:' country oíitput or ailocating that 
output among OPEC member countries.-hOPEC does not have a quota system 
for the.se tw.o pürposes, but the informal arrangements now being used 
in. this respect haVe so far worked well for its member countries',' as 
a buge price>coét gáp has been sustained for several years. However, 
the absence.of a fdrmal system of. price máíiítériance through,product ion 
regulatipn consti-tuíés the prime thareat to'thé cóntinued success of 
the OPEC member" countries in maintaining this price-cost.gap in. the 
future...,- 1 : ' ..•-.' 

Section I I I : Current energy policies in the 
oil-importing- industrialized countries 

The policy reactions of the oil-importing industrialized . 
countries t-o the increased price of world oil since 1970 require 
definition at this point. Two forums of policy discussion and action 
are observable: first, the internationally forum; and second, the 
domestic forum. 

International discussions of energy policies have been concentrated 
in the International Energy Agency (IEA), the OECD, and in the Paris 
Conference (i.e., the North-Sputh Dialogue). , ,, 

/The Paris.. 
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The Paris Cbnference began as a United Nations-proposed forum 
to discuss energy matters. Under pressüre ?from the group of nineteen 
developing countries». hoyever, the eight developed countrica agreed 
to broaden the di'scussion agenda to include other critical écónomic 
topics as well. With regsird to thé tréáítment of energy matters," ;the 
energy commissión of the North-South'dialogue.reached consensus on, 
the need* for a shi:ft< :in. reliance frotó oi l ta, vpther .energy resources,. „f 

particularly those that aire renewáb'lé1 aad relatively more plentoful., , 
and. for the need to step up the ráté óf oil exploration ánd eñergy 
conservatióh. ; Also u®4®r̂ cored were: the need of the oil-deficit" 
countries fór''adcesg/to.financia! ¿nd^technical aid from international 
sources" süch as 'Chfe .Worl,d Bank Ífó4Ípr"óñ»t«-.-the. g£oytb.'  ot' ítíéiriidomeetic 
oil industriés; thê .need .to co-ordiñate :the< expansión of the oii-t 
exporting countriés*. re£ining ahd petrochemical industries, and the , 
peed for thé oil-exp,pr/ting countries tó*-increase their efforts .in the 
fields of energy .research and dével'Ppment . , > • 

The Dialogue/ended. in Paris :ití June 1977 after eighteen mpivths 
of discussion, the group of ninétéeh hé.ving=. ^jected thé pr©posal of 
the eight for' continuing energy coiríéültaCion and thé éíght^having 

.rejected"the'proposal ,of the ñíneteén. for linking contiriuing energy 
consuitátioh to discussions in the United Nations on technolog-ical 
transfer. The results of the Paris Conference were forwarded for 
consideration by the General Assembly of the United Nations«113/ 

By and large, discussions of energy matters in the OECD and the 
IEA have concentrated on the probíénís of adjusting the member countries' 
economies to • increased world oil prices and of minitíii¿ing damage 

113/ For^a disc^ssip,n. of the results of the North-South Dialogue 
•insofar as^t¿éy relate to energy mattérs, see "North-South Parley 
Fails to Set'Ongoing Energy Talks", Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, 
Vol. XVI, ,NS 23r, 23 June 1977» pp. 7r8; "Why South Balked at 
North Pressüre for Energy Talks", Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, 
Vol. XV|, N2 24, 13 June 1977» pp.:T-2; i:Idea of North-South 
.Energy DiaioguerMay-,yet Survive", Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, 
Vol.v XVI, NQ 25, 20 June 1977»'!p»? 4;, and "UNSchedules Post-Mortem 
on North-South Talks", Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, Vol. XVI, 
NQ 34, 22 August 1977, pp. 2-3. •: ' 

/to these 
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to these economies in the future in the- event pf oil embargoes. 
Emphasis has been placed on the need.for a minimum safeguard price 
for crude oil impojrts- in the Suture, in.; order ^©..stimulate- ..aveetment 
in alternative energy supplies by reduqipg, the. investment risk 
fac t or.114/ ffhe need to. r est rain the rate, of girowth of oil consumption 
through the ̂ ñse íof the price mechanism has been underscored. Progress 
has beén achieVedin:increasing q|l stoqkpiles in the industrialized 
countries ánd'devising a system for oil—sharing in the event of 
disruptions; in oil;.supplies. due to oil.,embargoes in the future. The 
IEA has alsov émbárked. on the;.periodic publication of prices of imported 
crude oil*" • -nt- • ; o- S.: • . ::>../ r... . 

In general, internationally:co-ord^-nated action among the oi l -
importing industrialized cjpflintries has. concejatrated on ways of 
adjusting to the fact of higher-oil pricre.s. and to; the. possibility of 
oil embargoes in the future*-.; So far,. hojwe.yer, there has not been any 
emphasis on the formulation of ^ction designad, explicitly to bring 
world oi l prices down súbstantially and ..quickly . 

In the oil-importi-ng industrialized^cquritries, refined product 
prices havé- moved upward in line with .the .increased cost of imported 
crude oil inothé'éeventiesi This adjustment ..p^opess has not been 
smoothíy sytichronizedcover time, however̂  and . j?,e£iners|, margine have 
been undér pressüre^ from. timec to .-time in the develojped countries due 
to the lag..in adjusting refined product prices. to. increased crude oil 
costs'. Although thére is s t i l l a wide disparity between countries 
in this régard, refined product prices are now more, or less adjusted 
to the current cost of imported crude oil in many of thé .industrialized' 
oil-deficit countries. 

In the United States, however, the adjustment of refined product 
prices to t.he increased cost of world crude oil has b'een súbstantially 
less than in many other industrializéd countries. Crude oil costs 
and refined product price ceilings are controlled by the Federal 
Governmentv ánd the costs of the former are heaVily affected by two 

114/ This subjéct is discussed in mpre détail in Section IV. 
' • /programmes : the 
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programóles: thê  crude pil . equallfcktion prográmmé and the allócatioñ 
programme.̂  The -United Statesicrádé oil" equalízátion programme is 
designéd to equalize the éost 'of * crude oil to domestic refiaers, while 
the crude oil allocatioñ prograéníe aims' ttf distribute crude oil ' 
suppliejs among a l l re fine r &.-115/ -De v ia t i ohs from average final costs 
of crude oil tp domestic refiners have been coneiderably narrówed ih 
the United States as a result of= these" two r̂ograimmes, and thése costs 
aré now substantially lpw.er tham t'hobéln 'other industrialized countries. 

In September 197.?,-s:thev.United- Státé's Coiigréss exempted from 
price controls a l l crude oil produced-fío® st>ipper wells'in the United 
States, so that the prices qé>  ':tlxi-s ôrapóncfat "oí^ »at'ional; crude oi l 
output (about 14. per P.ent -of nátdonal-^roductí'ón in rfarch 1977) were 
at international. Xevê Ls (13,.31. dollárs in March 1977)The remaining 
supplies of domestic, cjjud* ipil >ar«* di^idéQ-into two componente:' "oíd" 

a.'-- • - • .. . 
crude oil, about oner-halfc, of < IJnitéd StatéW' outpút:; the price of 
which averaged abpnt 5*15 <Jpllars per-baríel in March 1977; and "new" 
crude oil, which,was selling; on áveragé fdr 11.03'dollárs per barrel 
in March 1977.116/ ¡The. average ;comp06ité-WÍlheád price for United 
States cru<|e .oil in March 1977 was 8^45 dcrllárs, far below thé level 
of world crude oil prices at that time, Which Was about 12.09 dollárs 
FOB Ras Tanura. in the. case of the offic i al" S ta te price for Saudi 
Arabian ligj^t crude oil .(Exhibit 51).— ' ~ f 

_£resident Cárter's proposed energy programme was presented in 
Ápril 1977 and is nowunder ponsidération in the United States Congress. 
I t would, inter alia, freeze indefinitely the current ceiling on the 
price of "oíd" oil (i.e., 5»25 dollárs per barrel), and "new" oil 

115/ "United States programmes influence ré;finers:' oil import moves", 
Petroleum Intelligerice Wéekly, 22 March 1976,! pp.. 3¿4. 

116/ ' "Óld" crude oil refers tor,the yolümes of cirudé .oil produced in 
specific wells in 1972* ;'"New" crude oil refers to the volume of 
crude oil produced in spéeific twells in excess of-their 1972 
level. See: "Hostages to fortune", Petroléum Economista 
Vol. XLII I, NQ 2, February- 1976, pp. >43*44. 
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(i.e., 11.28 dollars per barrel), allowing price increases only for 
general inflation. "Newly discovered oil"117/ would be allowed tp 
rise to the current real world .price over a three-year per:">d; 
thereafter, rthis ói l would be priced at 5,thé real price óf world crude 
oil in 1977» • 1 IncrVmentál crude oil recoverefl fj*om oil fields using 
tertiary, techniquefe and oil produced frpm; stri^per Wells would be 
exempt , from price-contrbls." Through the application of~ wellhead 
taxes in three «tagés, the price of a l l United States crude oils would 
be brought up; to ̂ thá!1éivél óf w.orlA oil prices iH 1980.118/ At that 
tiipp,..(the .crude oil entitléments grogra#mev,and irelated regulatory 
arrangeoentp; would- he dismántied.. 

t - • ! V • ¿ ' 1 ... 
, .,3>he proposed prógrámme would, Inter...•alia, end the distinctiou^. 

for jpricing purppéeá between inter- and, infc-ra-State sales of "new" , 
natuy.aj. gas. : I t would subject sales,of?all new natural gas in the 
United States to" a áiaximum price, based on BTU pariíy with the pre-tax 
average. acquisitioñ "cost" tó oil refiners: of, a l l domestic crude oil: 
abo t̂. ,1.75, dollars"'pfer Mcí'at the beĝ nn âg;•©£ :;19V8, Pr about one-fifth 
higher than .the current federally rimposed ,14mit;Abf 1.47 dollars per 
Mcf on most inter-Síaté s¿les of new natural gás. Prices of intra-State 
sales of "new1.'.gajs,'-moreover, would he . ,j3ubj.e'ct tp;, federal price . : 

regulation,;, which-ití'not "the case at .-present. Prices oh sales 0/ 
natural gas..fovered-by éxisting contracts would remaih in forcé, but 
natural gas-released by expiring inter-State contracts could be sold for 
1.42 dollare per Mof áhd gas released by .expiring intra -State contracts 
could be sold for 1.75 dollars per Mcf, both prices tó be revised for 
inflation..-

117/ I4 .Preg^dent -Oarter* s proposed energy prograiume, JJnewly-discovered 
oií" i s defined as oil produced ".. . from a well drilled more 
than 2 1/2 miles from an existing onshore well as "ó f 20 April ' 
1977, or more than 1,000 feet deeper than ariy well wíthin any 
2 1/2 mile radius". See: "Cárter-Explains his Energy Plan for 
the United States", Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, Vol. XVI, 
NQ 17, 25 April 1977 (Special Supplement), Supplement p. 7. 

118/ The proposed energy programme. would return to consumérsSthe 
:., regenew obtaihed from thp. crude oil équalization: ták and the 

mec^nism for l i ft ihg United States crUde oil prices to the 
wóríd level in 1980. 

/ In its 
• f ,' 
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In i ts essentials, the proposed energy programme emphasizes the 
need to restrict the rate of growth of domestic oi l consumption and 
oií imports and to substitute domestic fuels for imported oil. I t 
dóes not emphasize the objective of reducing world oi l prices sharply 
and quickiy.119/ This programme has been generally well receivéd in 
Western Europé, where the ÓÉCÍ) had previousíy expressed disappointment 
with the pace of adjustment in the United States to the international 
level-pf crude oil costs»120/ At tlje. time of writing, the. United States 
Congress has not yet given i ts reaction to Presiden^ Carter's proposed 
energy programme. ..'..?. : '1,. 

In general, in thê  strup^uring-of;their.national energy policies 
the gpvernments qf ĥe :oil-»importingf industrialized countries emphasize 
the need^to..4evel(?p energy; sources that yguld-decre^se the degreje of 
th^it reliance 091Middle Eastern oil supplies.in-the .future., .Stress 

¡ is placed ¡on. thf, need,,for red^eijag the rate of increase , ii*. domestic 
pil ponsump îon. : Particular jfpphffif-^f'-  placed, on .nuclear power and 
on increasing: íhe fupply of, indigenous .energy, sourses as. substitutes 
for imported oil, when these options are open..,c,However, nuclear 
power.expansipn, even»when economically desirable .and pplitically 
realizable, can?ipt give ¡relî f...o», the oil accpunt. fpr some yesre  to 
come. Pespite: strong. increase,s.^^jpefined prpduct^prices,, many of 
.these gpyernments aye experienping,more difficultieis than anticipated 
in reduqing the extent of their reliance. on .imported gil..49-:general a n d 
on Middle,.Eastern crude oil supplies in particular* Tfeis.difficulty 
is due to three simple facts: first, increases inth^-supply, of 

119/• The de-éails of ?,this< gropósed enérgy programme aré¿preééñtéd in 
. the fpllowing source: "Canter Explaius the Energy Program'U 

Petroleum Intellegence Weekly, 25 April 197?, Suppiement; and: 
; Cárter Energy Pláñ- for Hníted States ^Fáces ?A "Tóügh Fight", 

Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, Vol. XVI, NQ 17, 25 April 1975, 
pp. 3-4. "New" natural gas would be defined UsingT thé satóe 
definitional stándárds uééd in defining'"ttéwly diséoveréd oi l". 

120/ "OECD chides United States for poor progress in éfiérgy policy", 
Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, 16 August 1976, '1. • 

. /oil-substitute 
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oil-substituye fuels, such as nuclear powera,nd7coal, are not quickly 
realized; second, for a l l of these countries^ iixcreased domestica o i l 
consumptxttn" ffieans increased oil imports,' althotigh the'marginal oi l \ 
import coefficient variés" among ~\them$! and:, third, the .btilk of the!;oil 
produced for the vorld market i s produced, now'-and prospectively., 
in the Middle East. -= ¡t ; ^ • , « ; • •• 

Section IV: A .forecasjt of.r.worljd crude oil prices, 1978-2000 

(i) Introduction 

Thip section pjrese^t.s a forecast of ^the.price of Saudi Arabian 
light Grude py,, F0_B R.as; Ranura, ;oyer t-be. rest pf this century.121/ 
Given the p¡ivotal roJLe í̂ jf, this. crude oi^r.in dete„rmini^g the structure 
of world crude .oil p.r̂ .q.es». a for.evC.ast of its, pric^ is.tantamp.unt t° 
a forecfs.t. of. the. stru,c,tu£e p.f jiorl,d. crude oi l prices, the twb being 
linked by di^ferential .vagues ^ari.s.ing from distin.ctions between crude 
oi ls in respect,,pf specific grav^ty, ,si¿l$hur content,,rpo.intj. of 
shipment, and .so on. 

Neith.er. the. d.ecisipn ..to .try to predict .wor̂ d oil prices ñor the 
selection of the forec,ast horizon. .W.ere taken at random. The decisión 
to forecast .was,, tallen simply becaui.se.. hî ge sums of money ,must be 
committed by governments. ..and. prívate investprs i.n .Xatin America and 
elsewhere ,tp energy projects, ;the expected financial and economic 
viability of whiph will. depend yery.largely.on the forward prices 
postulated for world oi l . 

The forecast horizon (1978-2000) was selected for the práctica!" 
reason that prpject evaluati'ons are usuall^ made on thé bapis ,.óf a •* 
twenty to twenty-five year time span. .Whethér they like it or-•not^: 

project analysts must go this f.ar into thé, future.. The bbjective here 

121/ The price being forecast he'ré is not' ttíe spot price, which is the 
price paid for immediate delivery. The price that i s being 
forecast i s the,price paid on rel^tiy^ly.largé cóntracts for 
future delivery. í t cbrresponds tó"theofficial State•sélliftg 
price today, assuming the absence of any §ignificant discounting 
off that price. 

/Í6 tO 
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is to provide some help to these .analysts as they•confront the 
difficúlt task of forecasting world crude oil pricés over such an 
extendéd period of time. , 

The forecast of the price of world crude oil through the year 
" 2000 is developed in the following way.; , -

First, an estimateis made ofthe máximum lbng-runecopomic 
supply cost of wórld oil in 1977, 1990 and 20Ó0V" This is the price 
below which, in each of thpse years, the market price of world crude 
oil cañhot fal l without ithrottling;.the physical"süpply of crude oil 
by State producers to satisfy. internatiOml demánd f̂or i t . I t is 
the economic floor for, w.orId..jcrude. pil pribésr-i f i t i s breached, the 
physical supply of crude will not satisfy.* demand¿' ' An estimate is 
also provided of the financia! floor of oil prices, holding coñsta^t 
the level of weighted average governmentItake per- barrel of oil 
acquired for sale in July 1977 : by the oil .coiúpániés in Saudi Arabia. 

Second, an estimate is pre,s.ented :of  the mínimum iong-run economic 
supply cost of synthetic crude oi l. in 1977v 1990 and 2000. I f the 
price of natural crude oil ris-e.3above. these limits in those years, 
it will stiihulate the creation of eynth«tic;;.industry. An estímate 
is also provided óf the minimum .financial long¿-rün eüpply cost of 
synthetic oil in Í977, 1990 ,and . 200^:-.i.e. i' thé leveís óf cost which, 
if exceeded by the price of natural crudefoil iñ thóse"years, will 
provóke the supply of synthetic oil by private-, profit-oriénted 
corporátións. . 

Third, an examination i s made of.prospective dévélopménts over 
the forecast horizon in the structure of the>world crude oil producing 
industry, on the one hand, and in the structure of énefrgy policies 
in the industrialized countrieson the other. This analytic discussion 
draws on the historical treatment of these two•subjects presented 
earlier (i.e., in Chapter 2, Sections I - I I J ) . The objective of this 
discussion is to gauge the direction and degree of prospective pressure 
on world crude oil prices owing to the operatipn of these factors v.:. • 
through.the year 20Ó0, given'the upper and lower'limits on price. 
previously estimated. 

/Fourth, a 
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Fourtíi,:á fofécast óf world1 crudeóil pricés is then prééénted 
for 1990 añd-20002 ;;Fóllbwing this, a Baééyan-baséd ánálysis is 
developed focusing on the likely distribution of jjóósible world crude 
oil prices in 1990 and 2000.• The pi-esentátibn' cloées with a discussion 
of the forecast exercise, i ts inherént 'stréngths ánd weakneéses. 
( i i ) The máximum long-run incremental sujjply cóét of world crudé oil 

through the year 2000 ;;; ; 

Crude oil supply is sübject to xhcreáisíné ünit cost in both the 
short ¿nd the íong'run. IfMév-pí ice of wói-lá-crüáé oil were ' 
competitively detérminéd * which i t i s nót and has áot been in the" 
post-war er'a - thén:^ oter íímé'í :increasing deiñáiad fór it would entail 1 

higher prices to cóver' íts incré¡asiñ§ üñit '•có$t'~6£*suppiy»' '"íh'is would 
be so unless, over time^ áatúre's stiriginésévWere;moré than offset by 
man's ingéhuity iñrí:he fbrm óf téfcííáicál píóg'réss or unleés1 ch¿apér 
supplies of world oil Wété fo&níi and e^plo'i'tédl!: 

^ What cán be éaid," thént about thé-máximum'economic scárcity of 
world crude oil bver^the néxt'two &ecádes~ánd abóút;;thé máximum price 
that wóuld havé tb be paid ás 'á cóñéequéncé of lthát scárcity' in'á ' -
ebíiipétitive market fOr:wórtd óil :¿frer time? ̂ J Ih short, what will be 
the maximüib levél óf Ibnfe-rUñ supply' óosi of:natural-crude ói l 
produced fór the wóiMd márket bvér'-tW-'fbréc&s't-* hori'¿on? 

Adélmáñ pfrovidés the most painstakiñg ánd ém|>irical tréátmeht of 
this subjéct.122/ He begins viríth the óbsérvátion thát thé levelizéd 
sum of development plus operating costs defines the máximum  long-run 
supply cost of world crude oilí A rátiónal óil ihvestor will 
undertake an oil exploration programme bnly if this levelized'cost 
per bárrel for expíorátión, development, ahd pródUctioh in nbw-Unknown 
fields ié less tííán thé levelized'per barrel có'st of súpplying inore 
oil from kñówn fields thrbúgh móre áeveíopment and operating 
expenditures. He' théh tñakes'&n és'timate of máximum  lotig-run supply 

122/ M. Adelman, The World Petroleum Market, published for Resources 
for the'Futüre, Inc., by thé Johns Hofckins Uhivérsity Press, 
1972. : .: . ' 

/costs in 
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costé in the world's major crude oil producing centres, using the 
levelized cost per barrei'of developing more reserves in known fields, 
producing frota them, and bringing those -surfaced volumes 6i oil to 
seaboard for export as the qü'atntitative referent for measuririg the 
máximum long-run, supply cost óf world oil. Actual supply costs may 
turn out to be lower than this refe!rent cost; they will not be higher 
unless, a posteriori, it turas out that supjply costs were underestimated. 

In his empirical work, Adelman made a series of basic assumptions 
that int'éntionally imparted an upward bias to hi^ estimates of máximum 
long-run supply costs (1970-1985-) of crudev.pil in the Middle East, 
which cürrently acc'ounts'for ^ábout * three-fifths of crude oil- production 
by OPEC member, countries.!23/ He assumed;; inter alia, that there would 
be no crude Qil discoverreé, ha. .technological progresé" iti cr"ude oil 
deveiopment and prpducf'ion,- and'-no in.crea.se in thé degree of competition 
from natural gas and nucleáí* power• i : In calculating máximum long-run 
supply: costs ín Saudi'Árafcia, Irán,. Iraq and Kuwait, he made the 
ád<iit:ional,5.assump,tions t&át: output" in-this group ,of Persian Gulf 
countries would grow a't ll rpe^- ce.0t a ,year: comppunded during 1971-1985; 
that.there.would be no increasing competition of African with Persian 
Gulf cru$£ ojLls; that the producción. of crude oi l in the Persian Gulf 
would tak¡e place in the ^lárge' fields, there once they wére down to a 
reserve.:, production ratio :of 16.' A di'scount rate pf 20 per cent" 
and a well decline rate ihcreasing from 1 per, cent i ¿ 1970 to;' 
6 per cent in 1985 were used by Adeltlian in his calculati&n of; long-run 
incrementa! cost (19701-1985)' of crude oil supply by State: oil 
corporations in the Middle East.124/ The cambined discount rate; 

employed, therefore, was 26 per cent for 1985» " 
Having made these assumptions, his calculations led him-Jto the 

quantitative conclusions summarized in Exhibit 54. He then stated: 

123/ Adelman also translated his estimate of máximum long-run^supply 
costs in the Persian Gulf (1970-1985) into máximum long-run 
supply prices in oth-ér producing countries by- adding an estimate 
of the long-run freight advantage of thesé countries over the 

. Persian Gulf in sales to spepi^.ic markets.. See: Adelman, op.cit., 
an4 Exhibit 54̂  of .this sjbuúyi' 

124/j ̂  Adelman, op. cit. 6 and p.':72», . " ; 

.T p- ' /"Th'e estimate 
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. "The estimate of 20 cents is in theory an estimate of what it 
would have cost in 1966-1970 to produce fíóm thé big Persian Gulf 
fields once they were depléteá ' thé póínt' where thé -reserve.: 
production ratio was downto'abóúit :Í6';'V' Grvéá'thatassumption, 
the method used here exaggeraté^'-thé coi^e^tíénces. Henee the 
result forms a convenient máximum for ariy prédiction of what 
Iong-run developing-opérating cost is likeiy to be"«125/ 

„ He concluded that: w u . .I™,/",... 
."For at least 15 years wé can count on, and-müet learn to live 
with, an abundance óf oi l that can be bróught forth from fields 
now operated in the Persian Gulf át Sómethihg between 10 and 20 
cents per barrel at 1968prices and iá soiné* other provinces at 
costs even lower when accóünt ietákén'of transporta"126/ 
Adelman's cost estimate was publi'shéd in 1972* Crude oil output 

in the Persian Gulf sta^niated during Í973-Í976 (Exhi'bit 52),- 'With 
Adelman' s assumed 11 per cent per annum growth, cumula-tive Eersián 
Gulf output would have been 170' bill ion harrels during 1971-19?5« 
Proven r^seryes in the Persian Gulf at the' end of 1976 were 274 billion 
barréis.. . . ' : "*" "'' ''•• Y 

. An r l l per rcent average annual '"rate !of' growth ih Persian Gulf 
produptip^ now spems indefensibie. I f crude oil production:thére were 
to, increase by 5 per cent from 1977 ónwkrdsv ' Adélftstn's 170 billion 
barrel figure would be reachedin 1990, taking iñto account the 
prod-Viption of 44 bill ion barréis during 197l-1977i test.); H;is . 
estimate pf long-run incremental supply costs in the Persian Gulf 
(^.e., 0.40 dollars of 1975 per barrel, FOB) 127/ wbul<tíBtill< r 

125/ Adelman, ap-.cit>., p. 73». 
-126/ Adelman, op.cit,., .77* 
127/ This is 0.20 dollars of 1968 (Exhibit 54) converted to dollars of 

1975 and rounded from 35.8 cents to 40.0 cents, of 1975 per barrel. 
The estimate óf máximum long-run supply costs of 0.4Ó dollars of 
1975 per barrel in Í990 is, therefore, purposeíy biased upward, 
once agáin, tp'thé extént of this rounding operation. The 
deflator used to convert írom prices of 1968 to 1975 is the 
world consümérs' price index of the Internatipnal Monetary Fund 
as reported in International Financial Statistiós, Vol. XXIX, 
HS.5, May 1976, (Spanish. ed.ition) pp. 550-551." ! 

• v,' • ""T " -" • *¿£/v ^/bévalid 
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be val id untií *Í990; uáder tM'^assumption. - -At .that time (i.e, in 
1990), the provéh reserve*-production,ratio in.the Persian Pulf wotild 
have fallen to 9.8." Wit&?-%hfe;̂ world*s demand for OPEC crude rising' 
by five per cent, per annum from 1977 onward, the^Persian Gulf countries 
alone could supply that démafíd" up= to.-1991; entirely from proven reserves 
existing at theénd of'1976. It éeeas-obvlous, howeyer, that proven 
reserves in the Perdían Gulf;,areí bound to be ,a.ugmented, either 
through develb£meñt aM/dr explToration and development prpgrammes to 
satisfy woríd crüdé"oil demand in the nineties and onwards. This will 
increase the máximuni long-run'supply cost of world oil. prpduced there 
during the nineties. ' r-

A comparisotf of* ctioroü.átívé product-ion of crude .oil in.the future 
with the presént léVel of thé stóck'.of prpyen reserves of crude oil 
gives a misleadinl̂  idea of thie prerssurjeof rising demand on the physical 
supply of crüde biír. This' is so'because proven reserves of crude oil 
are a shelf inventory. They 'toave 'toe en 'Cât -out ¡of the stock of oil-in-
_place, and with rising demand ánd the piroper incentive, oil-exporting 
governments ánd; Óil' tfómpan±éé:*will continúe t® put more proven reserves 
out of that stock to satisfy"rlsiñg.demand; they are,not limited, in 
their futuré pród;uction,;' tó prodúcing/from prpyen reserves that exist 
in .the presentí' Thereforé,- :one tóeds-: to knpwf the fize of the stock 
of petroleüm in-plaCé In a given area to gauge the impact on supply 
costs of drawing upón that Btock in the. rfutur^, in the f.orm of proven 
reserves, to satisfy increasing demand for petroleüm. 

Adelman estimates that " ... in 1970.Persian Gulf. deposits that, 
through development ¿nd hew^pool drilling, ... [., could/ ,... be turned 

'  '  "  •••  •  'if,: 

into proven reserves •"••/ were/ about 550 billion barréis, given 
sufficient time and incentive to develop between 1970 and 1985".128/ 
This level of potential proveen reserves- relates only to the amount 
that can be produced usíng primary recoyery .techniques,. based on a 

128/ M. Adelóan, "The World?Petroleum Market, published for Resources for 
v-the Future by the Johns Hopkins University Press, Balti'áore and 
London 1972. p. 71. 

/recovery factor 
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reeoyeryr factor. abovit kó per cent. Secondary and tertiary techniques 
would rai.se this recovery factor substahtially. Subtracting Persian 

'.í'r r. r• ' i 
Gulf production .during 1970-1977 (eét. ) of 49 bil l ion barréis 
(Exhibit 52), this leaves a stock of potential'proven, reserves of 
about-501 b i l í ion barréis in the Peí-sián-Gulf ia-1973. that qpuld be .* 
drawn úpon to yigld. proven reserves for production of crude, oil. $|iis 
sum of. 501 bil l ion barréis would be just about equal to .the expected 
cumulative total.. of a l l OPÉC memVeV-cbUntry production rising by 
5 per ;cent,:during 197.8-2000 (í.'e.'i 5Ó& billion liarrels), and this 
without any additions to the stock óf'oil-in-place be^ng made in the 
Persian Gulf during 1970-2000 and without the use,of;secondary and 
tertiary recovery techniques in thePérsían Gulf. 

Focusing the Persian; Gulf albne, with output there rising at 
5 per cent, per annum during'í978-200b, 'cUmUlative production would 

%be 315 bill ion barréis. This wóuld leave á stock of potential proven 
reserve?.i?. the.Pfrsian Gulf "in the 'yera'r 20ÓO of 237 bil l ion barréis, 
or 10.7 tiiji.es, ̂ hf anticipated lével tif p^ódtíction there in; the year 
2000,- oncerag^ain, under the very conébrv&tive assumptiqna, that no 
additions are, .made to the stock 'of 'oil-ih-place da the .Persian Gulf 
during .1970-?2QQP  and that secondary ánd tertiary recoyery techniques 
are not. employed there. Given '-élie appiareat ádequácy of potencial . 
proven, reserves in the Persian Gulf thróuéh the end qf t£is,century, 
the key question, then, from an economic point. óf ;view, is ^his: 

; what» would, be tlje /level of real lóng-rüñ supply cost, there in the 
year 2000v witl^ the reserve: .production ratio down to 10.8¡ and with 
a production rate in the year 2000 óf 22.1 bill ion barréis, pressing 
on a stock of potential proven reserves there conservatively 
éstimatedat 237.billion barréis in thát year? 
- - What, then, ,i.s the most íikely Máximum level of the long^r^n 
cost of súpplying Saudi Arabian crude oil in'the year 2000, given its 
estimatpd, máximum level of 0.40 dollárs of 1975 per barrel in 1990? 
Adelman ássumed -tbetfé¡.the, d.eciirie rate .ih.gaudi Arabia would increase 
from 1.per c^t,.in 1970 to 6 per cent in 1985- Earli'ér, ~it was 

/assümeá in 
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assumed ¡in this study that the 6,per cent decline rate would be hit 
in 1990, not 1985, due to the low^r, rate (i.e., 5. per cent p.a.) than 
Adelman asjs.mqed . £ar; grayrth in Saudi Arabian, crude. pil producción 
during 1970-19,85. Ci.e.,, 11 .per ce^t p.a.)., f In this context, what 
would be the, pax¿imum .p.evel; of combiped d.evelopment ar̂ d opeírating 
cost levelized per barrel (i.e., máximum long-run supply cost) in 
the year 2000 i f the decline rate in Saudi Arabia increased by the 
same geometri'b rate of^increase duritig 1990-2000 that rAdelman assumed ^ 
implicitly that it wouldqduring 197Q-1985 ( i . e . 1 2 . 7 per cent p.a.)? 
This i s a rapid rate of increase in the decline rate, and the effect 
of assuming i t i s to bias upwafd, and strongly so, the resulting 

r 
estimate of long-ruñ incremental cost of crude,oil supply in Saudi 
Arabia in the year 2000.c 

.•: :' i í. 0.!-.;'. • •'•"•i.,-. • • • • . 
Levelized, total long-run supply cost per barrel (w id 

composed óf deveiopment coét (C^) and Operáting cotet (CQ) per barrel} 
so i 129/ 

where 

and 

(cDA2OOO ^cd^I99O 

^O^OOO = ^C0^1990 

r 
(PBE)Í990 I 
(PBE)20P0J / r + 1990/ 1 • V 
1 - r 
1 + a¿00Ó „ - * a2000' fv- - • 

( 1 + a i990 ) V , T T T — * 

where "PBE" i s the present barrel equivalent factor, which was k.51 in 
1990, and the valué of which.is given by the general expression: 
PBE = PBE = / 1 0 (1 + r + a + ra)~ t dt; "r" i s the target rate of 

return (i.e., 20 per cent in both 1990 and 2000); "a" i£ the decline 
rate (i.e., 6 per cent ih 1990, growing at 12.7 per cent, p.a., 

129/ Fór á discussion óf  this manner of estimating longrrun supply" 
costs» refer to M. Adelman, The; World Petroleum Market, published 
for Resources for the Future by the Johns Hopkins University 
Press, Baltimóre and Londonj 1972, pp. Í48-í77 and, especially 
pp. 48-53 and p. 72v . ? < • 

/reaching a 
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reaching a level óf 19.8 per cent in the year 2000) ;. "N" i s ten years 
(i.e;, from 199Ó tó 20oH)C"in Í990TTs O.tó'dbilkre bf '19^5 p'er 
barrel; O0 iñ 1990 is" 0.1*2? dollars" of ' í f e per l3arrél'and CD in'1990 
is 0.273 dolíate óf" 1975 per íbarrel'.lW"" ^ 

Letting the decline rate' in 2000'* ( a ? 0 0 0 ) be' 0.198 ¿equalfe 
.06 (1.127) and substituting wheré necessary, the level of long-run 
supply cost in Saudi Arabia in the year 20Ó0 is 1.26 dollars of 1975 
per barrel, FOÉi Ras Tanura: 

,10(I»b.l98t0.20.0.20,0.l98)"tdt '' 1 - 0 6 

o ' v'.V.jít. 
: — y ; 

= 1.26. " + 0.127 {0.20+0.198 K/1.06 \x7I+O.198Y 

In other words, ,if the, decl.jn^ rate in. Saudi Arabia increased. from 
6 per cent in 199° to 19.8 per cent in the year 2000, then the level .of 
long-run supply cost there would rise. from 0.40 in 1990 to- 1.26 dollars of 
1975 per barrel in 2000. As a rough approximation, ît̂  is^a^um¡ed ̂ here 
that the level of lopg-run supply ícoste .'(including/ pipeline cost) will be 
no higher3han T2".pÓ dollars o£ 1975 ¿per ̂ átrel.ín Saudi Arabia in the year 
2000. Not co.neidering/pipeline costs, Hhis assumption would imply a decline 
rate of about 27 per cent there in: the.yeár 2000 a derived figure, whxbh is 
eurely, upward-biased, and in al l probability Very márkedly so. 

Earlier, the conclusión was drawn that the Persian Gulf countries 
alone Could probably satisfy the demand for internationally traded 
crude oil i f this gréw at 5 per cent per annum during l$78r&u00"I*"' But 
what would be the implications for Venezuela, for example,a relatively 
high-óóst OPEO'producer, oí this 2.00'dollárs; per bárrél estímate •" > 
(in 1975 dollars'^ of 'máximum incremental éupply- bost of1 Saudi. Arabian 
light crude oil in the year 2000 i f Venezuela too were exporting» crude 

130/ The., valué of C to* 1985, i^the^ cáse of 'Saudi Arabifi.,' as. estimated 
by AdelmanV. wa;s. -0¿̂ 0 dollárs of 1968, (Exhibit.' 5.4) ; his' estíbate of 
,C0 in 19.85 was '0.Ó7Í;; ápllárs .of 1 9 0 (It?id. V p(. ;73> ; Cp .by * 
substractiorí. Costs in 'dollars of 1968 were conyertedr tV dollars 
of 1975 using the price índex presented In Exhibit 58, the estimate 
of C being rounded from O.358 to 0.40 dollars of 1975 per barrel, 
as explainéd earlier (see footnote 127). 

/oi l in 
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oil in a perfectly competitive world oil market? Assuming a freight 
advantage for Venezuela over the Persian Gulf for crude oil deliveries 
to the United States East Coast in the year 2000 of 0.35 dollars (of 
1975) per barrel, the 2v00 doll;ars ;,figure v?.<?uld ,set a .competitive 
cost limit oh Tenezuelan production' of crude oil for sale in.that 
market of 2.35 dollars of 1975 per barrel in -that year.„ Adelman 
éstimated that dúriiig -1966-1968 máximum long-run incremeptal supply 
costs in Venezuela-were 0.462 (current) dollars per barrel (Exhibit 54). 
Adjusting this cost-figure toe1975 dollars 131/ yields 0.91.dollars 
of 1975 pér^bafrel.^ T h i s i s á n estimate of the per barrel long-run 
supply cost of crude oil produced;.in\Venezuela-in 1966. in 1975 . 
dollars* Thus;,~ i f the level of;Venezuela's long-run supply costs 
increased'by '2.3 per cent p.á". during 1966-2000, i t would hit the 
ceiling (iie.-, the máximum long¡-Tun supply price) imposed on it in the 
year 2000 by virtüé of -the fact that Sau¡di Arabia's long-run supply 
cost had rasen to 2.00 dollars vp'f-.1975- ¡per . barrel (FOB Ras .Tanura) 
in the yeai1 2000 (with the iassumed real, freight advantage of 0.35 
dollars of 1975'in; that year- for, crud-e-pil sales to i^e United .States 
Éást Coast) i" ;Thís 2.3 per eeütr fig\ir,etois an estimare of • —». 
degree of -lincreÉéing scárcity.of Yeness^elan crude,. oil o.?i average, 
dtt&Lng. 1.966-2000 that would be consistent with. the 2.00 dollars 
(of 1975) per barrel cóst figure (FOB) for Saudi Arabia crude oil 
in the-year 2000.' Mány oíd fields in Venezuela would probably be 
rendered uncompétitive by this price in.the year, 2000,..but many new 
ones would not, and thé latter would thus-displace the¡. former. 

By way of summary, the price of $audi Arabian crude. oil (FOB 
Ras Tanura) could fall as low as 0.40 (1975). dollar? per barrel in the 
year 1990 and a nationalized oil company there would, s.till have an 
economic incentive to launch, new development and/or. exploration 
programmes for crude oil export in the future, Below that price, even 

131/ The index used for this ^operation is the international consumer 
price index (1970=10.0) as reported in: International Monetary 
Fund, International Financial Statistics, May 1977, p« 551• The 
1966 valué of ibis index was üi.b and the 1975 valué was 141.3. 

• " v " .. ; > /a nationalized 
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a nationalized oil* producing industry would pros,pe.ctively;.lose 
economically by undertaking crude oil deveiopment prográmeles with 
exports in view. Depending on expected costs, ho.vever, even in this 
situation the State might find it economica.lly. defensible to explore 
for and produce new óii. This would be the case i f the long-^un 
incremental cost óf so dóing were less than 2.00 (1975) dollars per 
barrel in the yeár 2000 (i.e., the levelized sum pf deveiopment and 
operating costs péj* barrel in that year). 

Weighted average taxes and royalties repeived; per barrel of 
Saudi'"Arabian light crude oil were 12.04, .dollars in July 1977 -
(Exhibit 51), or 10.25 dollars per barrel in 19.75 prices. Adding 
10.25 dollars tóf 1975) "to the 0.40 dollars (of 4975) per barrel 
figure for makimum ibrig-run supply cost of crude, oil, from Saudi Arabia 
ih 1990 yields áú' estimate of the minimum P.ric? (FOB... Has: Tanura), 
in 1975 dollars, that a private oil company wpu3.d have to receive in 
1990 on the sale"of óii"purchased from the.Saudi Arabian government 
under current conditioris of tax and royalty payments and with máximum 
jlong-ruh supply coát'of this crude oil prevailing at that time: the 
minimum price thüs estimated is 10.65 dollars pf 1975 per barrel, 
FOB Ha'é  Tántíra*. '"'Utié  comparable financial floqr of , the- price .under 
the assümption óf c'ónstant host government taje-take per barrel for 
the private óil'cótípany in the year 2000 is 12.25 dollar^, óf,. 1975 
per" feárrfel, FOB feas'- Tanura. v . r r 

'Sales-by private companies át prices below 10.65 (1975) dollars 
per ba^rél (FOB Ras Tanura) in 1990 and below 12.25 (1975) dollars 
in.the yéar 2000 would take place only i f the. weighted average level 
of tax and1 royalty payments per barrel were reduced. accordingly., For 
this reasón, and in that limited sense, 10.65 dollars is. the financial 
floor price in 1990 for a prbfit-oriented company .moving Saudi A-rabian 
crude oil. As just notéd, however, the economic floor price for 
direct sales by the State is neither 10.65 in 1990 npr-,12.25 
in 200Ó, but, rather 0.40 dollars (of 1975) í>er barrel in 1990 and 
2.00 dollars (of 1975.) $er barrel iñHthe ;^«ár-r2000r both; figures 
FOB Ras TanUra. Thé reason for this difference between the financial 

x /and the 
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and thé economic floór prices is simply that taxes and royalty payments, 
which are financiar costs to private oil "companies, are not economic 
costs to a State- o i l company.' , . ; 
( i i i ) The minimum; long¿rün: supply cost of synthetic .oil through the 

year 2000 , •:;•.:'.•• „• -

Thé uppe-K economic limit to the price of natural crude oil 
producéd for sale-in thé world"ÍBarket is the minimum price for it at 
which it'becómes feasiblé to búild facilities today for the supply of 
substitutes for natural crude oi l in large quantities in the future.132/ 
The substitutes for natural "crude oil are synthetic crude -oils 
produced frotó coal'or shale.133/ Five points must be kept in mind when 
discussing this upper limit on the price of natural crude: 

First, this limiting price is not now the profit-maximizing 
price on the sale of natural crude oil in the world market. Today, 
the price at which large-scale supplies of synthetic crude oil would 
be forthcomingí.iSijStill above the ímarket price'of internationally 

;'•*, - ^ ' - .-IT.. ^ . • • ' • 
132/ Anotherapproách:• to' eátimáting 'the:: upper limit-of the price of 
v " . the mosfe Iikely weighted 

average price of refined products that would produce a valué of 
refined product sales so low. that crude oil would not-be produced 

, ahd-Trefinéd to!" sátisfry 'it. /Long before this sdtüátion would be 
reached', however,/synthetic crude oils,would have entered the 

, ' world oil market iá competition wijh oil products refined from 
natural crude óil. Henee, the.effective Upper limit ón the 

' price of natural crudé oil i s taken here as the limit given by 
rr -the minimum price for natural crude oil at whicih synthetic crude 

.oils will enter the market on a signifi,cant scale. 

1^3/ Synthetic oil may also be produced from; tar sahds, but owing to 
-the lack of cost data on producing, oil from tar.-sáhds this 
technblogy will nót be discussed here. ; Xn any event, the 
conclusions reached on the basis of cost data for producing oil 
from shale shoUld,be more or less-comparable with. the case of 
tar sands, owing 

w 
the basic similárity of the two conversión 

pjrocésses. -v. - • . * "• '• 
/traded crude 
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traded crude oil. 12&/ 135/ If" the: ma.ior teiníde oil-exportlng countries 
are motivated, ínter alia, by profit^ttíaximization, which seems to this 

* • - ' : j » * •"• i f • • . . ' 
"auth'Si?' to be-a" r e a s o h a b l e a s s ü m p t i o n » : , t h a t the price 
of natural crude oil, as endorsed by the OPEC member>countries, has 
been set keeping the pr'icé ófí-ts sübstitutes in mind. The actual 
selection of a tárget market price fór world crude oil.by these 
countries, however, iéprOperly the; íésult Of examining the expected 
impact on profitability as the príce;for their natural crude oil in 
the world oil market is v á r i é f r . • -V:: . 

Second, the ie^elized'iñinimuftr.lbng^run supply cost of synthetic 
crude oil fixes" the u^er ilihi't'bn'thé price 'Of natural crude oil 
oniy i f the syhthetic oi l i s teóld cotopetitivély. I f this condition 
i s not met'(say, if" ¿"ynthetíb oil éuppliers respected the QPEC-endorsed 

134/ With the official State price of Saudi Arabian light crude oil 
at 11.51 dollars per barrel (FOB Ras Tanura) in September 1976, 

'Ath¿ Pétiktáina -group suspende^ e^^^ "its' ol í sands 
* fflíniag-éitractiotí plant.in ;AÍberta,-V6ja^^.'' ;Tbis follotóéd. a 

'comparable» >shútrdown d^eision by¡Shell "is ^anádá; See: "New 
: Tréñdin 041 Sands PlanniñgV, Petroleum /jScbnómist, Vol. XLII I, 

' 10^ October. 1976, p»- 398f - . .'. '.... V-. 

135/' " South Africa is one of the countries mpst expe!rienced in the 
' prbduétion of synthetic fuels from coal. A new syhthetic oil 
projéét was approved th.ere in 1^75 with a coal input of kO  thousand 
tons per day at a time: when .the price of Saudi Áralbian light crude 
oil wás 11.51 dollars per barrel;,' FOB Ras Taiiura (Exhibit 51). 
This project is up to three times larger than the first one, which 
has been in operation for twenty years. This second synthetic oil 
project was approved for- comple-tion in 19-81. Aside frbm non-
ehergy by-products,.. the r40 thousand tons of coal input per day 
will yield bO thousand, abarréis, of motor fuel output per day. 
Reportedly, South Africa plans to pover b'etweén 40 and 60 per 
cent óf i ts >fuel needs from coaí<by .1981, br. about triple the 
present rate, at a.total cost of 1.7 to 1.9 :billion dollars. See: 
World Petroleum Report 1976, Vol. XXII-197¿, pp. 98-99; The 
International Petroleum Encyclopedia 1976, (The Petroleum 
Publishing Co., 1976), p. 131. 

/price line) 
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price line),l¿6/ then the supply cost of synthetic crude oil would 
be inoperative as an upper limit on the price of natural crude r,oil, 
leaving the profit-maximizing price as the only binding ceiling on 
the price of natural crude oi l, which .it is .economically spesdcing -
in the first place. . -

Third, as was done in the .case of estimating the lower.limits 
on the price of natural crude oil,, i t is once a.gain nec?ssa,ry to . 
distinguish between finaneially and .economically imposed upper limits, 
on the price of natural crude. oi l . The finaneially imposed upper 
limit on the price of natural crude, oil is .the minimum levelized cost 
per barrel (including opportun.ity cost c>f invested funds) to a. private 
oil company of supplying synthetic crude .oil,. using a discount rate 
that properly accounts for tthe opportunitsr cost of capital and the , 
assessed economic.risk. and uncertainty. inherent in the. project., ; ¡ F.or f 
a private oil company, taxes, rpyalties and, rent payments for the use 
of otherwise useless land must be included as.relegant financial 
costs in the evaluation of the minimum acceptable,. cost of supplying 
synthetic oil. In.the case of.. a Statf„ oil pprpor.atji.on, hOjWever» these 
charges (and possibly. pthers^ as. w p l l ) are , ecoaprnice^y^irrel^vant in 
the calculation of its. minimum supjply price of. synthetic ,pil. 137/ . 
Henee, whether the ownership of the synthetic oil industry, is ia 
private or in State hands is of paramount impor̂ .â ce .in ga,uging the. . 
supply response to price in the synthetic pil. business. The implication 
of this distinction between financially and economically. relevantltcosts 
is that typically the minimum long-run supply cost (FOB cónversion 
plant) of synthetic crude oil is given by the price for natural crude 

136/ In this connexion, in 1975 th§ Canadian Government, apparently 
agreed, inter a-lia, to the sáíe ,at "world prices" of synthetic 
crude from the Syncrudé"project^basedon tar sands theré. The 
projecé would also befreré- óf; putput cóntrols and exempt from 
"...táx measur.es in the current federal budget which imposed 
"double-'taxation1; on oil companies". ?artners with the Canadian 
government is this project at that time were Exxon* s Imperial Oil 
Gulf Oil, and Cities áervice. , .See: ."Cañada Steps ? In to Salvage 
future oí Tar Sands Gil"," Petroleum intelligence Weeklyt.,rVol.XIV, 
NO 6, 10 February.1975, p.~"51 

137/ Also the degree to which the discount factor is adjusted upward 
for certain categories of risk (e.g.,expropriation of assets and 
profits) will be less in the case of a public than of a private 
comoration. 
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oil át which a State fu?¿, Corporation'WbUld" be induced to enter the 
markélt : as a suppliqr, synthetic oil-oh* á-large scalev(i«e.., on 
a scale large enough to put down títie fpVíce óf natural ..crude oi l ) . 

Fcíí'rth, there are; operation today only a few. synthetic oil 
pilot plants and a handful of synthetic ó i l operations, a l l of them 
small in scale and p-robably none óf them profitable on a total-cost 
basis. In short, the synthetic crude oil business is. st.ill a nascent 
one, and at present i tdoes not cónStitúté á significant threat to 
the maintenance of the., OPEC-supportéd |>i,ii¿e structure fpr world oi l. 
With a mi»imum lead time of, say, a decáde befare a synthetic fuel 
industry can be created,138/ the pricébf synthetic pil would not 
become an operationaj..,limit on ühe price bf^natiural pyude oil, assuming 
compétitively priced, supplies of synthetic ói l, until at the earliest 
the ünétles'.'even i f % today, investméh^"fcibmmitments in the synthetic 
oi l business .were being made on á gt-and scále*: Until the nineties 
át leáét, then,. pro.fit^maximizatioñ- will remain the only operationally 
bindiiig fo-rcé o îcthe .|>rice of natural btudei oil in...the world market; 
which i t ' i ^ to; begin .with, of'couraé.; - ! > 

Fifth,,. the0pric§ of natural'crude oi l can rise above the minimum 
supply cbst of synthptic oi l . Thát cost i s npt a,,limit in the strict 
sense bf the wo.rd,; but i t is a limit in the se^se that i f the price 
of natural crude oi l rises. above it, it will trigger the growth.of 
the synthetic oi l industry. 

With these points in mind, then, what appears to be the"minimum 
long-run supply cost of synthetic oil now, in 1990, and in thé year 

;.,2poo? •••"» - •. .... 

138/ See: "United States: JSynfuél Plan", Petroleum Economist, 
,Vol.';3ttíIT, RQ 2, Februái;y'a976, p.= 5&1 See also, United States 
Department of Interior,. Energy Perspectives,. 1.975. p« 184, in 
which the following estimte for the leadrtirae of an individual 
plaht is prpvided,: J'F.ivé, years is. the best available estimate of 
the average íead'time néeded for completión of a shale oil 
produption pgeration. " This"léad: time- assumefe á concurrent 

• ácrtiyi^ies scíiétfÜié. Plant .con&tructiqn áctlVity should take 
apprqixipiately k 'yé'árs"¿,v v,v ¡ 

*<~i-¿ , ''v'"' '••••.y&etailefti-cost 
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Detailed cost estioates for mid-1973 are available for a variety 
of processes for producing distinct combinations of refined oil 
pródüCts from and for producing synthetic crude oil from shale«139/ 
Thfís discussion. will. ber limite<i to the ̂ estipated long-run supply cost 
of producing 'thé following: first, n¡aphtha and fuel oil, the major 
producto refined from laâ ural crude oil, from a coal conversión plant 
¿itéd in the Eenhsylvania qpal .miping 3re^, with the coal mine and 
the coñversioncplant' owned' by the rsame cprpora,tion, prívate i¿ one 
cáse, State in the ¡ o.tfeerj and,: secpnd,. synthetip. crude oil from a 
plant located . in.1 the área., of the,. Colorado., shale oil deposits, with 

• • ..«-,•».».. ¿ lU  ? • • .  *"••". ; ^ - , . 
j.  : :,r., 

both' the- ©hale extractijon- plant and fthe conversión plant owned by the 
same corporatiohí, in the>rp.ne case-, prívate and, in the other, public. 
Appendix A presente the assumptions underlying the various estimates 
of mínimum  lon^run ..supply cof ts. of; producing oil from coal and shale 
as presented i n Exhibit .55» •>,-, , j . . 

A number ofofactors should.be npted.,about the methodológy used 
to calcúlate the summary . cost.,estimates,,presented fin Exhibits 55 and 
56. " : • - - - i-,' ; . . I 

-• •••'• -'••i: .;• ! .;..•• j. . : ,. . ,, . ... 
First, the .original;" d§ta on£.Jfhiph_ these cost estimates are based 

relate to; £ricés*scoé.ts,iaja(i tef^aolpgy.. of mi^-1973« Long-run supply 
costs in sub^ ê'quent years-were .a^prpximp.t^d by, decreasing the level 
of mi-nifnum supply cost- in 19-73. by, one per cent per annum, aftér tíaving 
converted that cost from 19.73- to 1975 dollars,, using as the deflator 
"the industrial goocbs component. of the, United States wholesale price 
iridex. ! •= . . . . . . ' 

Second, the original cost data implicitly assumed a cdnstant 
acquisition cost for coal:and shale. This aesumption probably imparte 
a downward bias to the resulting estimate of coal costs over time. 
139/ See: K.C. Vyas and W.W. Bodle, "Cbal and oil-shale oil conversión 

looks better", Oil'and Gas Journal,'.24 March 19751 PP* 45-54. 
See also Appendix ,A. of this study, which presents some of the 
data and, assumptions tabled in this joúrnai árticle. 

- •..< , ... „ •.. ' /A bimilar • 
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A similá*'hialá i/S contained iir-'thé fíáhdsóWé ^fefdif  áSsumed for the 
sale of by-products in the cáse ot̂ fci&l̂ aad t̂w.ía? les'eer -.extent̂  shale. 
Bbth bléLíses work in favour óf thé •eálciulatéd ^mpet&fciveness ¡of :these 
•two synthetiC' oil technolbgieS-»5 Itt ádditión, théOriginal'.coa! •••; sl'T 
estímate takesr no positiori on'^iiíoducMvity: gairis-í sbecáuse; "thé*>oErl?itíts 
cójísiaere<£ are" only for'>the -year !-'O^r-^imev' however, this 
considerátioh shoilLd líe treated; eXplioitly f  and' this is partly behind 
thé: oné per óetet peí* ;attnUm reduct"idiíf:iin feiígg&y ooiste during 1973-2000. 
With these comente in •foi'ád'r  thoéé  who béli'é'vé that another rate 
is^áppropriáte i»ay easi"I>f; récd¡m£tfté the -úni't oog't ¡figures' for 1977< 

-'1990, aníd 2000 accórdingly. a.'s.í-;? -m. ., 
• ' ? Third, thé é!stimátesl';of tíh'e mittimu '̂stip'ply ;cost of synthetic- oil 
aré fox relátively Vffitfiehtv  planté'' ^" SCalé1' that was probably more 

léss léast-cost for íithé • ifidustr'y "in' -Each -plant was assuifoed 
to be sited nearly large quantities of goáií gradé:raw material ( i . e., 
PennsylVátíiá cóal-á'nd ColotÉLá&>'Bhálé)\ ^Mithi-ree^ect to plant scale, 
• the •''coal' óófcvéráion-plant -produces-3^ ánd ̂ l3 thousand barréis per day 
of fuel oil and náphtha respectively, while the shale oi l plant 
prodüG'es 55 ?tüéusárid ' barréis p̂ér day of ̂ syrfthetic.; crude oil. Although 
plante óf this sdále' - were ̂ tóose ór-Xesá l«ast-*cost plants ;in 1973, 
óvér timé, #ith-'téchnOl'ogi-e4al progrese;'- the least^cost plant will 

-jteóbábly inc'tfesse in scale over timé. I i is hoped that "theaone^per 
céñt per annúm réduction íáTeál cost pér'unit'of outputínoted above 
will capturév>the ássociated reductións-in* unit cost as this óccurs^ 

Fourth, the estimates of minimura supply cost presented in.:> 
E¿hifei-ts 55 and-56-are onlypartially helpful becauefé these data are 
presented FOB thé? synthetic;:"oil.,.producing site.roPbviously,; tb©. . -
long-run supply-cost of:ocean;oil trariáport muát be entéred .specifically 
as well as any other inland transport and related costs i f valid 
competitive comparisons are to be made between the minimüm £óng-rün 

'•>'-• '' "» (.'<•• •;<,i\. i''--",* Vi • • ••• • •« • .'i ' ' supply price to| s^n.thetic oil, the é^ppcted márket price (CIF-K-» 
of natural: crude oil át any, gi»vén cTil"cónsümiig^oentre.. . Additionally, 
adjustment has not been maEe'fortÜe'inherlht^áSviSi in lóng-run 

/refining costs 
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refining costs when naphtha and fuél oil are produced from coal or for 
the additional refining costs involved in processing low-gravity 
synthetic crude oil of relatively high sulphur contê t.., For these 
reasons', the costs presented in Exhibits £5 fhd 56 should be taken as 
very rough indications of what they purport to.measure. The interested 
reader'is advised tó make his own estimates of,these additional and 
importaát' eléméhts of cost as they appear appropriate for specific 
oil consuming centres in which synthetic and natural crudé oil will 
be competing with each other in the future. 

Givén these caveáts, the figures presented in Exhibits 55 and 56 
point to thé foiiowing conclusions: , 

First, estimated minimum  supply .eost/3, for synthetic.,.oil produced 
by the State corporation are significantly below the- cpjnparable levels 
for1 the private'-sectdr plaht for alí.discount rates employed and; for 
both coal attd shalel . ... 

Second, the minimum  supply costs of producing oil. from coal are 
significáátly below the comparable costs of producing it from shale in 
thevcáóe of both thé*public and private companies and for all discount 
rates'employéd'. 

Third, if' coal xs purchased at arms-length by, aot independent 
coal-to-oil ¿briversion. plant, the resulting level ..pf supply cost . for 
syáthetfc oil from it is far above the. level of the rcases in which coal 
is prodúced and converted to synthetic o,il by . the ..same ,,int$grated 
corporation. In fact, a private-secto;r synthetic oil plant standing 
on its own competitive feet and buying its coal in the open; market would 
apj>ea"r to be á monumentally bád investment. Integratiop back .into coal 
prbdUction, or State protection, appears to be a necessary condition 
for the financial viability of private-sector coal-based synthetic oil 
projeets. 

Fourth, it should be recognized that if an oil cpippany were 
considering this kind of investment, the minimum  supply cost of its 

/synthetic oil 



synthetic. oil be increased s4l.es pjf fsyi?thetie oil displaced 
its sales of; natural crude oil. ; r ; / ': 

Fifth,,the operational upper liinit on the price of natural 
crüde oil is takea here as cprrespondingta the casein which a 
State corporation produces oil from coal wi¡th ,-a 20, per cent 
opportunity cost of capital" and- with ¿accefs -to it§ own coal at 
"cost (approximated at 0.3Q dollars per million BTU in;1973 dollars) 
held constant purpo&ely to f^your the. compe.titiveness of this 
kind of synthetic oil project against !®atui;al crudetoil supplies. 
As shown in Exhibits 55 ; a n d t h i s limiti4JV 1977 is ,16*34 dollars 
of 1975 per barrel (FOB Pennsylyania .,p!$nt)̂  4 ,fallingr;to 14.05 r 
in 1990 and tien to 12.71 dollars .;.(pf .1975) pe? barrel in. the year , 
2000, all fiares FOB-the coal .conversión plant» 

Thus i- if .'the price of ̂ natural, ;crupié pilis.below these. 
levels of cost in those years (not considering trangp.oijt and other 
cóstsv as-noted-previoüaly)-* it will-. jaot provoke.,the ^upply ?f. 
synthetic oilvfrom c'Oal by :Staté ppr.pô atipns?. But rif the price 
of natural . crudei.oili rises. t.Otthis,. level ?pf cost . or above* it , 
will provoke the formation of a synthetic oil industry based pn 
coal* xTbe.-data in.Exhibit 55 shpuld ¿prove Jielpful tp-j tbose who 
wish to- choose. a diffeirent opportunity, co,st of . capital , than. 
20 per cent, as well as. to-those who, wish -to (p̂ <>pse;,a diff.erent 
! delivered cost of coal to the conversión plant» rJBxh¿l>it.t£5 .also. 
í shows the leVel of, mínimum.  sup,pl.y;. posts for a prívate corporation 
comparable* to<. thé cases genera,teíd-for p;; St̂ te-sjnthetic,. oil 
supplier. ' •-.•'>• .• .. •.-.,. ,-. .,,-,,, 

Fifth, additional:calculations indícate that.if the delivered 
price oí imported crude oil remained at 12.42 dollars of 1975 per 

/barrel 140/ 



barrel 140/ over the l ife of the project, and i f a twenty per : 
int.ejnál ^ rs^^retfV'^KsiTthc!- deliveréd cost 
of cdál 'to'-á^St'áte'cóal^onver^ t'ó" (but not 
above) 2.38 dollárs (of 1975) per short ton withoufe threatening 
the economic viability of the, Sta-te's investment in~the synthetic 
oil plari't. This would imply an ecpnomic .cosít ofcoál in curirent 
dollárs of 'léss than 3.Q0 dollárs pê ; short ton, whiéh i s a 
prohibitively low cost figure, throughout the wOrId. In short,! 

a twenty per cent target rate of.return;would destroy project' 
viability in'this case. With a fifteen per >.cent • internal rate 
of rettirn requirement,. the comparable cut-ofl jcost of coal 
(CIF the conversión plant) would be 8.01 dollárs (of 1975) 'per ' 
short ton. This works out to an economic.cost of less thán' 
11 dollárs pér short ton in current dollárs, which i& restrictivé 
but not a prohibitively low. cost level. -J> . 

l4p/ TÜis is equivaíent to the State official price of Saudi 
... Arabian light crude oi l (FOB Ras Tanura) in 1975 dollárs 

per barrel plus fifteen per cent. * 

/ ( iv) Prospeqts 
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(iv) Prospecte /for c han-ge in th,e, crude pil producing industry and. " 
in the energy policies of the oil-importinff industrial? "¡ed 
countries' over the forébast •hbrizbh'- ' -' 

(a) . Introduction 
The previous discussion led to the conclusión that the 

economically imposed lo^er limit on the price of Saudi Arabian light 
crude oil in 1990 will be of the order of 0.4Ó dollars per barrel in 1990 
and, in the year ¿000, .2.00 follars per barrel, both figures in 
dollars of 1975 ancl FOB Ras „Tanura. A Saudi Arabian State oi l 
company wpuld continué ô add to capacity through more develbpméñt 
work with market price (FOB) at the§e levels in those years, but 
i t would not do.so at.lower.prices. These are the economic floor 
prices in thpsg years for.. State sales of crude o i l ' by this country 
in the v/orld.pfrkelt. ,The.finanpially imposed minimum price in 1990 
for internationally traded crude oil is jthe company's tax-paid cost, 
however, which is estimated to be about 10.65 dollars of Í975 barre!, 
FOB Ras Tanura. An oil company will not purchase crude oil at 
this price to sell i t for less. Thus, i t was concluded that i f the 
weighted average government take per barrel on Saudi Arabian light 
crude oi l in April 1977, converted to dollars of 1975, remained 
constant through the year 2000, a private oi l company would not 
purchase crude oil from the State oil company there for sale in the 
world market at less than 10.65 dollars per barrel in 1990 ñor at 
less than 12.25 dollars per barrel in 2000, both prices in 1975 
dollars FOB Ras Tanura. With market prices below these levels in 
those years, government take per barrel on sales to private oil 
companies would have to be reduced i f the companies there..w.er.e. to....... 

continué to purchase crude oil .fromthe State qorporation for resale 
in the wóíld'Oil íraárket. • • . • ¿- . .. .;.;.,,..• • 

Additionally, the market price (in dollárs of 1975) of natural 
crude oil could rise to 10.26 dollars per barrel in 1990 and to 9«28 
dollars in the year 2000 (both figures FOB the Pennsylvania coal 
conversión plánt) without provoking large-scale supplies of synthetic 

/oil from 
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oil from coal by State corppra.tions. Above those, limits, however 
large-scale BtUpplies pf eynthetic .oil .from coal might be forthcoming 
from > State Lcorporations.The comparable trigger prices of natural 
crüdé oil for prívate synthetic oil §uj>pliers are 24.48 and 21.06 
dollárs.of.1975» FOB.̂ he oi l conversión p^ant, in 1990 and 2000. 

(b)< ghánges >in the world crudé oil producing industry over 
the forecast horizon 

What. changes are expected over the néxt 'two décádés in the 
structure of the world crude oil industry afta in thé cbmplex of 
energy policies in the industrialized bil-importing cbilntries? How 
are these changes likely to impact ori thé ínarket price o'f 
internationally, traded crude oil!, keeping in iúiiid tiíésé^ finaneially • 
and économicalljr imposed constraxrits bñ i ts market price? This 
price is now 12.,09 (current) dollárs' per Tsarrel or 10.80 dollárs per 
barrel in 1975 prices, FOB Ras Tanura. 

One change can be identifieá Vi'th certainty: the current 
price-cqst gap in world oi l will bring about an íncreáéé in its supply, 
straining OPEC's control over i t and puttihg'its price under strong 
downward pressure over time. Thé próblem 'in^&lved here i s nbt that 
of identifying the direction of the supply response; th,a.t is. already 
'Observable ¿ ftl/ ~ The" problettf i s : tp ;.quiántiíy;-andidate.f tha.t..réS.p£nsé 
with réspéct ;tp i ts impáct ó¿ the> price of world ;pil», , ..., , .• 

Large ¿volumes of orude oil that pould nbt havé! béén écohomically 
exploited béfore 1973 Cáñ noto -be developed, produced and^broiíght to 
seaboard- for export at unit costs far beíow the current price of tíorld 
oil. In short, i t now makes sense economi'cally to under take many 
exploration and dévelopmént projects that would have been rej,ected 

1 • ' . . . i r.  ^ . • 

prior to 1973. What, then< are the prospeóts for an increased supply 
of world crudé' oi l in response to the.current price-cost .gap?. 

There are .two majpr ^roúps ofJccuntries that producé crude oil 
for the worlá market otheí than the group of OPSC countries? first, 

141/ -See i "World Oil Production" Gains by Hon-OPSC Sources", Petroleum 
" Ecpaomi^tv-VÓl». XUAPi/ N?. 8, August 1977.» PP-: 297:, < 323 and '329. 

• •. - : • : ' /the group 
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the group of centrally planned economies and, sec.ond, the remaining 
group of largely developing, oil-exporting countries. 

The centrally planned cqun^ries.(USSR, Éástértf-'Europe, and 
China) are one of thé major potentifl sources of non-OPEC; o,il during 
the eighties. Excluding intra:«r,egipnal trade, this group,-pfcountries 
exported on a net basis 'about 635 and, 795 thousahd barréis of crude 
oil and refihed-oil prédticts per day in 1976, respectively, or about 
2 and 15 per cent of 'world- exports-
year. 142/ The bulk ofthese intérregibn^, ex j^ 
form of Soviet sales of crüde bil' aúd. refined products to' Western 
Europe. The evidence suggesté-that this group of cóuñtriés-has not; 
been using price discounting a¥ a means.. of> p.romoting oil exports, -
but, rather, has been profitirtg handsqmely ,by accomodating itself 
to thecvirrent price strüctüré for~wprld ,o£l. I t is expécted that, 
as long as they remain nét oil'éxporters* ^he .centrally planned 
countries will continué tó see thei¿r econo.mic interest- in supporting 
the' ©PEGrendor.sed price lineV -

This., group of countríésr may encounter difficulties in the future 
in expanding. i ts crude oil' éx-pórt®, hoye ver» 1^5/ In fact, some . 

142/ BP.Statistical Re îew of the.World Oil Industry Í976» 10. o ! 
Interregiohal importe and exports of crude /bil b y . r t h e ¿peritrally 
planned economies averaged 365 áñd 1,000 thousand barréis p ^ 'day» 

í re-spéctively, in 1976; het crude oil imports in Í97-6 were, 
therefore^'635 thousand barréis daily. Imports and, exports of 
refined oi l products in 1976 by these countries were 20 and 815 
thousand barréis per day, respectively. '' 

14^/ See: "Energy Prospecta for Eastern Europe", Energy Policy, 
Vol. 4, NQ 2, June 1,976PP- 119-129; "Primary Energy Production 
in the ÜSSR", Energy Policy, Vol. 3v NS -3, September 1975, 
pp. .223-224; U. S. Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 
United States Senate., .Geopolitics of Energy,- Energy Publication 
NQ 95-1?-January 1977, p. 141. A*W. Wright, "The Soviet Union 
in World Energy Markets"-,'in E.W.. Erickson and L. Wavérman, 
The Energy ' Questión,. Vol. 1, (University of Toronto Prpss, 1974) 
pp. 85-99; and T.G. Rawski', "China and Japan in the World Energy 
Economy", Ibid, pp. 101-119. "CIA D.oubts China will Play a 
Major Oil Export Role", Petroleum íntelligerice Weekly, Vol, XVI, 
N9 28, 11. July 1977, p. 1; and "World Oil Shortage Looms in 
Early 'SOs.CÍA Study Wstrna", Petroleum Intellirg;enee..Jííe.ekly, 
Vol,. XVI, m Í7, 25 April 1977, \ r 

/authorities believe 
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authorities believe that the ÜSSR will have difficulties maintaining 
its position as a net oil exporter (above and beyond i ts oi l exports 
to Eastern Euro.pe) in the >eighties, although thére is a wide variety 
of opinion qn ,thi.s account.; T̂p the extehd ttíat the ÜSSR does rely 
in the future ;on imports fnoto the World crude oil market on a net 
basis, it,would be under .economic préissuré to secure these imports at 
least cost by pitting crude'oil sellers, both'State and corporate, 
against onê  another for Soviet contracts áhd thereby putting downward 
pressüre on ther price of world cii 1.144/ On the Other hand, to the 
extent that the USSR-sf&n-,continué to rélease indigenous oi l for export 
to countries other than in ;East Európé-during the ninetiés, this 
potential downward pressüre on the price of wPfrld bi l would not be 
activated. ...••••.' '•'-'••' 

I t does. not iseem-that , in the "ággtégaté'i increased crude oil 
output for the w.cffld ;market from the ó-ther groUp o'f óll-exporting 
countries will put lQPEGí's control of supply under Ünmánageable strain 
during .the, eighties>' ; F.or.; example , crüde oil exports' in 1975 by 

... • c -. 

countries other than the! cantrally'pláfcñed ;écónomies were about 25.0 
million jarréis per day ,- of which abOüt 24.0 "tnillion'barréis per day 
were accounted for by;the 13 member countries of OPÉC. I f crude oií 
exports in 1975 of'¿9»p;.^13.¿®»'barrelé-pé^:ááy--Trom-t'he''Dhiteo States 
and Cañada (hoth,pf ^hich will probably be:~hét oil im'pórters over the 
next two decades) are excluded from thé réinainiñg'1.0 million barréis 
per day,. a residual -of about 400 thóüsand barréis per day "is left.145/ 

144/ In a competitive market for world oi l, the entry of the ÜSSR as 
a crude oil importer would imply higher prices,, given a positively 
inclined supply function. However, the world crude oil market is 
not now, and is not expected to be, bné' bf :perfeCt competition. 
In the actual market for vrorld oi l, howe-wer,-. with i ts price fhr-
above i ts supply cost' to begin with,,reflepting the severe 
restraint on' competition, the sanie increase in1" demand for world 
oil would leave i ts price logically indeterminant: i t might Jrise, 
fáll, or stay the samé. The outcome in this case will depend gn 
the change in the volume of oi l offered by sellers in the world oi l 
market in response to the increase in the demand for it.-Thus, the 
question is the degree to which crude pil suppliers resist the ; -
temptation to cut price to get Soviet sales, "stiould that country 
becone a crude oil importer.. . • •.«•..'.. ... f i - -

145/ Figures en OPEC country exports pf crude' oi l were tak'en from 
; Exhibit 52.: All other figures were taken from BP Statistical 

Review of .the. World^Oil Industry,• 1976 issue, R.19 and 1975 
issue, p. 10. 
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These 400thousañd barirelá per da -̂Were exported from the non-OPEC, 
non-centrally plaiméd;g^oup óf lárgeí^ developing countries in Africa, 
Latin America, Asia5;'' and^tM' I f ?crude 'oil exports from 
this group of countries increasfe'd* by - l a 'pe* a-nnum- through 
1990 and OPEC exporté íemainéd át their 1975 level, :the resulting 
1,671 million barréis per day; in-(199Qi.^ould' be 7 per cent of OPEC 
crude oil exports i n ^ (ive¿, Iv7/24.0=7.0 per cent). However, 
many of the countries "that woúld "Wéeóunt for -this 1¿7 million batiréis, 
per day of crude o i l exports ih'fthé' Wár 1̂99© are ; now v by<and lárge, 
capital-starved and, for a variety of reasons they are having serious/ 
problems increaéing their orudé oi l •éxpoí'ts; I t would.thereforé Vbe 
difficult for many of thé countries in "this groüp to* achievé a 10 
per cent avérage annuá'l1 ráte; of 7ihcréase ih íhétr^ crude oil exports 
up to the end of thé eightiés,ábové ahd beyond'the increase in 
production required becáusé {6f risihg;doffléstic-:oil requirements. 
In addition, the 7 pér^Cént:figure áéríved abové'is ,an upward-fciased 
estimate of thé résulting presóüré;:'óñ-OPEC, bebáuse the volume of the .-. 
OPEC crude"'oil óútpüt'wbüld "alisó-be ihc'reaáittg:iñ.' satisfaction of -.-?.}<• 
rising world dréóiánd fór crudé oil* "'For-exampié-; df'crude oil 
exports ffróm OPÉC countries were to ihoí'éase: at' 5 per cent per annu» • 
through 199b1 while the 10 per bént per" annum ráté wa% sústained in . i 
the other group of countries, the î they would be exporting a volume 
óf crude oil in 1990 that would be about 5 per cent of- OPEC• s expected, 
exports in .that year (i.e., 1*7/49.9=3.4). 

Thus, i t i s expected thaTb crude oil éxports from this group of 
non-OPEC oil-exporting countries will be small relative to OPEC exports 
during the eighties: small that i s to.say, in the sense that OPEC 
producing countries will probably be easily ca'pable of accommódating 
them by relatively minor cutbacks in the )volume of their exports of 
crude oil to the,world market. . . " 

Thé basic conclusión at this- point is that during the-eighties 
the main threat to the price structure forVorld crüdé oií i s presented 
neither ?by the ^ntral^y^p^anned.;.^ro.úii, o£ >'<jó4oii}i#s not by.the ,í 
remaining'«group&of non-OPEC oiÍ-órxp<3rt,ing -and^deyélopingcountries 
but, rather, by. fprces within the OPEC country memberstiij) itsélf. ? ; : / 

/A lead-time 
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A lead-time of about a decade is required bétween the initial 
decisión to explore , for óil and the time a,t which -oil fróm new fields 
begins to^reach the.̂ forld márket in significante quantities. This would 
mean thát in the nineties, production of crude oil for export from the 
non-OPEC, non-sociali,st.-block gtóup of cpuntrie-s couíd represent an 
•i:héréasingly significant threat' to the px;ic$ struc:tdre of world crude 
oil, or, at least, it might be" sé en that.wf.y-by -so# OPEC member 
producérk; There are two critica! variables,here. The first is the 
ráte at" which new and large óil discoverie§, are made in non-OPEC 
countries and then.-. expíoi-ted by them for sale, in the world oil market 
(i.é., thé price elasticity; off supply of crude oil from these 
countries).146/ The mp$t importaüt imponderable however, is the , 
degree of threat thâ :-OPEC country producers perceive in these rising 
crude oil éixports andpríée-cutting disposition thát it generates 
on their part as this pracéss ninfolds. 

Clearly, it., ie: impossiblé rto predict,the puteóme of these 
pressUrfes with high ppníi/iénpe, - but two assumptipns will made here: 
first V that during the ...nineties large volumes,,of crude óil from now 
undiscovered- fields, will .beginréaching the world pil market in 
increasingly signjlgicantH qwantítiés, and seppndj that thé dowáward , 
pressure exerted^on prijpes-.by'fhese volumes of newly-discóvered oil 
will iafóréáse during the nineties. t , " 

It has just been. p,ta..ted that newiy-discpvere4. crúde oil produoed 
in developing, non-OPEC member1 countries \íill probably begin réaching 
world market in the nine.ties, thereby depressing the price óf . 
interriáfionally traded. crude'.'oil. Just how re.alistic' is - it however, 
to. believe that these countries reálly'have these vplumés of crude 
oil, quite apart from the obvious fact that we simply do not have " 
suffioient knowledge to predict with any reasonable dégree of certai'nty 
either the scale or the.,precise timing that will be involved in . 
bringing these volumes to;bear on prices. ; -

146/ The rapidity of 'this-procéss will" hihge: largely ón tlíé ability 
of this group ofí-countriés to secure foreigncapital and 
technological expertise. 

/The information 
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The infbrmWtiott. provided;. inrExhibit: 57 i s use ful in gauging the 
present piótentaál for*' ^ucfees'sful oil- expiborátion ,-investjnents in the 
devélóping' cbuntr-íeié• Gé'ol'ogi«á3í.-IqttowljSHige,.̂ uggeft that .sedimentary 
areaéí have a "• felatifréiy -ftigh f:pFobahlili-tyi:#.f. ípont^ 
deposite of •ñátúf'ál ' crude oílé-ií.One-íhalf - bf th^ .yforld Vs , sedimentary 
land area l ies in' theí:developing?.countries *of .Latin. America, Africa, 
and Asia.:'The pbtéhtial 'oil-bearing land.,area.- in: this group,of three 
regions i s fivé- timfes the oíl^béáring.l&nd área infthe Middle East. 

The cúmulativé n'umber of" explora.tory; wpllf; indi.cat.es the $egree 
to which investmehtó h&ve* alréady ¡bfeen̂ made; to* identify the stock pf 
oil in place', while the división of tMTrOumulatis:e: num̂ ber of exploratory 
wells by thé kréá of ;pbten'tiálly. oil-bfe^ring land .measures the extent 
to which ttíé¿rócese•"•b'f̂  id«ntifyij%-the-stpck of oi l in place has .been 
undertaken historicall-y.;; :Xn ¡the cas© ;o,f 41je developing countries • 
other than the Middle East, the data'in cE^ibit 57- show that this. 
task has hárdly beguh f athére beingvless.;than^onf exploratory .well 
dr'iíled fór evéry bhe hüádred t̂housand/ gq^a^e^miles^of., potential o i l -
bearing lárid a¿>ék.This'ratio.vis.lees. tban-one-tw^ptip,th of that for . . 
the United Stát'és, thé world 'simost. ,thorqughly(i expío red country, and., 
i t 'is less ; tíi'an bhe¿thírd: 'the "• «onrpara&l.e'j f <?r., the;pj&gR and for 
the wotld ais*a::tobóle;1 •• ••< •* „: •„; • 

The following conclusions seem rea^onablel,, ^?1 .̂ .there i s a f 

subs'tantial pétroleuni drillihg'^gap, i n the developing countries, of. the 
world. ' More over ', tfe non-OPEC developing countries of the world, 
possess about half the world petroleum prospectivparea. An opportunity 
for substantial discoveries in. Latin Ameria, Africa and Madagascar, 
S. and S.É. Asia i s ápparent".l47/ . .., , . 

147/ B.F. Grossling, "The Petroleum Exploration Challenge Wî h Respect 
to the Developing,Nations", published in R.F. Mayer (Éd.), 
The Future of Ñature-made Petroleum and Gas,- Téchnical Reports 
of an International Conference sponsored, by. the United Nations 
Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR)'and the International 
Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), (Pergamon.Press: 

' New York, 1977),'p. 68'. • ,. =.\.-v. >:r .. ."'.." 

_ ) /^Ht, .óbyiouisly 
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But obyipusly what is at issue in the present context is not 
simply having the oil in the ground in the developing countries. 
Clearly, this.is a necessary'conditión for surfaqing it for export in 
the future. But, as noted earlier, accomplishment on this account in 
the future w,ill hinge largely on the degree to,which the developing 
countries can secure the capital and the technolpgical expertise to 
undertake these tasks succéssíliiiy and relatively rapidly. This 
forecast assumes that the suppíy respóhse„in thedeveloping countries 
will be sufficient. to depress prícé during the, nineties. If this 
expectation is.not reali'zed, theh j it would; be, argued that the price 
of iriternationally traded crude' bal will" be higher during the riineties 
than anticipated here. Ño one really knows -.the outcome in store onv 
this account.,, .. ' • : ̂  

What^yer the outcome, howfever¿during,the eiglvties and the 
nineties thepre. will be a susta'ined downward, pressüre on price given 
the expectation that OPEÓ "will c'óTatinue- to lack a quota scheme for 
ailocating. tot.al production among itsMnember countries. In the absénce 
of such a s.cheme., there will" be an énduriag ̂ nd,financiaíly hard-to* 
resist temptatiop. for all eíMeoil--sellers-Ao jput. prices. This is 
exactly the .case at present,' but^up to-. now, jthis pressüre has been 
contained..; _ ' '.''•" ' ".>: : . h . .. 

The containment of this dbwnward pressüre. on prices in the 
future warrants comment. The incentive•for private and State oil 1 

companies to cut oil prices has existed in the past, and it has not 
always been resisted by tüem. for the most part, the extent of price 
cutting has been quite limited 'in 'r'ecent years, but the progressive 
tendency towards the direct saie of crude oil by host governments 
- a trend which. is expected to cóntiime during the forecast period -
will accentuate this pressüre even morein the future. The incentivé 
for countries to sell direct and to cut prices to do so will also be 
intensified with the progressivé nationalization of the crude oil 
producing industries in OPEC member countries and with the desire ofmany 
of thése countries to capture a larger share of the large, increasing 
and extremely, profitable United States' oil import. market. The 

/existence of 



existence of .this..pressure dóes not • itoply that i t wil l actually be 
transformad•' iatp l.pwer pricesV hSilé^ér,'iand judging the degree of 
containment of ,this. mounting pressure oh the pelee' of .world .crudéVv-4-'-': 

oi l i s the^most c-ritical step in i t s forecasting.,. 
ChangeS??n,.t^e,structure of thé crude^oil producing industry 

over the forecast. period are expected tovincrease the downward pressure 
on the: price of .wpijld crudeJ oi'1 i"*-"''"1% isl axpectesd., that Saudi Arabia 
will soon nationalize its crüdé oil producing.^industry. At that 
point, about seven-tenths óf crude oil production .in OPEC member ' 
countries will be accounted fóri?byi cóuntries in which the major oil, 
companies heive neither equity crude oil rights ñor buy-back Pbligations 
(the current proportion is abóút oné-half):, s^d when this h'áppens, 
legally stipulated buy-back prites añd̂ volunies ,in the non-nationalized 
oil-éxporting countries wiil' tó; áll: intgnts and pu.rjposes, bécoine 
non-binding: then,ejLther cómpány' tax^paid oosts per barrel'iia the 
States where.thg pil .industry" hktí'''iwt-'*"been .jaartiojtialized will stay 
competitive with those beirig "ófféréá  States, where the industry ' 
has been nationalized or buéinesá will-.-simply. be t^ansferréd íroni the 
former' toj the .latter. Host governments which previously had buy-back 
agreements flííith the companies will be under, grea.ter pressure ás' theyr' 
find that they must market their :'ovro oil jwithout the protectiPn 
afforded tp̂ thetó.in the past bythese agreem^nts. 

Nevertheless, the assumption Pf a mpve toward the increased 
na t i onaliza t i on of crude "oil production in OPEC, member countries in 
the future i s certainly not á sufficjient basis for conclucling that^ 
on this account alone, "crude bi-1' prices wil l decline. Oné need loók 
no further than to the pattern of crude. o i l .prices since 1973 to 
appreciate the fallacy of such'á position., .Howe,ver, that pattern 
also shows that alleged price cuttingrby ho.st goyernments since 1973 
hasíbeen heaviljr^. bjit certaiiiíy hót. exclusively, concentrated ín OPEC 
States'•with..patiopalízéd"óil* indústries,: - .Irán, Iraq, Algeria and 
Libya.,. , With the loss of "tíúy-í)aek arrangements as a réeúlt of ' , 
nationalization and the growth in the volume of nationaÍ'ized:-oil 
entering world markets, the pressure on prices wil l increase» 

/Thus, it 
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Thüs, it'máy be expected - thpugh»this need not be the case in any 
logically compélling sense. - that competition between the producing 
countries in third-party markets. and in the fixing of' crudé oil 
acquisitión cósts to the companies w-il.l ifteréase over time, and 
that,-:givéri the "continuing competitipn in; bil refining and" marketing 
operations, this increased cpmpetitipn:.at the point of crude oil sale 
could be tí*ansfórméd into a downward pressure on world crude oil 
prifce. Once ágain, the critical step in forecastíng world crude oil 
prices is: to gaüge the' degree,. tp. wfcich ithrs pressure is contained 
ove/tv/the next two clécades. ... «.-4 - • ' 

~ (c) ' Chahgés' in the energy policies of -thé industriálized, 
• oilTdeficit countries -

- V r • - ' * 

Energy -poli ciés ín 'tüé" industrialized, ..oil-deficit countries 
will have repercussions oh the price of world crude oil over "the 
foreoast -horisíanvfté nóted éarlier, thpre is a noticeable- kbsence 
of interest- among thésé cbúntríés in mültilaterally co-ordinated action 
to reduce the present*1 level oí world crude oil prices quickly and 
substantially¿ This-í's hot surprising, giveri. the diversity "of vested 
interests and-expec'tatlons ihvolved. Great Bri.tain, NprWay i 'and 
other Eurppean-cpuntrié^ 'wittí crude oil and, natural, gas: interests in 
the ̂ prth Sea are nót disposéd to'support multilateral actibn"déslgned 
, to break • the-, price structure for úorld oil. They see. thpir futú!ré 
from the point of viewof the oil exporter, and this makés them inclined 
to oppose such action* The Netherlands, whi.ch is a major expórter of 
natural gas, takers a similar view. ...... 

A variety of industrialized countries, many with no substantial 
overseas interests'in óil, are also reluctant to join with.others in 
action. designedr to'bting down the price .of world oil: the fear óf í' 
embargo is ;ever-prééént with them, and policy-makers in these eóuhtries 
probably believe that the likely costs of domestip economic dieruption 
resulting from an embargo would not' be adequate.ly compensated by the 
gain in the- form of' the lower prices expected, through concerted áct'ion. 
One.may disagree with such an evaluation, but what counts in the 
present instance is that it undoubtedly underlies the decisión of some 
governments. not to join such groups. 

/There are 
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Tliere are also a variety of industrialized, oil-importing 
countries with producing: Vent̂ té'g" in tie Middle East who fear 
reprisals if they were tojoin in mültilaterally prganized price-
breaking schem^s. Again, one may disagree with the evaluation. 
Nonetheless, a country*s decisión whether or not to join the price-
breaking group -pan only be exjílainéd in térms of its own.expectations. 

After; the ahrupt ihcrease itt world" oil prices in Qctober 1973». 
there was an initiaLíperiod in which the United States goyernmentyas 
apparently testing the-degree of sólidárity among the industrialized 
oilrimporting countries ,in̂  support of action that ..might, inter alia, 
bring down world oil prices. There was no official cpmmitment  to 
such a strateg-y j. it seéme$;. thiat.ithe: î íéa bjíifofc5. mooted. For 
the reasons noted above, however, soiidarity vías, foun& lackingi Since 
then, the makérs bf United States foreign. pplicy have: né(t'vplácéá áhy 
stress. On the possibííity of multinat^pna!llyJpp-prdinatéd "action among 
the Í oil-deficit, industrialized countries -a (ineajQs of>'<áckiéving thé 
objective of ímmedxef̂ él'y lower prices , for. wprld oil, c.. 

The, pronouncéd' íack of support among ¿,p.e industrialized,' oil- " 
importing countrié-k' for price-break.ing,. .fciphén̂,-jj..&"4 expected»4 'to" peréist 
over the forecast péMód. ín short, if.. wpyld pil .prices :db fáll düring 
the next two'-debádeé, it is not expected th^t it. will;be dúé to ahy 
multinationaliy co-órdinated actipntakfn by the industrialized, bil-
importing governments to break the pri(ce. structure of world oiI.! 

In the shapirig of national energy,pplipies, there i:S- at present 
widespread émphasis in the industrialized oilrimporting countries 
(and in others as well) on the substitution pf nuclear power plants 
for fuel-oil fired plants. Many policy .makers be.lieve that this 
substitution is désirable on the grounds of decreasing the dégree of 
national vulnerability to oil embargoes in the; future. Economic gains 
are also expected. Ón this latter point, however, the possibility of 
a downward trend in world oil prices is recognizedvby enérgy-policy 
makers in these Countries, and this is,the fundamental reason for 
deliberations ori thé sétting of a rainii^um s^fegu^rd price"' fPt imported 
oil. '• •••••í • " ''' ' V , ••••' -í'-4"'-" 
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ín January 19?6 the European Commission adopted a mínimum price 
of 7.00 dollars per barrel for imported crude oil in order to protect-' 
investments ín alternatí vé-énetgy feoürces," partiqul&rly in North Sea 
oil and gas o Sliould the average FOB\pirice . p¡f ¡imported crude oi l 
fall below 7.00' dollars per barre!, an: importadu^y ,would?be levied to 
cover the differéhce." Other price control-m^chanisms are reportedly 
under cons'iáeratibn in the Eílropean Commission. The International 
Energy Agency (IEÁ) has álso; adoptéd a minimuin safeguar.d price of 7.00 
dollars per barreT, aiid' i t s membe-r countries- ̂ nderta&e, not to sell 
imported crude' oi l in their domestic markets at Ipss than. .that 
price.148/ The'7.0Ó dollars per barré! mínimum safeguard. price will 
not afford p'rotedrfcioix'tb a l l próápectiveinvestments,.inew energy 
sources, howevér. Accbrding to ISA'estimates» only ? one-third of the 
new capacity expected -to be-bperatíónal in íEA countries by 1980 will 
have average costsbélow "6.00 dollars*,: and onlyone-half wil l have 
average costs"belów 8.00 dollars-per barre!» However, according to 
the IEA, the 7.00 dolíarb %inxmúm safeguard, j«rice.rvi¡ill4.be-.sufficient 
to protect "...lar4géi-"to-médi;u'm-BÍzéd/ No,iit& Se% ¡fields, rnuch of the 
deep- and 'surfacé-miitéd .©iil .prp̂ uced in 

North America by éecondary'and tértiary./recovery,,i.North Alasjka .and 
Cañada1 s MacKenzi'e Valley: Crüde ¡" oil: and gas* andj-most United States 
(and Éüropeari5'nuclear plants... ; ?l4g/ • 

The message for sellers of world oi l i s clear: reductions in 
- - f 

the FOB price of world crude oi l to'the leve! of the mínimum 
safeguard price are welcome, but prices lower than this wil l threaten 
the financial viabil ity of past investments in nuclear^ power plants 
and other substitute energy projects in the industrialized countries. . 
The analogy with coal during the fifties and sixtie^ fp a l l too clear. 

148/ "Brighter pros¿éets this• year?", Petroleum Economist, January, 
1976, p.2; and "EEC ComraissiQn adopts «floor» price, Petroleum 
Econom-ist, February 1976, p.48. See also: -"EEC -also seeks 
•protection' plan for new éhergy sourcesH,-Petroleum Intellegence 

' Weekiy",' 19 January 1976,, pp.3-4. , _ . 
1^9/ See: Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, op.cit., p.4. 
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It is to be expected that if and when world oil prices approach 
the IEA's minimufo safeguard limit of 7.00 dollárs (of 1976) per barrel 
(6.30 dollárs in 1975 prices), these governments will take action to 
•protect' their investments in coal, nuclear power and other alternative 
energy-supply projects. If. this policy of protection does emerge, 
theéé governm«nts will confront a situation similar to that which they 
faced in the fifties-and sixties, the difference béíng that, in 
addition to protecting indigenous coal and oil "from imported oil as 
was the case in ;the £if|:ies, they will now be under pressure to • 
protect nuclear power as well. One may disagrée étróngly on economic 
grounds about the,.wipdpm. of protecting coal and nubieár power on-a- :, 
total cost basis*; but wha,t,. cpunts, in the present instáncé is the .fact 
of pfrotection, not.. its. defensibility. For if p'rotVc'tióW is accOirded 
to these energy -industries aga.inst imported oil', it will help to break 
the ráte of decline, in world oil prices at that timé. / .{ 

Somé'clar.i f i catión is neede,d on this latter point i The 
governments of :the industrialized^ oil-importing countries may nót1"" 
want the 7.00 doll^r price.: for wqrld oil to be bréáched. However* 
as théy thems^lves realice, they do not have the pówér to set the price 
of world oil,, for tftey do not control its supply.*' Théée governments 
may, at that1 point-, :use. imppr.t tariffs, price regulátion, 'or both 
devices to keep the domestic price of imported crude" "oil át no less -
than 7.00,dollárs per barrel, FOB. Alternatively, they may let '.-¡: > 
domestic energy prices fall and grant direct subsidieé to inefficient 
éhérgy suppliers* ° ¡:? 

However, although the^e countries cannot fix the price of World 
crude oil, their.energy.policies can have an impact on' its price. As 
was shown iñ Section I, the protective energy policies of the . r -
industrialized countries towards indigenous éneirgy industriéis have 
béén quite important in 4,etermining the level of world oil prices in 
th#post»war period.' It is assumed, here that if !ánd whén the price of 
^orlá crude oil begins.to ápp'roabh 7.00-dóllars per barbel in 1976 

" / /dollárs (or 
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dollars (or 6.30 dollars per. barí"®!» in 1975 prices), 150/ these 
goverñments will initiate action to prptect their nuclear pe .rer (and 
other) energy industries. I t i s alsO: assumed, however, that i f this 
point is reached, the competitive interplay between sellers and buyers 
of world crude olí will be sufficient to drive ¿ricé'below the ÍEA's 
6.30 dollars per ¿arrel limit (converted, tó I975'pií:iceá). I f tariffs 
are lévied on''imported eructe oi l sold at prices below this level, a 
portion of the economic rent i.n„cru4e .oil" pfcodutftion wil l then be 
transferred from producing Jto, importing cosan tries.» At that point, 
the importing countries will no more- be.able -tó ' fix' ;the level of world 
crude oil prices than they could. in the past whéh the aim of their 
policies was baáicaily toproteot their dOméstic coal and oi l industries. 

(•) A forecast,.of. the jaricé .of Saudi. Arabian light crude oil through 
the year 2000 : •• • • ••• -1.?' > :"' 

(a) Introduction1ys-
This seption pre^ents aifórecast of the official price (in 1975 

dollars) of Saugti,,Arabianjlight icrudé oil (FOB fias Tanura) through; 
the end of the centurys Thé :followin^ ptíínts should be kept ijajsjbnd-

' ~ , . • r, , v •; '• • ' '' '•'" 

in approaching .this forecast.:^ ; ' > ^ . ( J £ f 
First, the price. -being forecast here is ' the official St.ate price 

for large volume contracts for futuréí;"déiivery óf this cruder0il, 
ássuming al l discounting.to be reflected in ' i t s price. Disco.unts-
asidé, this is the price received -for diréct sales of crud,e oil by 
State oil companie;s and also the price at which the major oi l companies 
sell their crude oil in third-party: markets (Exhibit 51) = 

Second, the price-being forecast i s not the spot market price .; 
for this crude oil. The spot price is the price paid now for immediate 
delivery, and i t will fluctuate above-and below the official State 

150/ The index of worid consumer prices increased by 11.2 per cent 
during. 1975-1976. " See: International Monetary Fund:t - International 
Financial Statistjcs, Vol. XXX, NQ 8, August 1977, p» 29. L • 

: , ..«, .<} "í c /price over 
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price, over timé, the two prices being linked by storage costQ'>$-. 
interest rates, and so forth. > ,,- .,.*•• -

Third, t.wo forecasts. :.are presented of the ;official: State . price 
for Saudi Arabian light prude oil,̂ - The first forecast, presenta.the 
track of the most likely price of-this crude 'oilr.t;hrough the.oend of 
this century. Since it, is realized .that it. :,is .extremely improbable 
that any of .these ;:mo,st.. likely ĝ icesjiwill .actually emerge,' however, 
a Bayesian-base.d for̂ past.. is also. presented pf t^e probability that 
the actual pri^e .of this crude oil -wiH fali r.wit;hin specified ranges 
of price pver the £o,r«ca§t .horizoft. ¿ The, ̂ore-cast of the track of most 
likely prices i?,advantageous ;t.o.̂ iEsve,stment, analysts, who, when ¿all 
is said and done, must ultimately select what they believe is the 
most - l-ikely tráete o"f priceB' óf ~thi"é"'cî dé""bil ovér. the next quarter-
century. The forecast of likely price ranges is hélpful tothese 
same analysts in approaching the task of sensitivify áñálysis, while 
it also gives a clear idea of the pattern of-potential-dispersión in 
future prices for world oil as ahticipáted by the author. If the 
reader disagrees with the author's selection of price ranges and their 
assigned probability valúes, he may retain the methodology developed 
here, making his own assumptions and deductions. , 

Fourth, the forecast presented here was generated qualitatively. 
Quantitative forecast methods were cbnsidered, but they were rejected. 
The review of world crude oil price' fortótion presented in Section I 
of this Chapter argüed that in the pbst-war era theré Have been four 
analytically distinct periods of price formation, nót' just' one. The 
applicátiori of least s.quares or related téchrtiques to groupings of 
these distinct periods would be indefensibie because of the serious 
hetroskédasticity that would be generated. 

In general, statistical forecasting procedures are rejected 
because they are incompatible with the large element of instability 
inherent in the process which.:generates ,world-crude oil_.'.prices and 
also. because o f 'thé5 extended1 dura ti on. oí the foréeast period, 1978-
2000.. These reservations are relévant to both time-series'* forecasting 
techíiiqües ánd to the variety of mathematical modelling (i.e., causal) 

/predictive techniques 
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predicfíVe techniques as well. This. latter collection of techniques 
are particularly inappropriate insofar as they ássume a tendehcy tóward 
the equilibrium price of perfect competition and also presume knowledge 
of the válue of a series of independent»icausal variables over the 
next qúárter century. In these circumstances, it seems better to 
predict price itself, qualitatiyely and dir.ectly., . 

• -Â tioted~eaíiIíérC3»üdg;emftttt on the degree rto which the strong 
pent-up pressure on the, price.of world oil continuéó to be dammed up 
in the futüre as it has been,in,the past is the critical step in its 
forecast. Any forecast method that-.assumes that the pí'ice of world 
crude oil is tíie simple result of the interaction of demand and supply 
in a competitive market for world crude oil ré-flects ignorance of both 
the past and the present price formation proeess for this cómmodity. 
This does not give a very sound., basis for: predicti ng: its price in the 
future. Forécasting world crude oil prices using time as the- only 
independent variable, however elegant the, lagging sequence and' compléx 
the tnáthématics, is an exc§rcis§ rd.evpid of;,economic content1, and" it" 
is réjected oüt-of-hand» , On thp ot£er hand<-thé qúalitatíve métíiod 
used here does suffer logically because the jump from>analysís to 
forecast is not rationally compellingi.l9i this casé", however i the 
forecast is rooted in prior, analysis, and this analysis may prove v 

helpful to those whose subsequent judgement about future price carries 
them elsewhere, even though they. may agre;p ,on .the underlying dynamics' 
at work in shaping prices, hi^torically and-prospectively. 

Fifth, in this same vein, it is beljeved that crude oil price 
formatión during the eighties will be essentially comparable, in terms 
of the dynamics involved, to the period 1952-1957 (Exhibit 48). During 
the nineties, different price dynaaiics are. ;expected, more akin to the 
period 1958-1970, but, again, analytically,distinct from it. Although 
it is useful to make analogies between each of these pas.t .two periods 
and future periods, the assumption thafc the. price performance during 
these two past periods,will be replicatediin the future would 
constitute'a glaring, noa-sequitur; Analogies of this sprt are useful 
for gauging the pressure oh"price in the future, but not for measuring 
it. t - : ' ̂  '' A 

/Sixth, although 
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4 Siscth, although :fcheidescriptipn of thecr it ica l forces bearing 
on the; f^twre price ofs woyId .crudeíxoil ' i s ^ireeented cryptically in 
this section, in; each caseait.be past>ánd futura , op.eration of the forces 
noted briefly here'.has„beenr.discusséd at. length-in, previpus-sections 
; of; Chapter. 2.151/ The reader is-referred tOv thpse diécussions for 
amplificatión. -;>/•:..'• c , . . : ' • • • : •  r-S  :u ••.•~¡it:  •v.-í.:  .*•<>•..,,•  •••>  qj-

• - <b) The: most. 'likelyipyicé:! o.<f.i wprld crude . oi l in 1990 and. 2000 
.o- - The track-of the i most-likely prdCe o f Saudi i Arabian? l ight 
crude oil- (in 1975 dollars» FOB las-'Tanura).;is.::shown iñ Exhibit 
58 togethercwith historical. prices-in current.and. constant dollars. 
Historical;and: forecast real' pricesr-are.'plPttedr graphically i n 
Diagram 1. ' ; ' • I ̂  ¡:vf ; v:c\: .. ev..: • v. 

• . The real, price. :of -this crude; oi l i$.réxpe,cted to ; remain at its 
current level through,the eightie®rand'.-then-- tpí-decline by an average 

" of: 2 per cent per .annum'during ,thenineties* , The<terminal prices in 
1990 and/2000-shouEd ber. interpreted* ajgr) rougfer aarprages, say - for 1989-
1992;• and 1.998*2002:*res.pecti.,y.ely-i rather :. than. 'as;, preci^ely appücable 
(to those two, terminal years» -Al!; prices' fproy.ears+,between 1990-2000 
are-j simple-.geo©etrlc.4nterpolatio.nS'.and, again,.: shou-ld^ be- takén with 
• &••> grai-D: OÍ • sa.lt •-«... J„->?, : c j «:•-.:•;.:. «r; *y j . -"•. '' 

The.: following ideas •«nderliê the."for̂ .Pastv of, $he •••prics ,of... • 
Saudi ArabianJ-light crude oil during. «the eighties:. - -¡i: ,-••.:• 

First,: OTEO meraber "countries./takenas; a groupi:wjll1 continué to 
act as iíf they viéwed the ,profitrmaximizing-, price-.during. 1978-1990 as 
10.80 dollars of 1975:"per barrel of Saudi-Arabian l ight cruáeoil. 
Prices could g'o higher, but.-- this- i s •v.iew.edj.aá5̂ iiW!pf©ba-hike»':r- I t i(S~much 

. mote likely thati.they will be lower.152/ Whatever the: turn of-, eyents 
:politically, i t i s assumed that;' OPEC member̂  countries-" as a, group 
will not deviate from a,-: policy of pEofi-t»ma¡Ximization. v They; ne¡ed not, 
so i t i s expected that they wi l l not. ;•'. .-> &>->¿7> v; ; ty.,tl3 

151/ See Chapter 2, Sectións I - I I I * - - . • -•• : . ( i -
152/ Later, in the Bayesian-based forecast, probabilities wil.lf.be 

assigned to statements such as these, and the i-eason for the 
expectations presented will be explained. 

/Second, increased 
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h  r . , r . , 

,r..t , Second, iricreásed pressure on. price from increased supplies of 
crude oil for the-world market produced in countries outside *GPBC will 
not be significant during.,the eighties, . ' u -

, Third, i f thé' gr&úp  of-countries with céntraily planned economies 
do be come net Ím£6rter3':o'£.:{&trol$um during Sjhé' eighties-:,-.'. the increased 
pressure on the pfice of world crude oil ón this account will not be 
significant during thát deoade,., . • . - ; 

Fourth, the energy policies , p.f the industrialized, oil-importing 
countries in general'and fof the-United States iii particular will not 
be oriented tó btinging do.Wíi the price ,of world o£1 sharply and. . 
rapidly, These countries will remain passive pricé-takers in this 
policy sense. : , _ ^ 

Fifth, i t is ' asísümed- tha^, the downwar'd pressure on price born of 
the continuing áhd lárge price-cost,,gap during thé eighties will be 
contained by group típhesion onprice-policy within OPEO and by cohesion 
between the'host :governments the major international oil-companies. 
By way of compa'risoiíy' dUring, 1951-1.957 the real price" óf this crude 
oil declinedj"'oh average,;-/by,'l*.l,,per cent per k'nnunu This was a period 
during which cbhtról over( Vprl^ crude oil"supply and price was firmly 
in the hands of the seven  major international" óil compánies, which 
also managed to maintáin highgroup cohesion on price policy. While 
there were séven companies in power during 1951-1957, however, power 
within 0#ÉC is now heávily conc$ntrated in two coühtriés. (Saudi Arabia 
and Irán), ánd táill continué,to be so during theieighties. Tĥ . first of 
these countries has aiready shown ,its willingnéss'ánd ability-to. punish 
those oil-'expórting countries which establish prices higher than .the 
level i t cónsiders appropriate, and in this regard there -is evidence to 
suggest that one of thesbasicvideas behind Saudi Arabia*s pricing 
strategy sihcé" 1975 has bee-n to stabilize the price of world oil in 
real terms (see Exhibit 58). On the other hand, Saudi Arabia has no 
comparable powér'tó stop priperQUtting. However, three f.orce.s.are 
seen as suffióient during the eighties to dam up the-immense downward 
pressure on price born off ¡the price-cost gap: first, the ability and 

; willingnéss óf Saudi Arabia and some of the óther mâ jó:r producers in 
,c /OPEC to 



OPEC to cut back on the volume of crude oil production fpr the world 
market as its, price,weak,ei*s through.actipn of price-cutt^rs; second, 
the resistance_ to pricercutting hy.the mfijor. crude oil exporting 
countries on the.. grpunds^ tfcat each know.s that'th®.? price could he 
pushed down rapidly toward the long-run- iacremental supply cost Puf. -
crude oil; and, fipally,. thp forcé of nationalism, whi.oh. dn the present 
context means the forcé ropted in t ^ 4;esire pf the-pil-exporting • 
countries not to. lps<3 fape. inteŷ at.ionally by eng.aging in economic 
competition withfeac^ other that, -r in^ the ¿end, woyild-work to the 
disadvantage of every one of them and to the clear advantage ofvthé ••.-: 
developed. countries». ... .. ... A, ,;r.y,r.-.<•';; -.-..•;•• c.- .<•'•" 

During the .,the,.pri9e 0of ;Sa,udi Arabian crude-oil isí 
expected to decliné pn .average. by. 2 ,.peri;pent ;pe.£0a,nnum. from its . most 
likely price of 10,30.cjLpllars ,(of :3f97§). peí;:;b̂ r.i?el in :1990. ' Henee-, 
the most liljely pripe this ,c*»de...<#l¡ye^-30CKh<i« expected 
to be 8.82 dollars (pf 197J5) .-.per. barrel jtFQB Ras- Ranura)Tbei-key f-
ideas.on which. thif.;.fo.rf.paAt rriaj3ty?.,¡ai?é :..-•• ¡;-

First, energy policies. in t.lie,:sind̂ stria¡L:iaed oil-íimportiing \ 
countries will continué to be,,̂ as.siv.e:>.|íijit̂ ;, .Ee§p.e,pt .:t̂  t̂ se price-. .of..-..i--
world oil. . .... ..... - ;,.. ,¿ ; --v u. -..•-. ̂  ' . 

, Se.co.ndj, the downward press|iire onvf̂ l|e. price..:q:f -na--tu*¡Rl;-.:c"rude. <oÍl.' 
in the world market will,,be„ greater during the. nineties <than duriihg the 
eighties because the .increased ..supply...pf.pr.ude. oil for thé world market 
and the increased number of ppn-OPEC sellers w,ill.. loosen the- grip of ' 
OPEC over its supply. and lr, therefpre» over its pri.ce, while the group 
of countries with centrally plapned. economies wil,l become a 
progressively larger net importer, of ; oil; in >the w.orld market during 
the nineties, and it wij,l pitt.spll'ejf against sel^er .to get its- iibpPrted 
oil at least, cost, thus putting pil ¡prices under strongar downWard 
pressüre. in the, process. • »<• 

Thirdt although OpEC'.s control pf supply-wiH ,be ,weakened-\during 
the nineties, the ..degree of ,.that ,,c9.?*trol $¿11, still; remain relatively 
strong. . This is implied in the selection of a 2 per cent average 
annual rate of decline in world crude oil prices during 1990-2000. 

/By way 
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By way of. epniparison, during 1958-1970 the price of world oil 
declined by;>7fl :per cent á'nnüally, due largely .to .the lppser'ng grip 
of the. majors . oyer . the fiüpply of crude oil, in the world market (Exhibit 
58). " : • — ; • • • u • ' . , • 

Fourth,, a>price óf 81821dóllaVs (of 19,75̂  P®r barrel in the year 
2000 implies significant reductions in the weighted average government-
take per barrel during the-minéties under the pressure of .rising lóng-
run incremental supply costs- (Exhibit 56),. The assumptionis made here 
that these reductions Will be' accepted because. i,t will make góod ; 
business sense at each step in time to acpept t^em. 

Fifth, while somé'synthetic oil investments might be .triggered' 
toward§ the end ;of-the "eighties, during the nineties the price of '' 
natural .crude oil will "be súbstáhtially be low the. minimum  economic 
supply, post .of synthetic oil (even at a 12 per cent opportunity 'cost óf 
capital), 

s,o. that- downward pressure oh prices on this count during thát 
time canjfc>e discouttted; " - • 

The range of expected prices in 1990 and 2000 
The. probability thát tfce process of crude. oil price forffiation Will 

. . ' ; . j."  .'  i '  - * -

generate these most likely- prices exáctly as fo,rpcast (10s,.8.0 and 8.82 
dollárs of 1^75, 1990'end: 2000, respectively) is. yirtually aero- in 
a strictly .statistical sense, aithóugh these .prices are viewed as more 
probable than any others in thó'éé years. For this reasonv .i,.t i¿ 
important to s.pecify as cleáíljp as possible the pattern of. stability 
thought to be inherent in world crude oil prices over the<-forecast 
period. This involveé the néceésity of estimating.the probability 
that specified ranges of price át given points-in-time:in the future 
will include, the actual price of world crude oiL. • ' 

For this purpose, Bayesian analysis will be appl^ed by isolating 
distinct ranges of world oil prices within which the actual price might 
fall in 1990 and-then ih:2000. Following this, a level of probability 
is assigned to the possibility that the actual price will.fall within 
each of these ranges in ea'ch of these "two years. The joint probability 
is then calculated.-thaf thte price will fall within .a specifie rán^e in 
the year 2000, given the prior probability of it having fallen in a 
particular range in 1990. 

/With market 
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With market prices now"so fár abové thé"máximum long-run supply 
cost of natural crude oi l , a forecast of évéñ ibdgher^pricés in the 
future would imply thát' OPEC member countries áre: ünde'restiraating the 
profit-maximizing price, that they realize this in the future and that 
they correct the underestimations during the forecast period. In túrn, 
this requires that,"as a group, these countries retain the power"to 
fix the higher'/ profit-maximizing price in thé future by redubihg 
supply. I t i s argüed thát while, ás & group,' they jbrbbably will have 
this power during the eighties', they will probábly' suffer'á relatitre ' 
lose in i t during the ninetiesV ' "" l ' " "'" "*"'• 

On the other hand, a forecast óf declining real price"¿ fo!r world 
oi l implies erosión of control over 'supply - in shórt, a weakéning of 
the OPEC cartel. The higher the raté" oí1 decline ih'price thát is< 
predicted, the highe* thé impíied rate of'erosibri of the cártel's 
control over supply• Conver'seíy, the higher the rate of increase in 
the forecast price, the stronger the implied control over éüpply. 

With respect 'tO'-theHtfírrai-ficati^ri-of-pr&ee  rahges- for- 1990, 
the first range isolated i s given by a l ! prices aíjóve the estimated 
minimum supply cost "of synthetic oi l in"lSÍ9b, i .e". ,14.05 dollars of 
1975 (see Exhibit" 59 and "Áppénáix B). "k  ¿ero pfbíjability i s assigned 5 ' 
to the possibiiity that the áctual prícé in 199Ó Will falí 'iri this - '•'•' ft 

upper price range. This fóílows fróm the ássumption that the profit- X í 

maximizing price is, and will continué to be, súbstantially below thé " 
substitute-inducing price. ; 

The second price range isolated for 1990 i s that defined by the 
minimum price of synthetic oi l , at the upper limit, and by the présént ?1 

price of world oi l at i t s lower limit (i.e., between 14.05 and 10.80 
dollars of 1975 per barrel). A 5 per cent próbability is assigned to 
the sét of prices in this range, reflecting the ássumption that' thé 
perceived 10.80 dollar profit-máximizing price will- not change ' 
súbstantially over the forecast horizon from"its assumed current level 
of 10.80 dollars of 1975 per barre!. These assumptióné are obviously -
debatablé, and those who think othérwise máy ássign'their own • 
próbability estimates to these evénts." 1 ' ' 1 ' 13 

* y ' v í /Thé third : ' 
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The third price range isolated for 1990 includes all prices 
below the estimated máximum  'long-run supply cogt of world oil in 1990. 
A zero probability is assigned*tó'allfipricesinthis. range. If, during 
1979-1980, price were in fá'ct to decline, to the lô gr-run supply cost o'f- r 
world oil, the structure of ̂ he-Vórld crude oil market would have been 
converted in just twelve yéárs -from one of.an oli^opoly to one of 
perfect competition. " Whiíé'pÓssibl!é»^this change is viewed as not 
being even remotely. probable; ' : • :¡ . 

The next price range isolated-for .1990; i#. given by the long-run-
supply cost of world oi l iñiÍ990: (i.e,^.0.40 dollars of 1975 per barrel) 
at the lower limit and by 8.31 dollars of 1975 per barrel at the uppér 
limit. This upper limit would:emerge i f £hp„ present pri.ce declined at 
an average rate of 2.6 per cent ̂ .á. -through 19?0. A .negligible 
probability is assigned to priceé in?this. range (i.e., 0.40-8.31 dollars 
per barrel), since i t i s eXpected'that control over. the supply of'world 
oil will be sufficiently strón'g during the eight,ies to keep.its real 
price form declining by moté than~2"per cent;per annum during 197,8-1990. 
Again, this position is'débatábie¿=r- v o .. 

The last two price ranges isolated; for. 19-99., a r e accorded the lion 's 
share of probability. Ti  the real price ,̂o.|; .w-Qr̂ .d.̂ ô l declined by 1 per 
cent per annum from itá présént "level* it* -would,, reach 9.49 dollars oí- -
1975 per barrel in 1990. The range between the present price, 10¿80 
dollars per barrel, and that-pfrice, 9.49 dollars, is assigned a ;?0'per -

1 J : • ,-r . . . . «'- .1- «'; » 
cent chance of including the actual price in .1990, while the prib& ' 
range betwe.en 9.49 and 8.31 dollars per barrel is assigned tlie remaining 
probability of 25 per cent. Obviously, the expectation involved hére, 
in both casps, is that while OPEC member countries asA.a group wiíl' 
continué to excercise a't'ight control over the supply of crude'oil 
being offered for salé in the- international market during the eighties» 
price-slippage is expected, with-slow rates of slippage being viewed 
as more probable than highér rátésV ' 

With respect to the yeár 2000, if the actual price in 1990 were ' 
in fact aboye the present price of 10.80 dollars of 1975 per barrel, 
then a zero probability woul& be-assigned to the event that it would, -

/once again,;; 



once again, fall within that range in 2000& Thé'íeásoa for this 
position is the expectation thát declihirig éontrol- ovér supply will 
be súfficiently intense 'dúriné 'thé ¿inetieé"to ídrivé price below its -j 
present level'by the year:2000, whátétfér ité-'llvéi in 1990¿ . A zero . 
probability i s also ássigned to the póssibíliiy that the actual price 
in 2000 wiíí fall beloW'the "estimáted máxitnüin long-run supply cost of 
world oil in that year, i.e., 2.00 dollárs of 1975 per barrel, FOB 
Ras Tanura. In other words, the possibility'that the world>oil market 
will be converted tó oné of perfect Competition ifc this century is 

•-.r-, ,» „ ... 

viewed as nil. ' " :'' « ' • vV ' ' *• f. ••••• 
The 'most likely' price range inj199Ó was'de$íned as 

9.49-Í0.80 dollárs of 19'75'pferbárrelaáhd this Wá&ássigned a 70 per 
cent probability.' I f prices in 19^0 áctuálly were to fall within this 
range, this would cOnsiitute án indicátióñ1 On the degree'of erosión in 
control ovei* the 'supply of world oil during thé %ig1aties j a deCade 
during which it i s expected' thatrOPEC Will ?étain á relátively strong 
degrée óf control over thé su|>ply óf wórld o'ilV This information on 
the rate of slippage in price during tfcte' eighties provides the basis 
for a róugh éstimatV of the dównwárd pfeásiiré ón price during the 
nineties, a deCade during which the cártel' ^ control o¥er; supply is 
expected t ó ' r w e a k e n . " •• ± ,-r 

During 1990-20(50^ three potentiaí movéments from ttíe 
9.49-IÓ.80 «¿Ollar price ránge' aré identified (see Exhibit ^9 and 
Appendi'x B)s" "' <'" ' J i ••"' •• " . :'.-v ,•' 
' (a) The first éstimaités thát in 2000 the ñpper limit :i«rill be 
10.80 dollárs and the lówef limit 8¿5& dollárs, the latter beiñg the 
result of the 9.#9i:dollár price declining by l per cent per annum 
during 1990-2000. While a rate of decline in prices áéf: low as zero ; 

to one per cent is possible, higher ratés Of decline than this are 
considered far more probable during 1990-2000* düe.to the expected ; • 
loosening of OPEC's grip on supply. With'this in miad, a'twenty per 
cent probability i s assigned to prices in'the range of"8.58^10¿80 dollárs 
per barrel in 2000, given the prior probability of 70 per eent. that was 
assignéd to the range of 9.^9-10.80 dolláréfor 1990." vq :• 

(b) The second range isolated for the year 2000 i s 7.75-9.77 
dollárs per barrel. The price of 9«77 dollárs would result i f the 

/upper limit 
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upper limit-. price- oí. 10.80..dollars. in 1990,- declined ,by 1 per cent per 
annum through the year̂  2000,-while . the -price pf 7.75 dollars -íould. 
emerge if the lower.limit-price of 9.49 dollars in 1990 fell by 2 per 
cent per annum through the yefir, 2000. This rang? (i.e., 7.75-9«.77 
dollars) is viewed as the most probable of.tfre three being discussed 
here, and a 60 per cent probability is assigned. to it. 

- , (c), The remaining, ZO per cent probability is assigned to the 
price range 7.00-8.82 dollars ¡in the year 20.00. The 7.00 dollar price 
would emerge if the: .upper, ümit,oí the 9.49-lpo80 dollar price range 
declined by 2 per .cent per annum and- t̂ he lower limit of this range 
declined by 3 per cent per,.annum.r..,,Ra-tas ofdecline of this .order are 
considered quite possible, but much less rso, than the 1 and 2 per cent 
per annum rates . oí-decline in price , ,tp .which; 60 per cent probability 
was just assigned-.--' r ••>.. ., .,.. , - . .. „ 

„ If the ̂actual price . in 1990 did fall nithin the range of 8.31-9.49 
dollars,. what priqe ranges would be isolated for the year 2000, and what 
probabilities would be.assigned tp them? .̂ e.̂ range 8.31-9.49 for 1990 
it will be recalled, includes -those.prices bracketed by the present 
price de.clining at rates of 2 and 1 per cent per annum, respectively. 
The .three price-ranges id-entified for the year 2000, on the basis of 
a 1990 price range oí 8.31-9.49 dollars, are as follows: 

, ,(a) The most probable case for thé year 2000 in this instance 
is given by the range 6.13-7.75 dollars, the lower limit of which is 
defined by the price of 8.3I dollars falling at 3 per cent annually 
through the year 2000, while the upper limit is given by the 9.49 dollar 
price falling by 2 per cent per annum. Price declines of this order 
are-what are expected if prices were ¡Lndeed to fall by between 1-2 per 
cent per annum during 1978-1990. A sixty per cent probability is 
therefore assigned to the range 6.13-7.75 dollars per barrel in the 
year 2000. ;••• - 'J .••;••- • 

(b) The last.two ranges, 6.80-8.58 and 5.53-7.00 dollars per 
barrel,153/ are each assigned a 20.per cent probability.,̂ .' Relative to 

153/ (8.31) (1.00-0.02)10 = 6.80; (9.49) (1.00-0.01)10 = 8.58 

(8.31) (1.00-0.04)10 = 5.53; and (9.49) (1.00-0.03)10 = 7.00 
/the 'most 
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the «rnost l ikely' range just discussed (i.e., 6,13-7.75 dollars), the 
forraer range impíies a,rate of decline in price that i s slower than 
anticipated during l990-2QOQrif, in fact, prices did decline by bet«e©ii 
1 and 2 per cent per anniam during 197,8rl990, while the latter range . 
implies a faster rate of decline .than that expected on this basis. .... 
Both ranges are viewed, then, as equally probable in óhe sense and 
equally. improbable ifi anóther. í 

(d) Conclusióhs . ¡ 

The subjective•assumptions jupt explained (and shown graphically 
in Appendix B) leád tóLíthe .conclusión there i s about"a*seventy-five . . 
per cent chaáce that the actual,price of Saudi Arabian 1-ight..crude 
oil in the year 2000 -'willvfall.within the range of 7.70 to 9.77 dollars . 
of 1975 per barrel FOB' Ras Tanura (Exhibit 5§ a'nd Diagrám 2). The 
odds that the actual price in the year 20ÓÓ will ' be inclUded in ranges 
outside this most probable range are much smaller. Thus, the odds are 
threé-out-óf-five that°the .^ctu^l price wil l fál l between 7¿75-9.77 
dollars, and within: this range,, the odds aré ábóut three-out-of-ten 
each that thé actual5 price in f̂che year 2ÓÓ0 will bé above ór below $he 
mid-pointof:thlié í; frange- 76 dollars). ^ *' L 

Even'át i:the lower limit. of the price rángé With the Xowest , . 
próbability (i^é¿, 6.14, dollars,is the;;rañgé,""6.1'4-^.J79,::dollare^ the 
6.Í4 doíiar price i s far above .the strongly upwárd-biaSed estimate of 
the máximum lóng-run economic cost., o f crude oi l supply ift the, year 2000 
(i.e,., '2.00* dollars of 1975 per barrel)v Sirailarly, the chances that 
the actual price in 2000 will be below the minimutrT safeguard price of 
the IEA ánd the'European Comraission (6.30 dollars of 1975 per-barrel) 
are taken as less than. ten.per cent.154/ At the othér extreme, the 
chances that the price of natural crude oi l in the year 2000 will 
exceed thé minimum long-run economic cost of synthetic oi l supply are 
seen as n i l . 

• - , • ".-¿y 

154/ See the discussion o,f the minimum sáfeguard price in Chapter 2 
(Section IV). When áccount i s taken of transport and insurance 

>;. <?ost from  the Persian Gulf to Western Europe, the próbability of 
thé' safeguard price being breached i s even less, 

> . / , . /Thé wéll-informed 
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The weíl-ínformed reader will understand that each of these two• 
forecasis must be taken with a good, deal of reservation. í t i s 
possible, althoügh improbable, that competition between selíers and 
buyé'rs in the world crude óil market .could, break the price strtícture 
for world oil tómorrow, Nothing inveconomic theory opposés this 
possibility. All that is required is,'that. the strong forces working 
to break the price structure (loe», increased supply and" its mirror 
image, market competition) are. not offset by strong forces working to 
dam up the downward pressureton price (i.e.,, QPEC's control over supply 
and the pattern of country-company crude o.il marketing arrangements). 
On the other hand, OPEC member countries may bejsuccessful iii 
maintaining the present p,rice structure for iirorld oil over thé next : 

two de cade éV A-ígain,, •&pj;hing Tn écp'nbmic''theory^-rules^ out this possible, 
but improbable, outcome in a technically logicál séttse. Onevery 
important'imponderable is.the;future emphasis of United States energy 
'policy on;brihging,down worldroil prices.' There is no süch emphasis 
in eithér actual or. prop.osed policy at the pré'sent time and 
effectivéíly,: ¡thi.s consi.deratipn has been treated as a paraméter in 
"this püce forecast exce.rQi.se« I f the Onit'ed'States continúes its 
essenti&lly passive attitude towards world crude oil-'prices, a major 
potential fórce for bringing the whole structure of these prices down 
will remain dormant. On the other hand, i f the United States moves 
deterininedly to ..break world pil prices (bélievíng itself forced, for 
example, through balance-of-payments pressure), ';thén a powerfully 
depressant forcé on world crude oil prices wilí have been activatedo 
The present forecasts are predicated on the assumption that this change 
in United States policy will not occur. 

'While plummeting and steady price trajectórieé through the year 
2000 are perfectly possible, i t is hoped that the reader will understand, 
on thé basis of the preceding. arguments, why each of these extreme; 
possibilities is believed to be improbable over the rest of this 
century® Howe;ver, .Jb.elief i.s not certainty, and al l that can be hoped, 
in the: present instance, i s that the reáder understands thé• Ipgical 
development supporting the final forecast prices, price ranges 

/and probabilities 
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and probabilities.tabled in this study. The selection of the specific 
rates of decline,, in the real price of wrold crude oil was cit :rly a 
subjective operatioii, but no apologies are called for on this account. 
The use of a, more complicated mathematicai forecasting technique might 
be more fashio.nable, but it would in no way be more convincing per se, 
and analysis pf the process of world crude oil pri.ce formation, 
historically,and. prpspectively, leads to the conclusión that the use 
of these methods would.be misguided. It'is hoped that the background 
material underlying the fórecasts is sufficiently clear to enable 
readers ,whos disagree with the specific rates- of decline chosen to 
sübstitute their own,. preferably within th^ framewprk oí ..the ovepall 
arguments presented. here. • •• t . 

Section V: .The optipns open to Latin 'American' oil-deficit 
countries fpr confrontmg future prices .of world oil 

.. . . , . •  í  j . : 
(i) Introducticm -• 

In very general terms,. the prime implications of the fore-c.asts 
jüst presented are that*,. in all probability, the oií-déficit countries 
of Latin America {an.d ̂ Isewhere) pan expect tó fálcé tHe same real price 
for world bilrr duringthe eighties that they "face now i and that during 
the" ninéties' only modérate, relief can be expected oh this account. As 
á consequence, the; balance-of-^ayments-induced pressüre on domestic 
output and-employment which these countries currently suffér is e,xpected 
to pérsist over the rest of .this century. From this it follows /that 
there is a continuing and intense need to design a set of energy 
policies-in these countries that.minimize over time thé damage caused 
to their economies by the price of internationally tíaded oil, on. which 
they will continué, to be .reliant in the future. 

In approaching a discussion of energy sector :policy-, it is 
important to distinguish, at the outset, two policy*'fields;- The first 
is énergy-sector policy, focused on action initiáted in the energy 
sector in reactiottjí in this case, to the expected price" ¿f world crude 
oil. The second is macroeconomic policy, oriented towards. action 
designéd to affect broad economic, variables such as the level and 

• ' - ^ " ' /compo'siti.on of 
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í\ 

compositicm of domestic butputemployment, domestic prices, imports 
and exports, savings and investment. 

These two fields of pplicy, are obviously intérrelated«,: Decisions 
in the sphere of energy policy must be taken iñíhe broader ¿cpntext 
of macroeconomic" policy as well as in the light óf" policy rfprmulation 
in other sectors of'the economy. Pricing policy oh refined^oil  products, 
for example, will obtfióusly-have macroeconomic implications for the 
lével and composition of domestic prpduction, éinployment, : foreign 
reserves, and so on. Conversely, monetary and fi'écá'l poli.cy will affect 
prices and costs in the eriesrgy sector.. •-•">•-. v .... t 

This section concentratgs on policy optí'Oñs"ópétt at the level 
of the energy sector, assuming that the macróébónómic mandate is to 
minimize the threat of oil prices ..to. domestic output and employment. 
Moreover, it is oríeWted to.wards policy options óperi tó Latin America's 
oil-deficit cóuntrié'é,-since these. are the coUátrles-where the increased 
cost of imported bil has posed a threat to domestió-output and 
employment. " . « • ,. ' ' "•' ' 

Three other i'ssües need to /be clarified: first-, ..the objectives 
of energy sector pólicy as .discussed in this section; secojid, the level 
of generality on wliich-itrhi-s discussion of enérgy póiicy will.,be 
conducted; áhd/third, the organizationai Éráméwbrk that wî ll be used 
to discuss this -subject. It is assumed that the;!i>rice of world crude 
oil over the r̂ ést of this centurywill follów the track presented in 
Exhibit 58 and Dxagram 1¿ ' 

With regará'to the objectives of enérgy sector .policy. in the 
region's oil-deficit countries, the forecast of world crude oil prices 
presented earlier implies a heavy and continuing drairi ,on the foreign 
reserves óf these countries over, the rest óf'this céntury, threatening, 
in turn, their prospects for economic growth and social advancement. 
Within this contéxt, the objectives of energy sector policy as discussed 
in this section are: first, the promotioñ of the least-cost s.upply of 
energy sources in the:region's oil-deficit économies; and,.second, the 
pr.omotion of economic growth and efficiency through..ratipnal energy 
pricing and investmént decisions. Even if there; had never- hp.en an 

/"energy ,c,risis" 
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"energy crisis", these same two o^ejctives would Istill have heen 
proposed*to:güide energy.:,pqlicy-makers. , 

The extént tó which these two. obqectives aré realized will 
likewisé determine the; extent to.which. the threat to domestic output 
and employmen't in thê e...countries caused by the high cost of imported 

'.•'.-.•i.  '  : • " ;. • t\  • crude oil can be mitigat&d;, and.thié, it is assumed, will be a key 
objective of raácrbe.cono®ic--policy in .the región1 tí oil-deficit countries 
Conversely¿to theiextent that these countries do not seize thé 
opportUnities for reducing the. ,unit costs of doméstic energy and do 
not follow ecóhomioaily;rationa! energy pricxng and:investment policies 
the. economic dislocation provoked by the increased price of world oil 
willremáin unéfcéefced by policy ..actioh in the'energy sector. 

ít is óbviíjusly-not,-feasible to carry óüt an ábstract discussion 
of energy séctbr póliícy i» ¡a way that would á'pply on:a detailed- level 
simultaneoukly T:ó'each of the region's oil-deficit countries. For 
example, the policy recommendation to increase the production of lower-
cost indigenóüs ¿rude; ai! wquld rbe absurd for the many Latin American 
countries thát': do-not now have such a production c&pability. In this 
context, the diversity of .the. re^ipn/s oil-deficit ¿Púntries;,in terms 
of both their énergy ŝ eĉ ars; and: their socio-éconotaic structures Qiust 
be stressed rat the outset. The energy sectors óf these" countries 
vary widely ih the level and composition of energy production and 
consumption, in the extent of their foreign trade in étaergy sources, 
the scale and cómplexity :,of refining actiyity, the degree óf reliance 
on imported óil, the.. structure of refined product consumption and 
refinery output, the-extent of State control over the energy industries 
the supply cost of indigenous energy sources, the lével and structure 
of energy prices , and r the. national policy parameters that condition 
the formulatióñ of energy-sector policy (e.g., receptivity to foreign 
capital in the domestic oil industry). These country-by-country 
differences, taken in:cpnjunction with patently broad differences in 
economic structure, degree of nationalism, and soció-economic 
circumstance of these countries, underscore the héed' to tailor a 
detailéd discussion of energy policy to eách individual country. 

/However, a . 
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However, a country-to-country approach to a discussion of energy 
sectoj* policy ís simply beyond .the scope of this study. Instcad, a 
more général approach must be adopted». fopusing on-the policy options 
that are pétentiálly bpen, in general,., «tp ,vaj»ipus ¡groupings of the 
region's oil-deficit countries in their attempt. to- achieve the twP 
objectives of energy sector policy just specified. .For pú'rpóses of 
discussion-, the energy sector policies open?. in general, to Latin 
America's oil-deficit countries for coping-.with the ;expectéd :price of 
world crude oil ovér the next two depades may be c.lassified under the 
following headings: . , 

1. Policies aimed at decreasing. the demand for- imported-
oil, cbmprising those which:. . . ..... , • 
(a) do hot require international. cofppera.tion for their 

impiementation; and 
(b) Those which do require . . . 

2. Policies ai'med át mitigating increases in the cost'Of 
: energy supplies in general and. of oil in particular, once 

i'. -,«-•• --i,' •. • ' "•' ; 
'•"•" again cOmprising those which:,. ,., .. . , - -

" (a)' do not require internatipnalr co-pperation for their 
' ' ' • implémentátion: and .. , ,. i 

(b) ' those which do require i t • 

( i i ) Policies ai,med at decreaging the demand - for imported crude and 
- not réquiring international co-operafrion. ~ i 

Exhibit 60 shows ,t.he. increased •sshare of oil imports "in total 
imports in various Latin American countries since 1972. As concluded 
earlier, the crud,e oil. price forecasts priésented iri EXhibits 58 and 59 
(see also diagrams 1 and 2) mean that; the< d'rain on foreign reserves on 
oil account in the r^gioij's oil-deficit 'éoúntries i s expected to persist 
over the next two decades, and on a sighificant scalé. ~ 

The first imperative, there fore, is to reduce the growth rate of 
the demand for imported crude oil and refined products, büt in such a 
way as to minimize the, threat .to economic growth and efficiency. Three 
options on pricing are., ppen: ¿ ' ¡ 

/First, to 
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First, to use internat'iohái'prices for refined oil products as 
' ' the parity basis for fixing tfie ¿omestic price of internationally. 

traded energy sources in those countries in which the State legislates 
the price of domestic energy floVs, which is the typical case in Latih 
America. In those cases;wheré there is no interference by the State 
in the establishment ;of '̂ prices for Jénérgy products, domesti'd Óil prices 
at internationa.1 parity ,would emérge automaticallyy> andl these prices 
would 'refiect; the, reált economic0 cost '(i.e., the ,opportunity:cost) of 
consuming th?m in. the economy. T̂'he balance-of-páyments pressure that 
would result from this policy would be transmit/tjed throügh the economy 
as a whole by ĉhanges- in the •'exchahge rate. The ,pattern of price 
inflation would be energy-speci'fic, and this would, in tura, favour 
economically rationa.1- pattferüsVf éübstitutiqn,^ both producers and 
consumers. . ... ^ 

Second, the State energy authoríty may fix higher prices for refined 
oi l products than their interna t'ionáí parity prices.. I f . domestic prices 
for imported energy prodtwstV are' s&t' by the State at levéis higher than 
intérnational parity, this amouñtS'to levying an indirect táx on al l 
consumers, insofar.as they alX:ccohsumé refine,d p.il. products, either 
direCtly or indirectly* The tax is régréssive tp the,.extent that it 
takes away a higher fraction of"' ineóme from lower than from higher 
income groups. Fixing prices, for; imported'.•©ii-hrgb©'?~ t'H&ñ• inti'xhational 
parity. Wp.úiá wórk t"ó""the faVóur~.of domestic "ehergy supplier^ and to 
those vested-interest groups whose eeonomib'advántage is allied with 
them., ' ' . o ..•..'., 

Third, the State may f^x pripes for refined bil products at levels ' 
lower than international'parity, extending an impíicit subsidy to. a l l . 
citizene in the economy, insofar as each "is ah bil consumer,. in ... 
proportion to their consumption,pf refined oil products. To the extent 
that the subsidy i s extended progortionally mote to lower than to 
higher income groups, the sub?,idy-is .progréssivéf The financing of j 
the subsidy may ialte the form of -printing money, increased taxation,-
or selling bonds. Increased taxation would be ihconsistent with the 
original aim of extending a subsidy, while the option of selling bonds 

/ i s scarcely 
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is scarcely viable in the región owing to the underdeveloped state 
of capital markets» Printing money would generalize the infl.utionary 
process over the whoíe economy (i.é., the pattern of inflatión would 
not be energy-specific), and it would therefore lead to inefficiency 
in resource allocation on an economy-wide scale, so that it would 
have a cost in terms of foregone economic growth. The policy of 
setting oil prices below international parity would work to the 
disfavour of domestic energy (and affiliated) suppliers to the extent 
that they suffer a íoss in otherwise viable production and profits. 
Employment in these industries would be simil,arly prejudiced. This 
policy would stimulate, not brake, the rate of growth in oil • 
consumption, in contrast with the case of pricing at or above 
international parity. 

Economic conéiderations favour the first policy option. The 
economic cost (i.e., the opportunity cost) of consuming refined oil 
products and other internationally traded fuels in tlie domestic economy 
is accurátely reported, and for this reason the system is preferable 
on grounds of economic efficiency. Moreover,. to the extent that 
capi'tal, fuei, and Other resources are not applied inefficiently in 
the economy, they are reíéased for use elsewhere, thus. promoting. 
economic growth and employment as well. Finally, the pattern of 
inflatión that this policy would generate would lead producers and 
cónsumers to economically efficient patterns of substitution, minimizing 
inefficiency"and lost growth in the economy as a whole. 

A ¿ecohd way of restricting the growth óf domestic demand for 
• > • y 

imported oil is to increase the supply of lower-cost indigenous energy 
substitutes.155/ Clearly, many projects to increase the supply of 

155/ The short-term manoeuverability of many Latin American countries 
on this'áccount^is quite limited. Of the 26 cóuntriéá l ísted in1 

Exhibit 3.0,only seven produced crude o i l , n«turalvgas, coal and 
hydropower;one produced crude. o i l and hydropower; eleven produced 
only ¡hydropower ; -one produce only crude o i l and natural gas i and 
four countries.did not produce any of the foyr primary.energy . 
sources in 1975' By way of comparison, however, non-commercial 
( i .e.,.tradit ibnal) fuels are consumed throughout the región in 
relatively significant quantities in each country. 

/indigenous fuels 
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indigenous fuels that were not economically viable., prior to 1973 are ... 
viable now, borth financially and leconomically, Projeots to increase 
the supply of indigenous energy-«aurces .are .defendible up to th¡e point 
where indigenous supply costs ; (iaduding ftet e9$ternalities) reaoh 
international parity. - Beyon^ --th-is point,-however., 1?here are no more 
direct benefits to be cápturexi from  differences in the cost of domestic 
and imported energy supplies.' The. analysis and íorecast ;of world crude 
oil prices presented earllen may :prove helpful )i*v,e.stiraating the economic 
and financial feasibility rof-the-se .kind-s estergy projeets. . 

Increased prodúction of energy flows from traditional energy 
sources such as solar j.an<i\geothermal energy and energy flows from 
organic vastes (e.g., biOfga»> -ntay offer promisiing•prospeets in soiae 
countries in the región as substitutos for refined oil products. In 
general, however, the potéritial scOpej.-tof-«the .sübstltution ofntraditional 
fuels for oil- is.iquiteiíliiBÍ'tied in the.oreg.ion.; : is due, many -
cases* to the relatively .high and.-.near-terq; capital requirements , per 
unit of outpttt ioften charaeterizing ,these> .substitute energy technológie;S, 
taken in conjwtdt-i'on.'wi-tb-t'he.higbvcost ©f ..the-..̂ pi.talavailable,:to 
the regiones oil-deficitJcQUtttries*..-, ; í :-í. >-:•; f ¡; ;í . : • . ': 

One problem;'.in. thití.Twhole, ;are,a >of a.ction yie timing r ;:sinee it will ; 
take several years for many oil-substitute projeets to b e c o m e . ; : ¡ s 
operational. Economically viable investments ;in hydropower and pucleay - •-
facilities,.'<ñatural gas transmission and distributión facilities, and- coal 
production and marketing projeets, even when viable, have long lead-times 
and they cahnot bo: cxpected tó -provide much in the way of economic 
relief in the region's oil-deficit countries during much of the coming - .. 
decade. The major difficulty for Latin America's oil-deficit countries 
ia not.in identifying such projeets, but in financing them. • 

Much of the potential substitution of indigenous fuels for, 
imported oil in Latin America is concéntrated in the electric -.power 
industry. The. revisión of prices for refined óil: products discussed 
previoüsly has i^s'; counterpart need in the upwárd reVision of electricity 
tariffs towards the now higher level of total qosts^of power supply. „. 
In restructuriñg the gripes of.refined.óil prqdü<ptsvánd electricity,_' 

/however, i t 
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however, it is necessa.ry to bear in mind that this could trigger 
undesirable ínter-fuel.substitutlons«,156/ In a .strategic sense, the 
major candidate for increases iri electricity ta.ri.ffs is the household 
sector, because relatively major economies are possible in this 
component of the market, without too much of a threat-to output and 
employment. This pption is particularly attractiye in:the oil-deficit 
countries to the extent that their electric power. industry is based on 
oil-fired generating plants and to the extent .that the-, household sector 
weighs heavily in electric energy consumption. . 

In addition to encouraging thé substitución oí! indigehous energy 
sources for oil in.the. generation of electric power, the increased cost 
of world oil has paade; investmehté in upgrading the. efficiency of electric 
power transmission, ajad distribution systems .even more attractive ñow 
than in the past...,In,ma¡ny Latin American oil-deficit countries, the 
ratió of system loSfes to /getteráted1 power is relatively high (Exhibit 
32). Again, howpver, as in the case of projects .oriented tbwards the 
increased use of. indigenous' fuéls in generating electric pófter, the 
major problem inyolyed in efficiency-úpgradi.ng p>roj,ect.s i s rii>t in 
identifying them but.. i n -:f!inding':íiriñáncing for them. . 

The option of increasing the supply of lower-cost indigenous 
Crude oil is partipularly: promising, but the prospectsrvary widely 
between the region's oil-deficit countries. . Only seven of Latin 
Américá's oil-d.eficit countrieM" produce crude. oil. These countries 
can increase their, produption and development activities..relatively 
quickly, thus reducing the foreigñ exchánge drain for imported oil in 
the near future. Given the expected world crude oil .prices as présented 
in Exhibit 58 and Diagram 1, production from existing :fields can be 
accelerated sharply and, despite rising únit costs, s t i l l be : * 

1^6/ For example, i f the price of household kerosene were increase'd 
far more sharply than the price of household electricity, then 
consumers;might shift from kerosene heating to electric heating. 
I f the power industry, in this case, were heavily.reliant ón fuel 
oil ánd dieselfired plants, this could..genérate añ 'i'ncre-asé in the 
demand .for imported oil that, would be opi.ppsed to the. original -
objeptiye of minimi^ng the for^Agn éxchange'cost of imported oi l. 

. . .,.„<.. /economically viable 
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economic.ally viable over a Droad 'range of ihcreiffental output. The 
criti,cal choice to be made ris betwjefen: d'evéloping more-reserves in 
knqwn, fields and -then producing from thém; launching exploration 
programmes; or some- combination of both. Ciearly, whatever the choice, 
the objective- remainfe clear'V minimum  energy supply costs. Finally, 
to the extent that & rapid vihcreáse ih'thé production of indigenous 
crude oil can be combined with stírong downward pressüre on domestic 'v 
consumption ofrefittéd:oil produbté, it might be possible for some of 
the region's few oil-deficit', oil producing countries to export oil at-
its opportunity cost in thé'world market. 

Given the relatively I'ow risk typiCally characterizing crude J 

oil development •vls-a-vis: éxpflorátion investraents, it should be ' 
possible for many of theéé* countries to se curé foreign capital from 
priva te or internatibttal bankís- for'paftial financíng of their crude 
oil development programirfeSic A5 strong case bán te made for World. Bank 
and/or IDA financing o'f oil déveloptoeht prbjects in these countries, 
in addition to the tr&díti'ónál support of thé se institutions for projects 
in other, áreas such as: electric ; power. ' Ih this regard, the World Bank 
recently approved its fí-rát Iban^fór^thé dévélopment of oil 
re sources.157/ ' - v ' 

Tltó-Latin America® oil-déficit countriés without a crüde oil ^ , 
producing capaibílity face thte choice of cóntinuing to rely on imported 
oil, launching domestic exploration programmes, or, as will be discussed. 
further on, invesfeing- oil -projects abroad. The lack of geological 
knowledge in many of these countries regarding the extent of oil ( a nd 
other energy) resoúi'ces, taken together with the long lead-time involved, 
even when an oil explóratioh prbgramme is successful, means that these 
countries probabiy:pánnot' rély oh this sburce of economic relief in any 
significant way during most of the eighties. 

157/ In 1977», the World Bank approved a 150 -million dpilar lbafr to 
ludia for fácilities; ta- develop and produce up to 140 thbusand 
barréis of p i l a,day and 2.2 million .cubia metres of natural gas. 
See : Woríd' Bank, Report -1977, p. 72¿ Also r'efer to "New Sources 
Emerge, tb Báhkroll World • Oi 1 -S.ea.rPJh"y Petrol'eum Intelligence 
Weekly, Vol. XVI, NQ 281 8 July 1977, p. 6. 

r : ; \í . o;- -- /Nevertheless, for 
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Nevertheless, for those oil-deficit. countries. in-thé región thát 
do have promising prospecte for discovering crude; oil-thrbu'gh domestic 
exploration programmes, two lines of thought s e e m worthwhile pursuing. 
The first of these i s to approach the governments of oil-deficit 
developed countriesj or groups of such goyernmentis., with an iñvitation 
to extend loañs to help finance crude oil exploration programmes. Both 
par.tiee stand to benefit potentiálly. Th.e oil-deficit developed 
countries would benéfit to the extent that,an increased supply of crude 
oil ultimately püts oi l prices under eyer.grpater^píessure in thé future, 
quite apart from the iñtérést earned on the loans* ;¡ The óil-deficit devel 
oping countries'would ^enofit to the extent ,that possibly eucceSBful o i l 
exploration programmes could be launched. that, for lack of" foreign 
exchange, might otherwise be iinpossible to, undertake. Addi'tiónally, 
the oil-deficit developing'countries in the región could push the case 
with the developed Countries for increasing t^ i r -accesó tó thése kinds 
of loans from international financial institutipns in î rhich both 
particípate. 7 ''" .... . . :r: ;ii-r; 

The second pósislbiii'ty 'is ''t'd"~ápprbac£ .privaos corporationé eucfcí 
as the United Státéfe Óveráeas Private Investmisnt- Corporation with this 
same kind -.of1:-pío^bsiíion.Again, both, jparties stand tó benefit' 
potentiálly. Thé'píivate foreign inyestor..benefits to :ttíe"éxte'rit thát 
exploration investments ábróád turn out to be ¡pro.fitáble for xtv whi'i'e 
the host oil-defícit coúntry benefits to the extent thát succéssful 
oil exploration' programme lowers the4 supply cost of energy'in the 
domestic économy and conserves scarce foreign.exchange into-thé' bargáin. 

The • third-Jway of décreasing the demand for imported oi l i s to 
increase éffieiénCy in the energy systems that continué to' use i t . In 
addition to ^eléc'trical generation-, transmissipn, and dxstribútion ' 
facilities in the power industry, the major energy systéms involved" 
here are-; thé •aíitomobile, truck, • bus, locomotive, ship, aeróplane, 

158/ See:: "New ¿Óurces Emerge to Bankroll World -Gil Search", Petroleum 
Intelligence Weekly, Vol. XVI,"NS25, 18 July ,1977, P» 6. . • .. • 

'••:'"• /industrial boiíer, 
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industrial boiler, and home heating systemso Laws have been passed 
in a variety of cojintries to reduce máximum  driving speeds so as to 
increase the average distafcce coveired per unit of motor gasoline input, 
and próposals have been made to permit tax deductions for impíoving home 
iñsülation systems. The list could easily be expanded: inspection 
programmes could be. introduced fór the purpose. of upgrading the thermal 
efficiency of automobiles, trucks, and buses, etc.; the cruising speed 
of aircraft and other, transport media could be regulated in order to 
increase the physical efficiency of their energy use; inspection 
programmes could be.introduced" designbd tó increase the physical 
efficiency of fuel use in industry, ánd so on. 

These kinds of prpposals havé réceived far more praise than they 
desérvé. At best, they probably secúre little, if any, economically 
defesible saving of oil¡beyortd vhát wouíd be secured by the natural 
reaction of consumers to increased pricés for refined oil products in 
the" first place. The incentive t'óvcon^ámers to increase efficiency in 
th.e use of a fuel is a functiony intér alia, of its price, and it is 
far siinpler for governments to achieve the goal of increased economic 
efficiency in oil consujnption by operating on the price of refined oil 
products directly rather than by instituting grand programmes aimed at 
bending consumer behaviour to- this púrpose. Át relatively low prices 
for motor gasoline and di,ese:l oí 1, fór example, the financial incentive 
for carrying out engine tune-ups is léss than at higher prices.. As 
the price of electricity, kerosene, natural gas and other household 
fuels increases, the corresponding incentive to economize on their use 
also increases. The first economic priority is to put the domestic 
price structure for all energy sources at international parity so that 
the cost of using fuels is reflected in their price to consumers. 

One area for efficiency gains that that does warrant immediatê  
consideration is the possibility for governments to transport a higher 
proportion of their freight by train than by truck. Capacity condijtions 
permitting, this might generate desirable economies in energy input per 
unit of freight transported and; Jconserve. for.eign exchange...Additiónally, 
over lohger periods o'f time, it' taay be economically defensible in some 

/countries to 
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countries to install electric locomotives and ¡trolley-bus systems, 
and to geár the expansión of hydropower facilities to the introduction 
of these energy systems» In this, same vein, the. increased cost óf 
energy supplies has increased the epanomic attractiveness of mass 
vis-a-vis private personal transport». In; view of this, there is a 
clear need for a widespread reviev of public transportation polic^. 

Anóther area of potential efficiency gains as the'intertíohnexion 
of domestic electric power systems» . The. higher unit.cost of oil makes 
investfflenís in such interconnexions even more ;;fe,asible now than in the 
pasto In countries using hydropower (and other indigenous fuels) 
together with imported oil in generating. electric power, such iwe'stments 
would retárd the rate of increase i n í q r lower.) unit-energy costs and 
conserve oil» Even in systems .that are . wholly reliant on oil-fired 
generating píants, unit oil requirements cj9uld .be redüóedby 
concehtrating generation in. larger-spaleriand more efficient oil-fi'red 
planté.'" Once again, however,, the-lead-time:involved'itt stích projeets 
may not permit. ver y significant economies ;,inr!oil cónsamptión*'fór severa! ' 
years forwárd, and the main diffji.eu.lty i.s-.oot.rideata'fying -«uéfc- prcfré'Ots 
but arrangihg for their financing. 

One -broad -imperativo emerges from the ^réceding dispussipnr ithe.. 
need to deal.withthe^probletf-of^ restrüctuH'ñg thfe primes óf. final 
energy flows to consumers on an integrated basis, not just-.with respect 
to the price of refined óií product prices but in the context pf the 
whole price structure of fuéls in general» The price of motor gasoline v 
cannot rationally be fixed in isolation from the price of diesel -oil, 
ñor can the price of household kerosene be set without reference to . 
the price of gas, fuel oil, añd traditional fue.ls, consumed in ¡the , 
household heating market. Similarly, the price of fuel oil cannot be rv 
fixed in isolation from thê  price óf natural gas and c,oal in the ' 
industrial bóil'er market or the price of petrochemical naphthas without 
reference to the' price' of natural gas to the petrochemical.industry» 
In all this, howéver i Óhe véty' iinportant point must _be Isept- in mind: 
the international market ifór refined oil products (and .p$her fuels) . » 
gives a olear iridícatión óf thé ópportunity cost of.cpnsû i.ng 4;̂ em. ;in . . r 

3 • • • •• • /in the 
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in.the=domestic economyV Refined product prices below international 
párity constitute subsidies to their consumers and encourage their 
consumption more than their production. Prices higher than international 
parity constitute a¿ implicit tax on their consumption, depress 
consumption and stimulate production of indigenous fuels. The case, 
for ¡international'pari'ty óf domestic oil (and other energy) price is 
economically' clear and eomp'elling. In this context, Exhibit .61 shows 
the retail pricés of selected refined petroleum products in.some Latin 
American countries ánd thé prices (FOB) of these products in the 
Carribbean in ¿Tüné 1977. 

Lastly, a co-ordinatéd approach is required to the now intensified 
need for stíategic éiíergy píanning in the economies of the region's 
oil—déficit countries, £róceeding from an overall strategy of economic 
development to criticál ássumptions on the price of world crude oil and 
refined products over time' and, then, to the scale and mix of investments 
required in thé enérgy éector. This need is evident throughout the. 
oil-deficit countries óf the región where the State typically controls 
energy prices and undertakés the bülk o"f investments in, the. energy 
sector. . 
( i i i ) Policies aimed at decreasing th&, demand for imported: crude oil 

and, reqüirlhg international co-operation 

There are two major areas.of action currently open in this area: 
first, the joint development by Latin American countries of their 
hydropower reserves; and second? interconnexions of electrical systems 
across national frontiers. 

By substituting domestic hydropower for oil-based supplies of 
electricity, and by the substitution of lower-cost imports of electricity 
through interconnexions, the region's oilr-deficit countries may be able 
to retard the rate of increase in the supply cost of electricity and, 
in the process, conserve foreign exchange as well. Once again, however, 
these two kinds of projects cannot realistically be expected to próvide 
much of a depressant on the rate of growth in the demand fór imported 
oil in the very near future. ,The lead time i s top,lQng for this, and, 
espéciaíly in the case of multinational projects for the development 

/of hydropower 
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of hydropower reserves, the capital requirements may be prohibitive 
unléss external assistance is provided on semi-coriceSsional or , 
concessional terms» Nevertheless, .this does not 'ditdinish the importance 
of evaluating the possible introduction, of such ¿̂"ojects in the future, 
and it surely does not negate the.\iability of thesé two options in 
specific cases. " 
(iv) Policies aimed at reduclng the; •supply cost of imported crude ? 

oil and energy supplies An general and not requiring 
international co-operation 

The two, previous cátégórieá-Tpf -policy actíon had as their 
immediáte objective an ecoitómically defensiblé 'retardátion of the 
growth- rate in. the demand ;fór importe*} oil. By contrast, the po.licy 
options considered in this and'the following section of this chapter 
are oriented towards tííe objective p,f securing imported oil on a least-
cost basi's. - .. .. 

' Several options not'^équiring international co-opération are 
open to the región's oil-de!ficit*^countries in áttempting ,t0 reduce 
thíe supply cq.st .of their'imported.iO.il: ,r first, Jthe nórma^ playi.njg-off 
of' sellers by.,buyers in the international oií-market; second,.the 
appli'cation of excise takés: on ref ined oil pró^cts;: ánd^third, measures 
based on the exercise of greater centralized control' by 'Latjin American 
governments. over their domestic oil. industries;- :•',• ..<• 

The pla^ing-off of sellers by; buyers (and nb-t "just ,by. Latin 
Américan buyers.) in the world oil market constitútes roñe, .of. the major 
hopes of^the oil-deficit countries ,for securing reductions in the price 
óf their¡imported oil supplies. Prior to the seventies,. this mostly 
invólved pitting the major international oil companies against each 
other,: against the minor international companies aridj at that time to 
a minor extent, against the oil-$xporting governméñts. Since then,! 
however,. control over the supply ,.and price of world icrude oil has 
shifted to the oil-expórtilig countries. who, in turneare becoming more 
active as direct sellers of their; own crude oil and refined products. 

As discussed previously, it. is expected that .the oil-exporting 
countries will retain this control and become progréésively more active 

/as direct 
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as direct sellers of their crude oil, although many of them will also 
remain closely associated in cnude oil productipn.and sales with the 
international oil companies* .Henee,-while th^ success of buyers in 
the international oil market . will,,, as:.in the pastcontinué t o reflect 
their skill in playing-off.the^oil- companies (both major and minor) 
against one another^ it will ..now reflect progressively more tjieir skill 
in playing-off the oil-exporting governments against one another and 
these against the oil companies, so as to.secure their imported oil 
supplies on a least-cóst basier. • .* • 

One major problem facing the region's oil-deficit countries is 
the practical one of meeting the ̂ phŷ xcal. and ,financial requirements 
for their continuing oil imports,/:withput foreclosing the possibility 
of securing reductions in -t}ie unitr costas ,pf those imports in the future. 
Involved here is the pvera.ll, strategic;-approach tpy/ard crude oil imports 
under long-terra purchase contracts. . 

Commitment  to such contracts with the price of internationally 
traded oil at ..unprecedentedly higli le vals would make sense, of course, 
only if evea higher ;real: prices-for it wer,e ¡expected. Siich contracts 
would mean significant losses in foreign, exchaijge over time in a market 
of falling real crude pil prices. £he-Bayesian fprecast of world crude 
pil priees developed,earlier argued that.lowe^i prices are more probable 
than higher prices over the, next two Recades. This would suggest a 
general reluctance on the part of the pil-defic.it countries to make 
long-term oil'import contracts over the .forecast . horizon. 

The imposition of excise taxes on refined oil products, especially 
in countries that import oil on a scale which is large by international 
standards, may induce a downward movement in landed oil import costs, 
and particularly. if these taxes are. le,vied along a. broad front by 
large-scale* crude oil importing countries. Sellers of crude oil in 
the world market. may decide to absorb these taxe§, thus lowering the 
acquisition cost of oil to importers. In Latin America, this route is 
potentiálly interesting to only the few,oil-deficit. countries that 
have absolütely large volumes of oil import contracts to offer to 

; /séllefs. "'.As 
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sellers. As discussed previously,159/ the policy of setting domestic 
oi i prices above international parity has séribue économio drawbacks, 
and the case seems strong for not aáopt'iñg: i t in the relatively small 
oil" markets of Latin America. ' 

The third way of trying to "secure rediictions in the unit cost 
of imported oil involves two kinds of actioní 1 f irst, the centralization 
of oií imports in the hands of the State-in "th'osé oil-deficit countries 
where this control i s not currentíy~ceñtralized, and.second, using 
prices in the arms-length, competitive :ségriíént of the international 
oil market as the referent for fixíñgthe book cóst ofJoil imported 
by the affiliates of the integrated intérnationaí oil companiés in the 
oil-deficit cOúntriés<.;.¿'.í:..;;:::!.,!:^^ ' 

This séb'ond •poinir waî arit-s- explana t i óñ» Where-the domestic 
buyer of imported oil i s an affiliate of an intérnationaí oil company, 
there is no competitióh between i i and i ts pa'reht coftpariy, and the 
price of the oil entered ón'the a f f i l i a t e b o o k s is á' transfer price, 
not a price in an ecWomic sense ." ' Álthoügh 'thé márgih pér'batrél of 
the international ¿ i i companiés'" has" be'én ¿oítóprésséd confeiderábly in 
récent yéars/the 'use "transfér''prici'ng"Will s t i l l work agaínst the 
interests of the Vil-impór'ting' coüntry 'tfliéit -tak-páid- ^bost to the 
foreign oil companiés of acquiring crude1 oil %b"róád falls : moré rapidly 
than the transfer price used by the foíéignaf filiate7.' 

Thus, i f the jirice of 'oil, as entered in i ts íjóoká by the domestic 
refining (and/or marketing) áffiliaté óf an international o'il''company, 
is higher than the cost or that oil in ' the arms-length compón&n't of the 
international oi l market (plus competitive freight and insurance to the 
importing refinery), one option opén tó the governmeni: for closing this 
gapi is to íegally establish thé price prevailing 'in'the competitive 
component of the world oil market as t"hé referénce price' for booking 
the cost of imported crüde oil by the domestié affiliate, while at the 
same time allówing the'íátter a margin sufficieátly above cost to ensure 
a continued supply of réfinéd óil products t¿ the domestic economy. 

159/ See Chapter 2 (Section v, (ii))'.""' v" v; . . r 
/This approach 
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This apiproach would reduce the drain in, foreign exchange on oil account 
and increase the contribution of thé domestic affilíate to the 
central•governmentr> without impeding the flow of refined oi l products. 

Where private parties have the ability to import oil directly, 
centralization of-oil imports in the hands of the State might be used 
to secure a lower unit price.for imported oi l through the lever of 
increased purchases by the State. However, this option, like the óhe 
discussed just previously, has limited applicability in the region's 
oil-deficit countries; since the bulk^ .0/. the oil that they import i s 
already being importedr 1?y the State energy entity. 

''  '"'  '  -'  .'"  ti  *  '•  ,'_;....' 

(v) Policiés aimed at reducing the supply ,co,st of imported crude 
oil and of energy suppljes in general and requiring internnational 
cQ-operation 

Four possible lines of action are.open under this heading: first, 
integrating the oi l iajport . requirements of oil-deficit countries in 
the región as a means; of ¿ncrgasing, the downward pressure on the price 
of imported oil tbrpugh. the; lever of increased sales; " second, State 
part ic ipat ioninoi l venturjes .abroad, either on a solé participant 
basis oV tfolatly with pther-,oil-deficit countries or country-industry 
consó^tiá; Jthird, a world crude oil commodity agreement; aiíd fourth, 
a 'bi-óád-ranging Consumers' cartel.» 

The option of pombining the.import requirements of oil-deficit-
cóüntí-ies- i s based on the idea that the íarger the sales volüme being • 
offered',to sellers, the greater the pressure on them to reduce the 
price in order to secure the deal.. By increasing competition^between 
sellers, the buyers in such group-purchasing schemes might secure a 
reduction in the .unit cost of their oil imports. There are, of coursé, 
technical problems to be solved under such a scheme (e.g., the división 
of costs and .benefits among the participating countries). However, 
the potential benefits inyolved do warrant consideration of this option, 
especially from the point ofvvie^.of the smaller oil-deficit countries, 
which áre precisely those-that cannot,.now bring the Volume of their 
purchases to bear on price. 
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The, second way of possibly redúcing the cost. of imported oil 
supplies for the region's oil-deficit cóúátriés is to enter into crüde 
oil ventures abroad.160/ Cóásórtia of Latin America and other o i l -
deficit countries and/or foreign industrial companies (e.g., stéel, 
petrochemicals and electric Util ities) might be organized for this ..., 
purpose, thus overcoming the negative efféct, in some of the region's 
oil-deficit countries, of the lack of knowledge about.their indigenous 
oil resources, as well as the restrictions imposed by the large-scale 
capital requirements for such ventures if-Undertaken .alone. The 
governments of oil-exporting countries will probably.not be offering 
their oil for. development work by foréigh newcomers on ŝ ny significant 
scale £or on knock-down terms) fór  tw'o reasons,.' however: first, many 
of them are under pressüre to féstrict prodiáction, not.-increase i t , in 
support of. the currant structure of ; 'ófficiái  State selling .prices; and 
second, development work is a réiativély lo^ risk undertaking, which. 
these countries can financé éither1 indepéhdéiitly or .together with banks 
and the, int.egra.ted oil companies, thé lattér offering them the important 
advantage of ,^erv.ing as a coi^et'ítive büffér for them in the world oi l 
market... ..... ., . .. " "'"'"' "' "'* -. v. ; , . s 

..FinaJ^y* ,it ; i s highly uniíkeíy that •irivestment.s'.made today. in 
-oil-exploration ventures abróad (even í f acceptéd by host governments) 
will y.ield substantial relief to the oil-deficit countries for many 
years to.. come. On the other hand, i t does seem likely ,that. t,he región's 
.bilrdeficit countries have before them noíí a variety of alternative 
investtnent projects (e.g., efficiency upgíading in the electric power 
industry) that are at least as competitive, after conside,ring the 
economic uncertainty, as investments in oVerseas oil exploration 
projects. " 

Crude oil has never been covered by a formal international. 
commodity agreement, but it would be worth explorihg: the possibilities 

l60/ Brazil, for example, has launched oil ventures in Colombiay 
Egypt, Irán and Iraq, and. in Norway's portion of the Noíth 
Sea. 

/for such 
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for such an approach under the auspices pf an international forum such 
as the United. Nations.. The primary pbstap.le to réaching such an 
agreement is in specifying an accept.able price for world crude oi l. 
The oil-deficit countries would benefit i f this price were lower than 
the pripe that they etherwise expected to pay, whereas the oil-exporting 
countries would stand to benefit i f the price of world crude oil under 
such an agreement were higher than they would otherwise expect to 
receive, which, in the present context, would mean an assumption on 
their part of a. downward trend in crude oil prices. Moreover, a 
retardationin the rate of inflation in the developed countries, induced 
by a reduction in the price of world oil, would give an important 
advantage to the oil-exporting countries with sizeable financial 
holdings in these countries. However, i f the oil-exporting countries 
re jected ,the assumption of declining oil prices in favour of continuing 
high prices, their, incentive. to consider the possibility of a world 
crude oil commodity agreement would be significantly weakened. 

Downward pressure on the price of crude oil could also be exerted 
by concentrated purchases of oil through an international consumer 
cartel. Latin America's oil-deficit countries would not have to 
particípate in suph a cartel to,secure,the benefit of the reduced 
preces that it.might generate. Indeed, it i s unlikely tljat an effective 
consumer cartel would include the many small oil-importing countries 
in the región, due.:to the administrative complexity that this would 
generate. What would be required would be a cartel whose member 
countries as a grpup accpunted for a.relatively large share of world 
oil imports. This would enable the cartel to use the leverage of large 
volume purchases to secure reductiens in price. There is nc evidence, 
however, of serious interest among the major oil-importing countries 
in setting up a.formally constituted cartel of this kind, for a number 

.pf very powerful reasons.l6l/ 

l6l/: Sée the discusión of this topic in Section I I I and Section 
IV (iv). .... 

/(vi) Security 
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(vi) Security óf imported oil supplies ,f 

A concluding rémark is in order ón thé problem of"thé security 
of imported-crude oil supplies. ' This Concept i s rarely"clarified by 
its users., I t i s generally employéd r in féference to the widespread 
desire by oil-deficit .governments fór eóütinuously/assured access to 
the requisite volumes Of imported oil, implicitly under any and a l l 
circumstances. Such-a •desire is as widespread as it i s chimerical. 

The briefest; reflection will*suggest that oil-importing countries 
can never achieve -security in tMs- absolute sense. I f they have crude 
oil producing venturest.abroad, which is one conventional approach to 
the problem of securiiyi difficultiéS with host producer countries can 
endanger them::¿the post-war hiétory'óf"thé international oil industry 

.is full pf examples of this. Long¿térm ¿rude oil contracts for'their 
par.t, may befbrpken under the;•preéáür'é-l>f boycotts by oil-exporting 
countries. In such.a-situation, intérft'aíiónal buyers in general face 

* . 

¡ the pyospect of .sharp increpases in "-éil prices, .such as óccúrred'í in later 
1973* i f a ̂ buyejr pays:: the-new pricé, 'hé: may have some módicum of. 
securitys but;:%f he pannot on will íidt ?pay-it, then hé will have no 
.Security at:, all... ' : : - •-•'.'•t-

... Bomestip, stockpilés of crude" oil provide real physical security, 
but only foy. .relatively shorit periods, which, of couf-sej'is their 

; objective.,. However, even in the éaséof;this potentiálly viable 
ijnmediate ; solution to the security pi-oblem, i ts economic evaluation 
requires an explicit assumption asrre|árds expectéd crude oil prices 
(andjStorage and othér costs). Thé pricé and security of. imported oil 
are conceptually related, and very iútifliláíely so.- -.. --

, . I f security is viewed in terms óf-the ability to, satisfy a l l 
future pil consumption from domestic reserves of crude oi l conceiVed 
by sq.me as the.absolute in security, this concept needs to be defended 
empirically. Whether or nbt.this approach makés sense ecónomically 
turns on a .comparison of the expected present valué of the savings over 
time assoc.iated with this strategy, on the one hahd,'with the present 
valué of the. costs of i ts adoption, on thé Óther. Por the 'fé'w "oil-
deficit countries in the región which are in a position-to consider 

• /this option 
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this option of self-sufficiency in oil ¿puppliés, the. cos&jof* following 
it will essentially be the present valué of the excess cost of 
supplying indigenous ovér imported oil. Benefits include the avoidance 
of paying pañic prices for oil in times of crisis and,the fact that 

' - '' . ...... :'•' ' r > V ••- •' ' ' 
production in the economy can continué during times wh^n.pil flows 
might ótherwiée be physically interrupted. 

Only a few of Latin America's oil déficit countries can even 
thirikát present in terms of self-sufficiency in crude oil supplies 
in this sensé óver'the next several decades, however. The question 
thát most of the region's oil-deficit countries presently.face is 
whéther it makes señse now to invest ,in an oil-stockpile programme. 
Again, the imperative' need for economic evaluation is clear, si»ce it 
is first of all necessary to predict the próbability,, timing and 
durátion of the expected partial or total physical interruptions in 
imported oil supplies. Benefits include the a,voidance of paying panic 
prices whe'n oil supply íines are not ruptured a,nd of avoiding lost . 
production'in the economy when they are ruptured. Costs include the 
oil purchased for stockpiling and' all associated expenses for delivering 
it to stockpile, raaihtaining it there, and then withdrawing. i%, for use 
in the future. The application of standard discounting and próbability 
téchniques will revea! the extent to which the expected present.valué. 
of benefits óf' oil storage exceeds the comparably calculated costs ,of 
the oil storagé programme, on the basis of a discount rate properly 
selected to také accbunt of the scarcity of capital in the economy and 
the economic risk and uncertainty involved. 

Ánother approach is to find the time rate of discount that equates 
the present valué of expected economic benefits to the expected economic 
costs of the oil storage programme and then to compare this internal 
rate of return on the oil storage project, after adjusting for economic 
risk ánd uncertainty, with the estimated. spcial opportunity cost of 
capital in the economy. If the former is lower than the latter, then 
capital locked up in the oil storage programme w.ould be better applied 
elsevíhere in the economy. A reverse pattern would suggest that the oil 
storage programme is economically competitive with ..other: projects in 
the ecohómy. 

/Obviously, depending 
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Obviously, depending .on; the spe,cific assumptions underlyíng the 
analysis, an oil-deficit country may choose to run its risks in the 
world oil market Withoüt stoekpiling. The prospectively low probability 
of a physical ru^türe in the;oil import lines of Latin America's oil-
deficit countrie's would argüe strongly in favour of this option. The 
typically high socia:i opportunity cost of capital in Latin America's 
oil-deficit countries and the large amounts of capital locked up in oil 
inventory wóuld also weigh.heavily against storage programmes in the, 
región. The expected valyie ofrV!fcatever production is foregone in the 
economy as a result of-eicpected pil stoppages obviously would weigh in 
favour of stockpiling. A; feon.clusion about the economic viability OÍ an 
oil-storage programme cannot be re.ached on a priori grounds, however. 
.Investment analysis is: required,,,,and this can be done only after all 
assumptions aiid expectátions have been clearly specified in quantifiable 
terms. • .„ • 

Section VI: Summary 
. There have been fcút" dístinct geriodb of price formátion'in the 

international;crudé 'oil̂  induétr^'in thevppst-war era, but in nohe of 
these periods has the márkét ' pricé ofr WQrl̂,.- cr,ude oil béen eXpláinable 
in,-terms of the increasing  pressure  of the rising demand for world crude 
oil on its rlong-run incrementa!'supply cost. Two variables have'played 
the key rples in explaini'ng world crude oil prices in the'post-war era: 
first,* t]ae, structure of tfre lÁrórld oil industry, and second, the structure 
of energy .policies in the developed countries. - . 

.. .Over the rest of this century, it is expected that tlíiis pattern 
of causation will endure. 'The pressure of increasing demand for world 
oil o?i its long-run incremental supply cost will not require higher 
prices over the rest of this: century. Qyite.the contrary. Prices could 

c. r. 

fall, substantially over the next quarter-century without endangering 
the physical supply of crude oil'produced for. the world market. Taking 
the level of long-run economic cost of supplying .crude oil for the world 
market as the indicator of its scarcity:V it is. concluded that the diré 

/predictions about 



jiredictions about "'the world running out of .crude oil in two or three 
decades are simply rhetoric. 

On the other harid, a forecast pf world crude oil prices must 
focus squarely on the continuing importance of structur¡al ĉhanges in 
the world oil industry /on the one hand, and in the, .£nergy policies of 
the developed oil-importing countries on the other. The analysis 
presented heré' of these two key variables, from the point of view of 
price formátion, leads to the conclusión that the price of world crude 
oil in constant dollars wiil, most probab^y, remain at i ts present level 
through the end óf the eighties and then decline, on average, by two 
per cent annually during the nineties, falling to 8.82 dollars (of 
1975) in'ti»"" "year' 2000 ir' This price is substantially above the long-
run incremental cost of^crude oil in 2000.. I t i s also significantly 
abóve the minimum safeguard price adopted by the International Energy 
Agency and the European Commission in 1976. Additionally, this price 
is far below the estimated minimum economic supply cost of synthetic 

i • • ; . 

oil from both coal and shale"óiT in"thé year 2000. Finally, during 
both the eighties and the nihetiééi thé chances that actual prices 
for-wo^ld. oil will•be-higher than these 'most likely* prices in 1990 -
and 2000 jare viewed as being relatively small: actual prices will 
probably .be tlower, nót higher, than these prices. 

, r The. expected track of most likely prices for world crude o i l , 
(19-78-200.0;) rdoes mean, however, that Latin America's oil-deficit 
cpuntries will continué to suffér substantially on balance of payments , 
account, with a consequent drag oh économic growth and social 
advancement. I t i s argued that the objectives of energy policy in 
these countries should be to minimize the overall costs of energy 
supply, on the one hand, ánd tó forgé an économically rational set of 
energy prices and ittvestment policies, orí the other. To the extent 
that ihese objectives are pursued successfully, the economic and social 
damage to these countries stemming from the expected price pf world 
oi l will be minimized."* ' 

A broad range-of policy options are open to Latin America's oi l -
deficit countries, in general, to achieve these two policy objectives. 

/Analytically, these 
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Analytically, these options fal l into the classes of demand-oriented 
and supply-oriented policies. Many of them require international 
co-operation, but some do not. Most of the oil-deficit countries in 
the región have l i tt le in the way of short-term mahoeuverability, eimply 
because they lack diversified energy bases: in 1975, only six of them 
produced each ofthe four modern fuels; eleven produced only hydropowerj 
and three were totally reliant on imported oil for their modern enej-gy 
supplies (Exhibit 10b). Tactical fflanoueverability aside, the first 
priority in a l l the oil-deficit countries of the región i s to establish 
prices for both domestically produced and imported energy supplies 
that reflect the opportunity cost of their consumption, using the price 
of internationally traded oil and other energy sources as the referent 
for this purpose. 




